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Note.—In the absence of a formal report for 1885, 1 prepared and published for that year, as an

appendix to the Transactions of the State Department of Agriculture, a collection of essays on

into an annual entomological report, and the papers of the present report are, therefore, substan-

tially those prepared for the year 1886. The long delay in the publication of this report (now just

going to press) has led me to withdraw several articles on subjects which more recent observations

and experiments will enable me to treat to better advantage hereafter. The most important of these

are one on the root web worm and one introductory to a monograph on the insects injurious to

Indian corn.

economic entomology, containing the greater part of the matter which would have gone regularly

S. A. FORBES.
Jttni: 20, 1889.



LETTp OF TRANSMITTAL

Office of State Entomologist,
Champaign, Illinois, December 30, 1886.

To His Excellency, Kichakd J. Oglesby, Governor of the State

of Illinois.

SiE : I have the honor to transmit herewith my report as State

Entomologist for the two years ending December 31, 1886. As a

recent opinion of the Attorney General makes it doubtful whether

I have a right, under the laws relating to this office (to some

extent inconsistent and conflicting) to prepare any other than a

biennial report, I made no formal report for 1885, and shall here-

after make biennial reports only, supplementing these by bulletins

of the office, issued whenever important results of new work or

entomological occurrences of special interest to the general public,

make it desirable that prompt information should be given.

I am further induced to this course by the fact that thus only

can I continue to provide both for the work of the entomological

office and for that of the State Natural History Survey, for which,

as Director of the State Laboratory of Natural History, I was

made responsible by the Thirty-fourth General Assembly.

Respectfully submitted,

S. A. Forbes,

State Entomologist.

J
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THE ENTOMOLOGICAL RECORD FOR 1885-86,

To the economic entomolosjist the season of 1885 was especially

notable for an extraordinary outbreak, in the western part of the

State, of two or three of our common species of grasshoppers;

and 1886 was distinguished by a disastrous attack of the chinch
bug on the wheat, oats, and corn of Southern Illinois, which, to-

gether with a severe drouth, greatly diminished the crops of small

grain and hay over several counties, and completely destroyed the

corn in hundreds of fields. The grasshopper uprising having now
disappeared, a full account of it is given elsewhere; but a discus-

sion of the chinch-bug attack may best be postponed until another
report, when its complete history may probably be written.

The European cabbage worm {Pieris rapce) has clearly been
less abundant during the past two years throughout that part of

the State under our observation than for several years preced-
ing. The same scarcity was noted by some of my correspondents.
Dr. Goding, for example, wiiting from Livingston county on the
24th July, 1885, reported that it was difficult to find a single

cabbage worm in the field; and Dr. Boardman, in xlugust, 1885,
informed me that these insects were very much less abundant in

Stark county than usual. This difference, so favorable to the
horticulturist, was due apparently to the continued prevalence of

the white plague of the cabbage worm,—a destructive disease first

reported by me in September, 1883, and described in full in the
Bulletin of the Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History, Yol.
II., Art. IV., pp. 261-264. Numerous examples of its extraordinary
destructiveness occurred in the course of our observations. Visit-

ing a cabbage field near C^hampaign late in August, 1885, the
owner of which had reported a few days previously that it was
being destroyed by the cabbage worm, we failed to find in twenty
minutes' search a single living larva, the leaves being, however,
badly riddled, and the dried and blackened remnants of the dead
cabbage worms giving unmistakable evidence of their recent pres-
ence.
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From Dr. Liutner, State Entomologist of New York, I learned
that this malady had appeared in that State, information to

the same effect coming also from Mr. GofP, of the New York
Agricultural Experiment Station. In a subsequent letter, the lat-

ter gentleman contributed the interesting information that Prof.

^Arthur, the botanist of the station, had experimented with refer-

ence to the contagious character of the disease by feeding por-
tions of the bodies of larvae recently dead to still living and
healthy worms, the effect being the speedy sickness and death of

those thus treated. From William Saunders, Esq., of Ontario,
Canada, I learned October 5, 1885, that there seemed to be no
traces of the disease among the cabbage worms of his vicinity.

Prof. Snow, of Topeka, Kansas, likewise informed me in 1886
that it certainly had not appeared in his vicinity; but in August,
1886, I received from correspondents in Kansas, specimens appar-
ently suffering from a mild form of this affection. Mr. E. W.
Doran^ of Loudon, Tennessee, Assistant Entomologist to the
Board of Agriculture of that State, reported to me both in 1885
and in 1886 that he was unable to detect any evidence of its

occurrence there.

In the southern part of the State the solitary caterpillak
iCaUinwrplia Jecontei) has lately become excessively numerous:
and because of the early period of its activity has been found
capable of great injury to raspberry plants. The caterpillars

climb the stems, gnaw the swelling buds, and eat the young
leaves as fast as they put forth . Spraying with arsenic has proved
ineffective, because the rapidly unfolding leaves afford an abun-
dance of fresh food soon after the application of the poison.

Hand picking has given the only satisfactory protection.

In the course of a series of experiments performed upon the

CODLING MOTH {Ccirpocapsa pomonell(i), this species has received
fit our hands extraordinary attention in all its relations. An elab-

orate account of our observations respecting its life history and
its susceptibility to remedial measures is given in another article;

and I add here only facts showing the abundance of the species

during the two successive years. Of nearly 10,000 apples exam-
ined from trees used as checks upon our experiments in 1885, and
which, consequently, had not been treated with any insecti-

cide, fifty-nine per cent, had been infested by the codling moth

—

a proi)ortion doubtless unusually great, and due in part to the
extraordinary scarcity of apples following a year of great abun-
dance. In 188(>, on the other hand, when the apple crop .was an
abundant one, following the scanty crop of the year before, a sim-
ilar examination of 5,000 apples showed that only thirty-nine per
tent, were infested.

That dread enemy of the cereal crops, the notorious kiMy worm
( Hcliophila imipinicfa), occurred in injurious numbers in 1885
throughout Southern Illinois, from Bond and Wabash counties tO'
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Alexander and Gallatin, and was occasionally reported in June
to have made a visible impression npon the crop of corn. In
1886, however, no reports of injuries by this pest were received,

although an extremely dry season throughout this region would
seem to have favored its multiplication. None of the "armies" of the

previous year came then under our observation, and the precise

reason for the scarcity of the species this year is unknown.

Various apple leaf insects have interposed a serious obstacle to

successful nursery culture, almost completely obstructing, in some
localities, the business of growing young apple-trees for the mar-
ket. At Normal, especially, in the grounds of the Home Nursery
Company, the mischief worked on the susceptible varieties has
l^een of a very discouraging character, and has even disposed the

Ijroprietors to transfer their apple business to a western state.

As a result of a short series of experiments made with kerosene
emulsion and with lime, I learned that no liquid or powdery ap-

plication could reach a sufficient number of the larvae, secluded in

the rolled and webbed leaves, to make it at all worth using for

its immediate effects; but a series of field and laboratory experi-

ments made in 1886 has given us the means of controlling these
nursery pests at slight expense,—as detailed in an article on nur-
sery insects in another part of this report.

The Hessian fly (Cecidomyia destructor) was locally injurious

in 1885 in the counties of Fayette, Effingham, Clay, Lawrence, and
Alexander, a few fields being left unharvested because of it in

the three first mentioned. A careful canvas of the southern part
of the State made in May and again late in June, failed to dis-

cover any damage except to one field each in Effingham and Law-
rence counties. Its isolated occurrence in these localities gave an
excellent opportunity to determine by experiment and observation
some points of interest in its midsummer life history. The re-

sults of our investigations, with suggestions of preventive and
remedial procedure based upon them, are deemed of sufficient im-
portance for especial discussion in a separate article.

The CLOVER SEED MIDGE {Cecidowyici leguminicola), first de-
scribed by Lintner as Cecidomyia trifolii, in 1879, (the present
name being afterwards substituted for the above,) was first re-

ported in Illinois, as far as I can learn, by W. F. Carpenter, of
Steward, Lee county, in 1882, in a note to the "Prairie Farmer,"
the date of which I have not at hand; but in a recent letter Mr.
Carpenter informs me that he first observed the pest in Illinois in

1878 or 187'./. As it was first observed by Lintner in New York
in 1877, it is difficult to say whether this was originally an east-

ern or w^estern species, or whether it may not have secretly pur-
.'.ued a less offensive course for some years in various parts of the
country. In Northern Illinois it was especially injurious in 1886,
notice of its ravages coming to the office from the Farmers' Club
of Marengo, in October.
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From some infested clover heads obtained through the secretary
of the Club, N. J. Wheeler, we had the good fortune to breed
five specimens of a new parasitic enemy of this midge,— a chalcid
belonging to the genus Tetrastichus, and apparently of a species

undescribed. Previous to this, , two species of parasites have been
reported as preying on it,

—

Eiirytoma funehris, Haw., and Platy-
gaster error, Fitch. Additional insect enemies were detected in

our breeding cages,—one of them a small heteropter {Triphleps
insidiosus) , so abundant everywhere that it may well serve a use-

ful purpose in lessening the numbers of ^^y»fS .^over pest.

The intex'esting discovery was mad^e.this summer (1886) that an
additional brood (majiing three in all) of the wheat bulb woem
(Meromyza ameri(^na) may develop in midsummer in self-sown

wheat.

A very peculiar larva {Cardiophorus) of the family to which
the common wireworms belong, was found in June perforating and
mining the roots of corn in the sandy soil of the "second bottom"
in Alexander county, the corn as a result being not more than
half the size of that in adjacent fields.

^

The very common blister beetles (Meloidce) were far more
abundant in 1885 than usual,—a fact doubtless to be connected
with the extraordinary abundance of grasshoppers, upon the eggs
of which their larvae are well known to feed. The species most
frequently mentioned in our notes of injuries to crops are the

striped blister beetle {Epicaida viftcda), the margined blister

beetle {E. cinerea), and the common black blister beetle (jE*.

pennsylvcmica). The last is yearly abundant, feeding in autumn
upon the flowers of the golden rod and other composite plants;

but the other two species are more variable in their numbers,
Che abundance of E. pennsylvanica was noticed as early as the

4th of July, at which time we found it feeding upon the leaves oi

the honey locust. In ilugust it was very common in corn fields,

associated with the two other species, all of which were feeding

freely upon the fresh silk of 'corn, doing thus, apparently, a very

considerable mischief by preventing the fertilization of the kernels,

and partially blighting the ear. Rarely, also, we saw the black

species eating the kernels at the tip of the ear. The striped blis-

ter beetle, likewise common in corn, was still commoner upon po-

tatoes and tomatoes, often stripping these plants of their leaves.

The margined blister beetle was also noticed in July and August
feeding upon potatoes and tomatoes, sometimes more abundant
than the striped species. In corn fields it attacks an allied weed,

the common ground cherry (Phymlis ^riscosd).

The ookn hoot worm (Diahrotlca longicornis) seenjs certainly

no less abundajit than hitherto, although farmers who have
adopted the practice of frequent rotation are rarely subject to its

injuries. Heretofore it has not been noticed in corn fi(d(is south of

the central region of the State; Imt I this year delected the larva'
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of this or some closely allied species, in June, in a corn field in

Alexander county in numbers sufficient to arrest the growth of

the corn in irregular patches, here and there. I feel bound to do
my best to excite the serious apprehension of farmers respecting

the future of the corn root worm in regions where it is being
neglected. I have no doubt that under such circumstances, multi-

plying continuously, as it is liable to do. it will in time accumu-
late in such numbers as no longer to confine its chief injuries to

fields principally in corn, but that the beetles wall be early forced

to scatter in search of food, from the fields in which they emerged,
and that the eggs will consequently be freely laid everywhere in

the ground instead of being confined, as now, chiefly to fields of

corn. Indeed, there is already some serious indication of the ap-

proach of this calamity. From Mr. E. C. Davis, of French Grove,
in Peoria county, I learned that the adult beetle had been seen in

his vicinity, flying in sw^arms so early in the season that it is not
at all likely that the females had yet deposited the principal part
of their eggs. In such cases, the ground will almost certainly be
heavily stocked with the eg2:s wherever a sufficient food supply
occurs, and fields not lately in corn will be liable to show next
year evidences of serious injury by this pest. As the beetle lives

largely upon the pollen of plants, and congregates upon clover

heads and other late blooming flowers, it is in fields of clover or
those containing an unusual amount of fresh young vegetation
that this prevalence of the corn root worm is likely to be noticed.

It is not unlikely that the abundance of grasshoppers in corn
fields in some parts of the State, and the consequent diminution
of the ordinary food supply of the corn root worm beetle, may
have forced it to leave the corn fields earlier than is its custom.
But this consideration serves to enforce the importance of a gen-
eral rotation of crops as a safeguard against a pest so liable to

take advantage of even slightly favoring circumstances and to in-

flict uncontrollable damage upon the principal farm crop of the
State.

As a very effective precaution against a possible injury to corn
by the root worm, on ground not last in corn, I would suggest
the early plowing of such fields. By thus destroying the food of

the adult before the season for the laying of the eggs, all tempta-
tion to resort to these fields will be removed. To this end, ground
in clover, or that covered with any sort of late blooming vegetation,
or with a fresh growth of tender herbage, like volunteer oats,

should be plowed before the middle of October if intended for
corn.

Old meadows near Edgewood, in Effingham county, w^ere found
in July, 1886, noticeably damaged by the larva of S'phenopliorus
parvulus. Another insect of the same iami\y {Ithycerus novehora^
censis) was sent me from Bureau county, with a report of its

ctiaracteristic injury to the leaf buds of the apple.

Injuries to the most important crop of the State by its most
threatening insect enemy (the corn plant louse. Aphis maidis)
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seem to me to be decidedly on the increase. Hitlilerto, our studies

of its life history have given us no hint of a method of control;

but observations made during the spring of 1886 make it seem possi-

ble that this destructive species may be added to the list of those
capable of being held in check by the ordinary processes of aii_J

intelligent agriculture. The early period at which the presence
of this insect may be detected in fields of the most various his-

tory, has seemed to justify the inference that its occurrence has
no close relation to the rotation practiced; but a long series of

careful observations made i^ery early, when the corn was but an
inch or two high, failed to discover a single instance, out of a

great number, in which this louse was present in fields where
the ground had not been in corn the year preceding. It was seen,

however, that the development of a winged generation may occur
so soon as to give opportunity for very early infection of corn on
stubble or sod.*

The notorious soft maple baek louse {Pitlvinaria innumera-
.

bilis), which so seriously injured soft maple trees in 1884, seemed
to the casual observer, in spring of the following year, to threaten

an equal injury; but upon close inspection late in June, the cottony

egg masses of the female were found, in nearly every instance ex-

amined, to harbor a coccinellid larva {HypcA'aspis) by which the

eggs were being rapidly devoured; and before the end of the sea-

son the pest was reduced to insignificance throughout the greater

part of the area infested by it.

* Since the above was written, the winter history of this species has been determined, chiefly

by investigations n.ade, nnderniy direction, by my assistant, Mr. C. M Weed. The egA's are col-

lected from the ground in autumn by tlie common brown jint, Lasius alf\/'ii. Early in

in spring, before corn is planted, the young lice, as they hatch, are placed on the roots of "pigc^on
grass" iSefai id), smartweed i I'olygoi'hn,), and possibly some other weeds, and are reared there
until the field is planted to corn— if this is done,— when they attack the corn roots or the sub
terranean part of the stem. If the field is planted to some other crop, the young lice mature
on the grass roots and produce a second brood, many of which ac(iuire wings about the middle of
May, and then disperse. Later, they seem to abandon the grasses entirely.
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AESENICAL POISONS FOE THE CODLING MOTH.

(
Carpocapsa pomonella, L.

)

Order Lepidoptera. Family Tortricid.e.

I published last year (1885), in the Report of the State Department
of Agriculture* and in the Transactions of the State Horticultural

Society,! a report on some preliminary experiments made with
two arsenical poisons and with lime, for the codling moth and the

curculios, the general result of these experiments going to show
that about two thirds of the apples subject to loss through the
codling moth, and one half of those liable to be destroyed by the

curculios, might be saved by spraying eight times with Paris
green. Last year was, however, an exceptional year, the apple
crop being very unusually light, following a good crop of the year
before. Moreover, eight times' spraying was clearly an excessive use
of the poison, the arsenical compounds being presumably ineffective

against the second brood of the codling moth, and certainly dan-
gerous to health, if not to life, if used on the apple after mid-
summer. Our work of last season was consequently inconclusive

with respect to some important points; and I made this summer
(1886) similar experiments on a larger scale, intended to com-
plete and test the evidence of the year before, to try arsenic in

solution in comparison with London purple and Paris green, and
especially to test carefully and thoroughly the effect of a moderate
number of sprayings with poisonous insecticides applied only so
early in the season that there could be no possible question of

danger to the consumer of the fruit. I used this year Paris green
and a solution of arsenic in comparison on eight selected trees.

Two of these were sprayed with a solution of white arl^nic and
six with Paris green in water—two of the six sprayed once. May
11; two twice. May 11 and 24; and tw^o three times—the last, June
6. Companion trees were selected as checks upon each of those
thus treated, the check trees being, of course, left unpoisoned.

The Paris green mixture was the same as last year, three
fourths of an ounce by weight, of a strength to contain 15.4 per
cent, of metallic arsenic, being simply stirred up in two and a

Appendix, pp. -26—45.

tVol. xix, pp. 10.3—124.
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half gallons of water. The arse^iic solution was made by boiling
one ounce of arsenic in one quart of water, and adding this solu-

tion to twenty gallons of cold water. The method of procedure
was precisely as last year, the trees being thoroughly sprayed with
a hand force-pump, and with the Deflector Spray and Solid Jet-

Bose Nozzle manufactured by the Lowell Faucet Company, Low-
ell, Massachusetts. The fluids were thrown in a fine mist-like spray,

applied until the leaves began to drip.

The character of the season was the precise opposite of that of

the year preceding. 'Then a scant crop followed an abundaxit one;
now an extraordinarily abundant crop followed a very scanty one.

The ratio of insects to the apples exposed to their attacks must
have been, consequently, doubly diminished as compared with that
of 1885. Further, our experiments were last year limited to

early apples, no late fruit being available; while this year only
fall and winter varieties were used. In these, finally, an addi-

tional brood of the codling moth probably developed, making
three in all for the season; while last year we certainly had but
two up to the time of harvesting our experimental fruit.

After spraying, the apples which fell, both from the poisoned
trees and the untreated checks, were regularly picked up at inter-

vals of about two weeks, until October 4. These lots were each
examined for codling-moth injuries, as were also the picked apples
gathered from the trees October 4. The entire number of apples
examined from all the trees was 38,688.

From the data thus recorded tables were prepared, such as I

published in my last year's report; and upon these tables the
present discussion is based. As this year's experiments are really

continuous with those of the year preceding, I have brought my
last year's results into this discussion, pi eferring to present the
whole subject in a complete and finished form, even at the expense
of some slight repetition of matter already published.

I have made principal use of the figures in the column marked
"Corrected"—a matter requiring a somewhat elaborate explanation.

Ratios are comparable, of course, only when reckoned on the
same base. For the check trees, the ratios of damage to the fallen

apples were calculated on the total number fallen, and for the
picked apples the basis of the reckoning was the number remain-
ing on the trees at the end of the season. Since the treatment
of the experimental trees kept from falling a certain number of

the apples which would otherwise have fallen, it is evident that

ratios computed on the fallen and picked apples from these trees

are not comparable, without correction, with those obtained from
the checks. The number of fallen apples being relatively smaller,

the ratios of injury calculated on that number will be too large;

while witli the picked apples the case will be reversed. The ratios

were consecpiently corrected throughout by the application of for-

muhe printed in our Bulletin 1, but which it is not necessary to

repeat here.
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Paris Green, 1885.*

We begin the discussion with Table I., exhibiting the result of

the spraying of two trees eight times with Paris Green in 1885

as compared with two other trees selected as checks,—the former
bearing 2,419 apples, and the latter 2,964. After spraying three

times (June 9, 20, and 30), the apples were first picked up July 16;

and already fifty-nine per cent, of those fallen from the check trees

were wormy. Passing down the "ratio" column of the check tree, we
see at first a slight rise in the ratio of injury, and then a falling

off to fifty-eight per cent., July 31, and fifty-five per cent. August
7—the lowest point of the season. This decline coincides with the

interval between the first and second broods of the larvae.

Our notes of July 3i show^ that at this date no full grown larvae

whatever were found, and only a few very small ones, at the blos-

som end of the apple—evidently the young of the second brood.

'The averages of injuries to fallen fruit now increased rapidly to

September 3, when the last observation was made. At this date

the injury to fallen' apples reached eighty-four per cent. The
total for all the fallen apples of the season was sixty-five per
cent., and that for the picked apples was seventy-five per cent.

Finally, adding fallen and harvested apples in one grand 'total,

which includes the entire product of the trees, we conclude that

sixty-eight per cent, had been infested by this insect.

These data give us our standard of comparison. Looking now
at the columns relating to the poisoned trees, we notice that these
suffered much less from the codling moth than the others. Be-
ginning at about three per cent., the injury rises to thirteen per
cent, falls again to six per cent., and does not rise thereafter

above eleven per cent. (August 7). The average irjury for the
season to the fallen fruit is nine per cent., and to the picked fruit 31
per cent.

;
or, to all the apples taken together, twenty-one per cent.

Generalizing, we may say that eighty-six per cent, of the apples
which would have fallen from codling-moth injuries have been
preserved from falling, and that fifty-nine per cent, of the picked
apples which would have become wormy remained uninjured; or,

taking all the apples from these trees together and comparing
with the entire crop of the check trees—assuming, as we evidently
have a right to do, that as large a proportion of the fruit on the
experimental trees would have been destroyed as on the check
trees if the former had not been sprayed,—we shall find that of
the apples thus exposed to damage by the codling moth, almost
exactly seventy per cent, have been saved by our treatment.

COMPARISON OF INJURIES, 1885 AND 1886.

Before passing to the discussion of the experiments of the pres-
oiif nsoTi it will be necessary to compare the consequences of

*.Sonie BliK^it discrepancies between these discussions and those of Bulletin 1 of the office are
dne to the fact that these are drawn from the tables, and those from the diagrams there pub-
lished.
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the difference in the prevailing conditions of this year and those
of last, as affecting the codling-moth injuries in the orchard. I
have already given a general account of the differences between
the two years; and the manner in which these influenced the cod-
ling moth is exhibited in Table II., comparing the ratios of in-

jury in 1885 to four untreated trees bearing 6,825 apples in all,

with that to 4,916 apples on four untreated trees, in 1886. As
the experiments for 1885 related only to summer apples, and those
for 1886 to fall and winter varieties, there are two more observa-
tions (for September 20 and October 4) reported on the latter

than on the former.

We notice in the first place the smaller ratio of injury for 1886
at the beginning of the seasou. The difference between the two
sets of trees, beginning July 16 at forty-six per cent, out of

fifty-one, diminishes rapidly to August 31, when it was twenty-five

per cent, out of eighty, and closes September 8 at thirty-eight

'

per cent, out of eighty-five. The total damage by codling moths
this year w^as seventy per cent, that of last year to fallen fruit,

and fifty-nine per cent, to picked fruit. This difference is due to

the fact that the crop of 1886 was very heavy, the trees setting

full in the spring and dropping a large percentage of merely
surplus fruit during the first four weeks; while the crop of 1885
was very light, and the trees were able to hold more of their

apples.

PARIS GREEN, 1886.

The experiments for 1886 to be first noticed, were intended to

bring out the comparative results of spraying once, twice, and
thrice with Paris green so early in the season as to avoid any
possible danger from the poisoning of the ripened fruit. Two .

sets of experiments were made for this purpose. In the first,

trees of the same variety (the Snow apple, or Fameuse) were
used both for the experiment and for the check; while in the sec-

ond series various varieties were treated, care being taken, how-
ever, to select the best available companion for each experimental
tree.

We will first examine the Fameuse series, since this was
much the most uniform. It will be seen from Table III. that the

single spraying (made May 11) had a very appreciable effect upon
the damage by the codling moth even in the beginning of the

season, but was still more evident later. Without entering into

unnecessary details, it will be sufficient to say that the results

show a preservation to ripening, of fifty-five per cent, of the fruit

subject to tall from codling-moth injuries. It will be seen also

that there was a corresponding benefit evident in the condition of

the picked fruit, the damage on the tree not treated being forty-

five per cent, and that upon the sprayed tree twenty-two per cent.

The exceedingly low ratios of injury at the beginning of the sea-

son—a phenomenon whi(;h will be apparent throughout all the
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tables for this year—have, of course, the explanation already given

;

viz., that the trees set very full in spring and early cast a great

quantity of their surplus apples.

A curious drop in the ratios of injury of both check and ex-

perimental trees for the observation of September 8, probably
marks an interval between second and third broods similar to

that already noticed between the first and second of last year.*

The same indication is apparent on Tables lY., VI., and IX.

Of the apples borne by these trees, we examined 2,060 from the
check, and 1,580 from the tree sprayed with poison. The number
on these and several other of the trees was so great that towards
the end of the season we did not handle them all, but stopped
when we had demonstrated that we had a fair average of the
whole.

The increased benefit from a second spraying is made evident
by a comparison of Table IV. with the preceding one. Although the

ratio of benefit to fallen fruit is somewhat less, the fifty-one per
cent, benefit to the picked apples once sprayed (Table III.) be-

comes eighty-four percent, after the second spraying (Table IV.).

Curiously, the third spraying (Table V.) seems to have been
without important effect, the benefit to fallen fruit being a little

greater and that to picked fruit a little less on this table than on
the preceding. The record from two other trees not tabulated
here, gives a similar result.

The respective advantages of spraying once and twice are more
fully represented on Table VI. The benefit from the second spray-
ing begins to be conspicuous August 31, and continues quite to
the end of the season, October 4. The total effect on the fallen
fruit is apparently slight; but this is due to the fact that much
the larger part of the apples fell from general causes early in the
season. The ratios relating to the picked fruit are not disturbed
by tiiis superabundance of early windfalls, and more correctly ex-
hibit the relative effects of spraying once and twice. By this the
damage to picked fruit after twice spraying was only about one
seventh that after spraying but once.

The most remarkable exhibition of benefit is that of Table VII.,
where a single tree twice sprayed—the Vandevere variety

—

is compared with its selected check. The damage to the latter
ranges, as will be seen, from naught to sixty-two per cent., the
general average for the fallen fruit being forty-eight per cent, and
for the picked apples forty-three per cent.; while that to the treated
tree varies' only from zero to six per cent., the "total fallen" being

"On thaVnt Aiij?iist t.h« larv;e were reported by the assistants engaged ontheworkas "mostly
full grown," and September 8. as mostly full grown, but with specimens occasionally occur/ ing
that were not more than half size. Septernber 2i>, on the other hand, when 4,14G apples "were exam-
ined, a very large perwntage (three fourths to five sixths) of the apples contained very small
larvif, many of them near the blossom end and apparently jn^t entering, the others being' all full
grown October ^, finally, many of the apples contained very young larvae, although the majority
were one third to two thirds grown. The notes of the assistants are supported by alcoholic speci-
mens.
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four per cent, and the "picked apples" two per cent. Or, stated
in another form, the ratio of benefit shown by the picked fruit

was ninety-five per cent, while ninety-two per cent, of the apples
liable to fall from codling-moth injuries were preserved to ripen-
ing by the Paris green.

This tree was low and broad and not too leafy, and was thus
more thoroughly sprayed from the ground than the other experi-
mental trees. There is also a possible lack of proper correspond-
ence between the tree and its check to be taken into account in

connection with this remarkable and exceptional result.

SUMMARY OF PARIS GREEN EXPERIMENTS.

As a summary statement of the final issues of the Paris green
experiments for both years, we may refer to Table VIII., where it

will be seen, in brief, that in 1885 fighty-six per cent, of the
fruit exposed to damage by the codling moth was preserved to

ripening by the poisons applied, and that fifty-nine per cent of the
picked fruit had been thus preserved: or that, taking picked and
fallen fruit together, sixty-nine per cent., which would otherwise
have been sacrificed, had been saved by our remedial measure.

Furthermore, during 1886 seventy-four per cent, was saved from
falling, by a single spraying, and about seventy-two per cent, by
three sprayings. The difference unfavorable to the last was doubt-
less due to accidental differences in trees and treatment.

The benefit to the picked fruit apparent from a single spraying
stands at forty-eight per cent, and that from twice s]3raying at

ninety per cent., while that from thrice spraying falls away
to seventy-nine per cent. Or, summarizing still more briefly, we
may say, in general, that the results of once or twice spraying
with Paris green in early spring, before the young apples had
drooped upon their stems, resulted in a saving of about seventy-

five per cent, of the apples exposed to injury by the codling moth.

1 wish especially to emphasize the fact that the results now ob-

tained are drawn from computations so made that they may be
expected to hold good without reference to conditions other than
variations in the treatment itself. The apples protected from in-

jury by the codling moth are evidently apples effectively poisoned;
and our "ratios of benefit" really express the ratios of these poisoned
apples to the whole number treated. These ratios clearly will not

vary either with the abundance of the apples, with the abundance
of the codling moths, or with anything else except the original

treatment, and subsequent accidents afi^ecting the lengih of time

the poison may adhere to the apple. This view is, in fact, sub-
stantiated by the essential agreement between the results of last

year and this, under conditions as widely difPerent as it would be
possible to find by ten years' waiting.

The weatlier conditions prevailing shortly after the poison is

applied will doubtless have much to do with its efficacy; but pos-
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sible variations of this sort are so numerous, and a precise exam-
ination of their effects upon the remedy would require such an
interminable series of laborious and costly experiments, that I

have thought it best to leave this subject to the practical fruit

grower, for determination on the larger scale of orchard practice.

It is also especially to be noted that the final summaries of in-

jury are much greater in our experiments than they would have
been if all the trees in the orchard had been treated, as in the

practical application of this method in the field. Since we pur-
posely left as many trees untouched as we sprayed, and since in

our experiments of this year the trees under observation were
surrounded by other trees heavily laden with apples, to which we
gave no attention, there were necessarily bred in these trees an
abundance of codling moths of the first brood, which, spreading to

our experimental trees, must have greatly increased the ratio of

injury by the later broods.

In orchard use, however, where all the trees would be poisoned,

the later broods could re23resent only the small percentage of ti e

last generation which had escaped the treatment.

TIME OF APPLICATION.

We have next to determine the time of the year at which poi-

soning is the most effective; whether, in fact, it takes principal

effect upon the first brood or the later ones. A moment's reflection

will show that if only the first brood of the larvae was directly

diminished in a certain ratio, the second brood should show a

similarly diminished ratio, since these descend from the first;

whereas if both first and second broods are directly poisoned, then
the ratio of damage to the second brood should be greater than
that to the first; or, in other words, the percentage of benefit to

the picked apples should be greater than that to the fallen. Our
data for the present season do not apply to this question, since

all the sprayings were made in May and early in June, while the
apples were still very small; and it is incredible that the poison
should have remained upon the fruit through all the vicissitudes

of weather and time for the two months and more that elapsed
before the appearance of the second brood of larvse. The results

of last year, however, when the spraying was continued until Sep-
tember 3, give us^ important information. Keferring to Table I.,

it will be seen that the benefit to the picked apples instead of

being greater than that to the fallen fruit was last year about
twenty-seven per cent, less, so that certainly no appreciable effect

was produced by spraying during the life of the second brood.
The greater injury to the picked fruit is readily accounted for by
a circumstance to which I have already alluded; viz., that our 'ex-

perimental trees were surrounded by others upon which no exper-
iment was tried, and were consequently subject to invasion by
codling moths of the second brood, reared upon these unpoisoned
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Not only do these experimental facts point to the inefficiency of

Paris green as against the later broods of the codling moth, but
it is plain that the result was what we must have expected a
priori. As the codling moth of all broods deposits the egg habit-

ually on the blossom end of the apple, the poison taking effect

only in case it reaches the surface of the apple between tlie calyx

lobes, it is evident that there is little probability of effectively

j)oisoning the fruit when the apple is full grown and pendent upon
its stem.

DANGER OF APPLICATION.

Furthermore, 1 wish to emphasize especially the point that

spraying after the apples have begun to hang dotonward is un-
questionably dangerous, and should not be permitted under any
circumstances if the fruit is afterwards to be used. The results

oi the chemical analysis reported last year show that even heavy
wind and violent rain are not sufficient to remove the poison
from the fruit at this season; and remembering that the stem end
of the apple presents a large conical pit by which the poison
could be received and held, where neither rain nor wind could
dislodge it, we have additional reason for this absolute prohibition

of the use of any poison dangerous to health, except when the
fruit is young.

COMPARISON OF PARIS GREEN AND OTHER POISONS.

I made this year some further experiments, intended to test

the relative efficacy of Paris green and a solution of arsenic* as

applied to the codling moth, spraying two trees with the standard
arsenic solution and two others with Paris green. The com-
parative results are shown in Table IX., from which it will be
seen at a glance that, so far as these experiments are concerned,
the advantage remains decidedly with the Paris green.f The
damage to apples treated with Paris green appears, in fact, to be only

about forty-two per cent, of that following treatment with arsenic,

—the ratio being not materially different for picked and fallen

fruit.

It will be remembered that I made a similar comparative experi-

ment last year with Paris green and London purple, finding then,

also, that the former poison was decidedly the more efficient. As
only a single tree was treated with London purple, and as I see

no sufficient 7'eason why this substance should not act as efficient!}'

as Paris green, I think that this result should not be insisted on.

The facts, as made out, are given in Table X.

•The wliitft aiWnlc, aH analyzed for nie in the UniverHity laboratory, proves lo have been ol

(.'XcoUent (luality, contalninK nincty-elpcht per (;ent. of nrsenious add.

tWcfnrtlKir noticed a dnciilod HCort liinK of the k-aves on the trees which were sprayed
arsenic, while those to which the Paris preen was applied were entirely uninjured.
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EFFECT ON CURCULIOS.

I have BOW merely to recall the results witli respect to curculic

injuries to the apple, derived frohi our last year's work, by which,
it will be remembered, it appeared that about half the damage
done by curculios was prevented by the Paris green. We kept a

similar account of the curculio injuries this season, but their num-
bers were so completely insignificant as to give us no sujfficient

basis for computation, neither check nor experimental trees showing
usually more than one or two per cent, of injury. It consequently
remains for us to determine, another year, the effect upon curculio

injuries of sprayings made only early in the season, while the
fruit is small. As the curculios' work is distributed over a much
greater interval than that of the first brood of the codling moth,
the arsenical poisons, early applied, are much less likely to affect

it in any important way.

I think we are justified, however, in this important conclusion;
that the incidental benefit to the crop by such protection against
the curculios as our sprayings gave, and especially such prevention
of damage to the foliage as we know to be thus afforded, will fully

compensate for the small expense of the Paris green application,

which, made on a large scale, with suitable apparatus, only once
or twice a year, must fall below an average of ten cents a tree.

CONCLUSION.

The experiments above described seem to me to prove that at

least seventy per cent, of the loss commonly suffered by the fruit

grower from the ravages of the codling moth or apple worm may
be prevented at a nominal expense, or, practically, in the long run,

at no expense at all, by thoroughly applying Paris green in a spray
with water, once or twice in early spring,, as soon as the fruit is

fairly set, and not so late as the time when the growing apple
turns downward on the stem.

Finally, I ought to add that my results are confirmed in general
by the only other experiment that I know of in which the apples
were examined with sufficient care and detail to permit a calcula-

tion of ratios of benefit. Last year, at the New York Agricultural
Experiment Station, Mr. Goff, one of the officers of the station,

sprayed six trees three times with Paris green, and brought them
into comparison with four check trees not sprayed. The results of
his experiment, as given in the Fourth Annual Report of the New
York Agricultural Experiment Station, pp. 218-220, were to the
general effect that sixty-nine per cent, of the apples were effectively

I)oisoned, and- that the loss by the codling moth was consequently
diminished in that ratio. The whole number of apples examined
in the course of his observations was 9,198-
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Table L

Paris Green, tivo trees eight times sprayed, and two trees as
check, 1885.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

No. OF Apples
Examined.

Injuries by Codling Moth.
Bene]

Check Trees. Poisoned Trees.

Check
trees.

Pois'nd
trees.

No. Ratio. No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

Total fallen.
Picked

Grand total

.

July 16
July 24
July 31
August 7
August 27
yeptember 3.. ,.

570
519
232
117
333
88

214
291
130
141
435
61

335
332
135
64
262
73

.59

.64

.58

.55

.80

.84

16
73
17
27
109
23

.07

.25

.13

.19
• .25

.38

.03

.13

.06

.11

.07

.10

.95

.79

.90

.80

.91

.88

1, 859
1,105

1, 272
1,147

1,201
811

.65

.75

265
244

.21

.21

.09

.31

.86

.59

2, 964 2,419 2,012 .68 509 .21 .69

Table II.

Comparison of Codling Moth injuries, 1885 and 1886.—Four trees

each year.

Fruit. When examined.
j

1885. 1886.

July 16 .51

.49

.47

.80

.85

.05

.06

.21

.55

.47

.57

.60

July 20

(

(

September 8

Total fallen .56

.70

.39

.41Picked

Grand total ..60 .39
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Table III.

Snow Apple, one iree once sprayed with Paris Green, and one
free as check, 1886.

Frttit.
Whex

Examined.

No. OF Apples
Examined.

Injuries by Codling Moth. Bene]

Check Tree. Poisoned Tree.

Check
tree.

Pois'nd
tree.

No. Eatio. No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

Fallen June 8
June 25

54
47

533
220
185
41
300
200

100 2
2

23
49
105
14

154
140

.04

.04

.04

.22

.57

.34

.51

.70

1 .01 .01 .75

(

(

Total fallen
Picked

July 20
August 18
August 31
September 8. ..

September 20,.

807
160^
118*
375
300
200

15
18
40

121
79

.02

.11

.34

.19

.40

.40

02
.10

.22

.16

.33

.20

.50

.55

.61

.53

.35

.71

1,580
100

2, 060
200

489
45

.31

.45

347
35

.17

.17

.14

.22

.55

.51

Table IY.

Snow Apple, one iree hvice sprayed with Paris Green, and one
tree as check, 1886.

Fruit. When
Examined.

No, OF Apples
Examined.

Injuries by Codling Moth. Bene]

Check Tree. Poisoned Tree.

Check
tree.

Pois'nd
tree.

No. Ratio. No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

Fallen

Total fallen
Picked

June 8
June 25
July 20
August 18
August 31

September 8. .,

September 20,,
October 4

54
47
533
220
185
41
300
200

60
40

248
190
83

234
300
200

2
2
23
49

105
14

154
140

,04

.04

.04

.22

.57

.34

.51

.70

0
1

2
20
29
45
92
70

.00

.02

.01

.11

.35

.19

.31

.35

.00

.02

.01

.09

.23

,16

.22

.16

1.00
.50
.75

.59

.60

.53

.57

.77

1,580
100

1,355
100

489
45

.31

.45

250
5

.18

.05

,16
.07

.48

.84

—2
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Table V.

S710W Apple, one tree three times sprayed with Paris Green,
and one tree as check, 1886.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

No. OF Apples
Examined.

In.juries by Codling Moth.
W
K

Check Tree Poisoned Tree.

Check
tree.

Pois'nd
tree.

No. Ratio. No Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

Fallen June 8 54

220
185
41

300
200

60
48

702
199
137 •

66
300
200

2
2
23
49
105
14

154
140

.04

.04

.04

.22

.57

.34

.51

.70

0
0
4
24
51
24
91
75

.00

.00

.01

.12

.37

.36

.30

.37

June 25
July 30
August 18
August 31
September 8. ..

September 20..

.01

.11

.26

.37

.21

.18

.75

.50

.54

Total fallen.,

Picked

.59

.74

1,580
100

1,712
100

489
45

.31

.45

269
6

.16

.06

.13

.08

.58

.80

Table VI.

Two trees once sprayed and two trees twice sprayed with Farts
Green, 1886.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

No. OF Apples
EXATVIINED.

In.iuries by Codling Moth,

Once Sprayed. Twice Sprayed.

Once
sprayed

Twice
sprayed

No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.
No. Ratio.

Cor-
rected.

Fallen June 8 300 98
509
868
325

• 283
484
600
400

1 .00 .00 0
1

3
28
47
73

113
96

.00

.00

.01

.09

.17

.15

.19

.24

(

(

June 25 .00
.01

.07

.08

.09

.11

.11

(

(

Picked

July 20
August 18
August 31
September 8. ..

September 20..
October 4

1,788
401
213
431
600
400

21
32
87
88

211
179

.01

.08

.41

.20

.35

.45

.01

.06

.34

.17

.24
•

.28

4,569
400

2,705
250

626
72

.13

.03

.10
22

352 .13

.03

.09

.04
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Table VII.

Va.ndevere Apple, one iree ticice spraijed with Paris Green, and
one tree as check, 1886.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

Ix.jURiES BY Codling Moth. a

No. OF Apples
EXAMrN'ED.

Check Tiee. Poisoned.

Check
tree.

rois'nd
tree.

No. Eatio. No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

55
9

35
230
120
162
351
200

38
107
120
135
200
250
300
200

0
1

6
54
75

100
202
122

.00

.01

J7
23
.62
.62

.57

.61

0
0
1

8
18
28
21

26

.00

.00

.01

.06

.09

.11

.07

.13

.00

.00

.01

.05

.04

.05

.03

.06

.00

.01

.94

.78

.94

.92

.95

.90

1,162 1,350 560 .48 102 .07 .04 .92

100 150 43 .43 2 .01 .02 .95

Fallen.

Total fallen.

Picked

June 8
June 25
July 20
August 18
AuguetSl
September 8 .

Septembei* 20.
October 4

Table YIII.

Paris Green. General comparative exhibit of ratios of benefit.

1885

1

Fallen 1

Picked r

.86

.59

.69

1886 <

Fallen )
Once
Twice

.74

.77

.72

.48

.90

.79

1 /

Picked ^

Thrice

Thrice
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Table IX.

Comparison of Paris Green and Arsenic, two trees each, sprayed
three times, 1886.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

No. OP Apples
Examined.

Injuries by Codling Moth.

Paris Green. Arsenic.

Paris
Green.

Ar-
senic.

No. Eatio.
Cor-

rected.
No. Ratio,

Cor-
rected.

June 8 92
144

1,072

130
33

558
234
345
56
594
300

0
0
6

1

0
2

45
111
23
242
134

.01 .01

June 25
July 20
August 18

.01 .01 .66

.19

.32

.41

.41

.45

.66

.20

.20

.40

.30

.33

i I

(

(

Picked

August 31
,

September 8. ..

September 20..
October 4

337
230
600
400

120
60
154
120

.36

.26

.26

.30

.24

.20

.15

.18

3,074

200

2, 550

214

484

14

.16

.07

.11

.09

558

40

.22

.19

.17

.22

Table X.

London Purple, one tree eight times sprayed, and one tree as
Check, 1886.

Fruit.
When

Examined.

"No. OF Apples
Examined.

Injuries bt Codling Moth.
Bene]

Check Tree. Poisoned.

Check
tree.

Pois'nd
tree.

No. Ratio. No. Ratio.
Cor-

rected.

Fallen

Picked

Grand total

July 16
Jii'.y 24

927
366
146
84

243

444
165
88
68

243
40

486
165
73
47
207
62

.52

.45

.50

.56

.85

1.00

154
82
35
27

171

26

.35

.50

.40

.40

.70

.65

.25

.54

.33

.29

.36

.02

.52

July 31

Augusts?
September 3. ..

.34

.48

.58

.98

1,828

208

2,036

1,048

157

1, 206

1,040

158

1,198

.57

.76

.59

495

96

591

.47

.61

49

.37

.67

.35

.12

.17
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A SECOND CONTEIBUTION TO A KNOWLEDGE OF THE
LIFE HISTOKY OF THE HESSIAN FLY

(Cecidomyia destructor, Say).*

In the valuable monograpli on tlie Hessian fly published in the

3d Eeport of the United States Entomological Commission (1883),
the following summary of the facts relating to the life history of

the species is given:

"There are two broods of the fly, the first laying their eggs on
the leaves of the young wheat from early April to the end of

May, the time varying with the latitude and Aveather; the second
brood appearing during August and the early part of September,
and laying about thirty eggs on the leaves of the young winter
wheat.

"The eggs hatch in about four days after they are laid. Several
of the maggots or larvae make their way down to the sheathing
base of the leaf, and remain between the base of the leaves and
the stem near the roots, causing the stock to swell and the plant

to turn yellow and die. By the end of November, or from thirty

to forty days after the wheat is sown, they assume the 'flaxseed'

state, and may, on removing the lower leaves, be found as little

brown, oval, cylindrical, smooth bodies; a little smaller than grains
of rice. They remain in the wheat until during warm weather;
in April the larva rapidly transforms into the pupa within its

flaxseed skin, the fly emerging from the flaxseed case about the
end of April The eggs laid by this first or spring brood of flies

soon hatch; the second brood of maggots lives but a few weeks,
the flaxseed state is soon undergone, and the autumn or second
brood of flies appear in August. (In some cases there may be
two autumn broods, the earliest August brood giving rise to a
third set of flies in September)."

It was especially to test, for the latitude of Southern Illinois,

the details of this, the current biography of the Hessian fly in
America, that I commenced observations on the subject in South-
ern Illinois in 1883. The results thus far established show that
in that latitude a large percentage, at least, of the flies emerge
as imagos before wheat harvest or immediately thereafter (May
28 to June 28); that, if opportunity offers, the fly will breed

*For a prpvions contribution, which includes an account of the parasites, see 14th Rep. St.
Ent. 111., pp. 38-50.

/
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freely in volunteer wheat at a date earlier than its usual breed-
ing season in wheat of the regular sowings; and that the greater
part of this midsummer generation emerge as winged flies before
winter and lay their eggs immediately, thus giying origin to a

third brood which hibernates chiefly in the puparium. In some
instances, however, they pass the winter in various degrees of
advancement, from the recently hatched larvse to the fully formed
semi-pupa. In the experiments on which the latter statements
are based, the individuals of this third brood came to maturity
in spring a little later than those of the usual fall brood, many of

the pupae being fully formed April 15, and the imagos commencing
to emerge April 24. -

Concerning the early transformation to the imago, of naked
larvae and recent "flaxseeds" (puparia) found in the wheat late in
spring—from May onwards—I have only to add here to the data
given in the 14th Report the following item derived from our
collections of 1886. A lot of full grown larvse with a few recent
puparia collected from growing wheat in Lawrence county May
15, commenced to emerge on the 28th May* and continued to ap-

pear as winged flies until the 17th June. The history of the
field in which this collection was made is peculiar and will be
referred to later. It is further worthy of note that puparia ob-
tained by me from the wheat at Edgewood, June 17, yielded a

few imagos July 5.

Most of our observations and experiments for the present year
were especially directed to a determination of the dates of the
occurrence, in volunteer wheat, of the different stages of the in-

sect, and to the mode of hibernation of the descendants of the
midsummer brood.

IN VOLUNTEER WHEAT.

The occurrence of the larval fly in volunteer wheat in the lat-

ter part of summer or early in fall has been already reported
more than once by farmers, but has commonly either been dis-

credited, or reckoned an occasional phenomenon, due to excep-
tional conditions. To an inquiry addressed last spring to a num-
ber of observant farmers, and others of my acquaintance, I

received several answers to the effect that the occurrence of the

larval fly in volunteer wheat was a common event in Southern
Illinois.

Mr. George H. Stookey, of Freeburg, writes: "In regard to

the fly in volunteer wheat, if the stubble is plowed early— say in

July— I think the flaxseeds occur late* in August. I have noticed

that when there is volunteer wheat, if it is plowed under or i)as-

tured off, the Hessian fly is not nearly so destructive to the fol-

lowing crop."

*Tlifi nppfiarance of InmKOH May 3-1, 1SH7, from puparia pollertcd at Edgewood, is to be added
to the nl)i>vo. 'I'licHe ImagoH dcpositiMl egKS it once, aH stated on another page.
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Mr. Samuel Bartley, o£ Edgewood, says: "I think your suspi-

cion as to the third brood of the Hessian fly is well founded—

I

think there is no doubt of it. I have several times plowed my
wheat stubble as soon as the wheat was cut—not waiting to take

shocks off the ground—and the volunteer wheat was nearly de-

stroyed by the fly; and if I neglected to plow the ground the
second time, before sowing, I would be nearly sure to fail in

raising a crop on account of the fly."

From Mr. John Marten, of Albion, I had the following reply:

"For three seasons past I have found the larvae in considerable
numbers on the volunteer wheat after plowing the stuhble under.
This was most extensively noticed last August, when I found an
abundance of larvae on volunteer wheat wdiere plowing had been
done. They were most abundant during the last few days of

August and the flrst two weeks of September, after which I was
not able to visit the field for some time."

Hon. David Gore writes from Carlinville: "I have observed the
fly in volunteer wheat after the stubble had been plowed, but do
not remember seeing it so far advanced as the flaxseed form."

Mr. F. Helms, of Heinrichtown, a farmer well acquainted with
the fly in all its stages, sent me, in reply, the following interest-

ing and important information:

"I have "found the Hessian fly (flaxseed stage) in volunteer
wheat every year for more than twenty years, some years in

vastly greater numbers than others. The date of the formation
of the flaxseeds seemed to depend on the time the w^heat came
up. I have seen them in the early part of September. In 1879
I sowed, for experiment, some ten acres of wheat about the 20th
of August on strong land. The wheat made a quick start, and
looked fine and well when about three or four inches high. The
flies then deposited their eggs in great numbers, so that it was
almost impossible to find a blade free from them. Dry warm
weather followed, and the w^ieat was nearly killed by the fly (now
in the flaxseed). The warm weather continuing long enough to

allow the fly to hatch, the wheat then took a new start and made
a fine pasture for sheep during the winter and early sprii]g, and
matured a good crop of heavy w4ieat."

Mr. W. H. Cotter, of Edwardsville, says that he has seen the
fly in volunteer wheat in great abundance,—"particularly betw^een
the middle and the latter part of September;" and Mr. Jas. R.
Miller writes from Caseyville substantially to the same effect.

Mr. F. C. Krinard, of Bunker Hill, Macoupin county, observed
the volunteer wheat to contain the Hessian fly in as great num-
bers as wheat sown at any time during the season, if examined
four or five weeks after its coming up.
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IN EXPEEIMENTAL SOWINGS.

For the purpose of securing more precise and complete data
concerning the midsummer history of the fly in Southern Illinois,

I selected for experimental midsummer sowings a field near Edge-
wood, in Efiingham county, belonging to Mr. J. Lundberg, and
one belonging to Mr. Aaron Young, at Billett Station, in Law-
rence county, both of which had been too badly damaged by the
fly to repay harvesting. These were, in fact, the only fields I

was able to find in Illinois where the damage was last year suf-

ficient for my purpose.

The Lawrence County Field.—The history of this field was
thus reported to me by the owner. It bore its first wheat in the
summer of 1885—an excellent crop, showing no sign of the fly at

any time. After harvest, the stubble was plowed between the
5th and 10th of July, and considerable volunteer wheat sprang
up which became badly infested by the fly. This wheat was
allowed to stand until the last week in October, when the
ground was sowed again to wheat, put in with a double-shovel
plow. This grain started well, but became, notwithstanding, some-
what infested with the fly that fall (1885), and May 1 of the
following spring was seen to be badly damaged. On the 15th
May, 1886, it contained great numbers of naked larvae, with a

few freshly formed puparia. From these larvse, transferred to

our breeding cages, we obtained several imagos May 28, and June
8 and 17. The wheat was so badly damaged that it was not
harvested, but was plowed up in June and the ground planted in

part to melons and in part sowed to wheat for my experiments.*

Your successive experimental sowings were made for me by Mr.
Young, on lots each about one rod wide and ten rods long, the

stubble being each time plowed for the purpose immediately before
sowing. The first, made July 13, 1886, came freely, but was soon
nearly all killed by a violent attack of a new, third brood of the

Enough remained, however, to afford a suflicient temptation to any
flies that might be abroad in search of a place of deposit for their

eggs. The second sowing, made July 28, suffered like the first.

Between these two sowings, a neighboring [field of wheat stubble

was i>lowed, and soon produced a good growth of volunteer wheat,,

which was of great use to us later.

The third and fourth sowings, made August 5 and 19, grew well',,

and received no damage until attacked by the fly.

•In a flold adjacent, sowed October 10—much earlier, that is, than the infested wheat—no fly

appeared eltlier in fall or spring, but the srain was headed flndy May 15, and ultimately made a
Rood croj). ItBeeiiis highly probable, therefore, that the tiies which doi)()alted their egKS in the
later wheat came only, or « hie(iy, from the volunteer wheat in the fall of ISHf), nnd that if these had
been killed by complete and timely destruction of the volunteer wheat itself, the subHeipient dam-
age would have been i)revented It is also a]»parent that the remarkabh; fact of the deHtrnction of
the late sonn wheat, while early sown wheat beside it escaped, is to be sinnlarly accounted for. In
the volunteer wheat the liy passed the period of early frosts in the relatively hardy state of larva,

orpupariiim. emerKiuK later as the delicate and susceptible win^yed iiiiaffti. and llnding time be-
tween frosts to deposit its eKgs In the young grain aniid which It came to light.

wheat bulb worm, Meromifza detailed elsewhere.
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My first visit to this field was made August 4, at which time

two strips had been sowed, the wheat on the first being four

inches high aad that on the second just coming up. Several hours'

search in the former plot gave no trace of the fly in any condition.

A large number of plants sent to the office were carefully scruti-

nized, especially for the egg upon the leaf, but likewise without
success. This wheat was badly damaged (as already said) by the

third brood of the wheat bulb worm {Meromyza cmMcana), one
half to two thirds of the plants having been already killed by this

insect. On the ^Oth August these plots were visited by my assist-

ant, Prof. Garman, and the volunteer wheat mentioned above was
also searched, but equally without result. The wheat was now al-

most exterminated by the bulb worm upon the first two plots, and
these were thereafter left out of the account. Only small patches
occurred where the plants w^ere possibly thick enough to attract

the imago.

On the 4th September I spent several hours in the volunieer
ivheai (which, it will be remembered, sprang up about the 20th
July), searching in every imaginable way for eggs and larvae, but
finding nothing of the Hessian fly. Three hundred and seventeen
plants selected from those least flourishing were sent to the oflice

and there carefully searched, magnifier in hand, for both eggs and
larvae, but not one of either was detected.

Again, September 18, this field was thoroughly investigated,

about two hours being spent by myself and several volunteer assist-

ants in closely examining leaves and stalks and tearing the plants
in pieces. Although several other dipterous larvae and pupae were \

discovered, some of them possibly injurious to the plant, not a V

trace of the Hessian fly was seen. The owner assured me, how-
ever, that he had the day before happened upon two puparia
which he was certain were those of the species in question. Ten
days later ( on the 28th Sept. ) I received from Mr. Young a small
vial of alcohol, containing larvae and puparia of the Hessian fly,

the latter freshly formed, the former from half to full grown.
These were taken by Mr. Young from the volunteer wheat, and
were the earliest positive indications found that this wheat had
been infested. As about three weeks* is required for the growth
of the larva from the egg, the latter was probably laid for the
larger larvae not long after September 5.

The difliculty of finding in fields of wheat a feAV scattered ex-
amples of objects so minute as the egg of the Hessian fly, explains
our failure to detect it at the time. Indeed it was not until the
individual plants began evidently to suffer that it became at all

easy to find even larvae in the field.

October 11, I again visited Billett Station, and found numbers-
of larvae and puparia of the fly, about one third to one half of ther

stalks being infested, and those containing the pupuria all dead.
Probably a tenth of the specimens obtained were puparia, seven

• See next page.
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tenths full-grown naked larva?, and the remaining fifth, in various
stages of growth, from half a millimeter upwards. Not unfrequently
four or five larv?e were found in a single stalk, and as many as

two in probably half those examined. The wheat was about six

inches high—the dead stalks from three to five inches. One dark-
colored broken puparium noticed contained the larva not yet pupated.
In wheat brought iji from the field at this time, eighty-six examples
of the fly were found; twenty-two of them larv^B less than half

grown and twenty-eight larger, twenty-four recent puparia, mostly
formed since collecting, and twelve puparia whose deeper color

showed their greater age. On the 5th November the wheat re-

maining in this field which had escaped the plow contained many
puparia of the fly and an occasional nearly full-grown larva. Tn a
strip of young wheat adjoining this (sowed Oct. 5), at this date

just beginning to stool, an abundance of larvae of the Hessian fly

occurred,—mostly full grown, but a few of them young. As this

wheat could not have appeared above ground before October 12,

these larvae must have developed from the egg within three weeks.

I ought to add that careful s^veepings were made both in and
around the wheat fields on all our visits, in the vain hope of ob-
taining the adult fly.

The Effingham County Field.— Four sowings were made at

Edgewood, as at Billett Station, and at similar intervals; but as

only one, that made August 5, was successful, the others failing to

germinate on account of the extreme drouth, this one only need be
discussed. August 21, this wheat, although well up and large enough
to contain the fly, gave us no evidence of its presence. Unfortunately
no other visit was made here until September 22, and at this time
larva^ of the fly were not uncommon in the fleld,— a few nearly full

size, but most of them not over half grown. A number of these were
transferred with the wheat to breeding cages, and commenced to

form the puparium October 2, and to yield the fly October 22.

Combining thete data with those just given for the larva, we have
a period of something over forty days for the development of the

autumnal generation—the only part of its history not covered
by these two observations being the time passed by the full grown
larva before the formation of the puparium. This must vary
gieatly with circumstances, as the larva ma^ even form its pupa
case—if deprived of food - some time before it has reached its

normal size. A period of six or seven weeks is i3robably about the

normal one for a single generation fully supplied with food, under
favorable .weather conditions in fall. Other flies emerged October 29,

and proceeded at once to lay eggs in the vial in which the}^ were
confine id, the eggs adhering in a string as they were extruded from
the ])ody of the female.

October 12 I found this wheat from six to eight inches high,

well stooled, with here and there a dead stalk containing })uparia

of the fly, but only rarely a naked larva, — probably in not five per

cent, of the instances. Careful sweepings yielded no adults.
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From these puparia, October 18, three adults emerged—two males

and a female. These were confined, alive, in a small bottle, and
the single ferfiiale at once laid eggs freely on the sides of the

bottle, but nowhere else. B}' the next morning after the appear-

ance of these imagos, this single fly had perished after laying

sixty-seven eggs.

On the 16th November, this plot of August wheat contained an
abundance of naked larv?e, with a few recent puparia. A handful

of wheat sent to the office contained one hundred and ninety-one

immature specimens,—fifty-eight being darkened puparia, thirty-

one pup-aria freshly formed, and one hundred and two larvae of

various sizes, from two millimeters up—the smallest seven aver-

aging about two and a half millimeters in len{2;th. Search in the

other wheat fields of this vicinity gave no evidence whatt^ver of

the occurrence of the fly.

If we scan now more closely the results in these experimental
plots, we shall note in the first place a much later appearance of

the fly than the reports of my correspondents had given

reason to anticipate. While the letters quoted agree substantially

that full grown larvae and puparia appear in wheat from the last

of August to the middle of September, our own earliest examples
were obtained September 22 (Edgewood), at which time few or

none of the larvae were more than half grown; and the specimens
sent from Billett Station on the 28th September were in about
the same relative stage of advancement.

The late appearance at Edgewood might be reasonably attrib-

uted to the failure of the earlier sowings to germinate, no wheat
being in condition to attract females in search of suitable places
for the deposition of their eggs until about August 15 or 20. As
the time for the maturing of the brood is seen, however, to vary
little from six weeks at that season of the year, it is likely that

at Edgewood the eggs were laid about September 21. On the
other hand, at Billett Station, where the rain-fall was much more
timely and abundant, there was no such failure of tlie earlier sow-
ings; and we can only adjust the facts there observed to the
theory of a normal earlier development of the midsummer flies by
supposing that the overwhelming attack made upon the first two
plots by the wheat bulb worm, prevented the female Hessian flies

from resorting to the s^me wheat. Evidently, however, another
season's experiments will be needed to explain these discrepancies.

A further item of interest appears when we compare the con-
dition of the fields at Edgewood and Billett Station, October 12.

At the former j)lace, about ninety-five per cent, of the larvae had
formed the puparia, while at Billett Station no more than ten per
cent, were so far advanced, the remainder being naked larvae of
all sizes, from the smallest up. This discrepancy is, however, ex-
plained without difficulty by the different surroundings of the
fields. The one at Edgewood being the only tract in the entire
region in which we were able to find before harvest any traces of
the fly, it probably became infested only from the flies which de-
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veloped in that field. These coming out among the yonng wheat
found immediate opportunity for oviposition, and, following the
usual habit of the species, proceeded to breed without delay.

Here at Edgewood, consequently, we had a practically isolated

experiment, not interfered with by invasion from without. At
Billett Station, however, the fly was common enough throughout
the country surrounding to do noticeable damage to fields not far

away, and there, doubtless, the repeated entrance of outside ima-
gos searching the country for growing wheat, lengthened out the
time of oviposition and the development of the brood.

The isolation of the field at Edgewood gives us this further
valuable information. It will be remembered that the larvae col-

lected there September 22, first formed the puparia on' the 2d
October, and gave the first imagos on the 18th of that month.
Now, November 16, we found in this field an abundance of larvae

and puparia, most of the latter freshly formed,—necessarily de-

scended, therefore, from the imagos resulting from the first brood
of larvae developed in this plot. We have here, additional and
conclusive proof that the time required for the development of a
brood from the appearance of the puparia of one generation (Oc-
tober 2) to those of the next (November 16) is, at that season of

the year, about six weeks.

To the above record of observations for the experimeutal plots

I need only add that a visit made November 23 to wheat fields

near Albion, Illinois, revealed the same state of affairs with re-

spect to the fly as occurred in these special cultures, about ten per
cent, of the examples found being puparia, and the remainder
naked larvae, mostly full-grown. Both these latest observations at

Edgewood and Albion were made during a period of severe frost

and falling snow; and they consequently show beyond question
the hibernation of the fly, in large part, as naked larvae. This
item in the history of the insect has been previously reported
only by Mr. John Marten, of Albion, whose observations were
printed in the "Fruit Growers' " Journal of Cobden, Illinois. I have
not seen the article, but Mr. Marten kindly furnished me, March
22, 1886, the following abstract of it, so far as it relates to this

subject:

"Beginning in October, 1883, my observations extended to near
the middle of March 1884, during which time I examined several

hundred of the larvi^e. Many of them had not, up to the end of

February, formed the puparia, or outer hardened skins, in which
they usually pass the winter and undergo their final transforma-

tions. This, so far as I can learn, is a new feature in the habits

of the fly; and it is exceptionally strange at that time, as during
the period of observation we had a temperature of from 26° to

30' below zero, with intervals in which the fields were quite free

from snow. This change (the forming of puparia) began to take

place as early as October, 1883, but was not so marked in some
fields as in others. The unchanged Itivvixi were found in two
fields through January, 1884, and in one field which was well pro-
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tected by trees, until February 28,—the last date on which they
were found. All attempts at rearing these unprotected larvae

failed, some dying without forming puparia, while others formed
puparia that were lighter in color and thinner than the normal
form."

At the present time (November 26) fields near Albion, in White
county, are in precisely the condition described above by Mr.
Marten, about nine tenths of the flies being naked larvae, and
many of them very small.

The final fate of these hibernating larvse can ouly be determined
by observatioDS next spring.*

[Imagos of the second brood emerging in our breeding cages
before harvest, have not ordinarily laid eggs, neither made any
apparent preparations for that duty,—a fact which has suggested
to me the idea that these midsummer imagos were prepared by
nature for an interval of waiting before giving origin to another
generation, this interval corresponding to the period of barren
stubble fields between harvest and the growth of volunteer grain.

However, in one instance, imagos which emerged May 24, 1887,

laid eggs at onte in the vials where they were confined, and the
occurrence of even four broods of the Hessian fly in Illinois be-
comes possible. Confirmation of this supposition is afforded by
the occasional finding of puparia Avith living larvae above the upper
node of the stem as late as July 12, the eggs for which must
have been laid on the upper leaf of the plant, and consequently
at a date quite too late for the first or spring generation of ima-
gos. June 30, 1887.]

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION.

From all the foregoing we draw the following important practi-

cal conclusion,—that the development of a third (autumnal) brood
of Hessian-fly larvae derived from imagos which emerge after the
first autumnal frosts, may sometimes make of no effect the prac-
tice of late sowing—at present the standard defense against the
fly—or may even make late wheat more subject to injury than the
earlier plantings. How this comes to pass will be seen when it is

remembered that late sowing as a defense against the fly is a
procedure based upon the delicacy of the winged insect and its

sensibility to frosts. By postponement of wheat seeding until the
first hard frost of autumn, it is hoped to get beyond the reach of

"In our breeding cages these hibernating specimens (Edgewood) gave the imago in moderate
nnmber from April 23 to May 3, 1887, and the proof of a third brood in our| latitude Is conse-
quently complete.

It must not be forgotten, however, in this connection, that both onr own observations and
those of others show that individuals of each generation may lie dormant in the puparium during
the whole life of the generation following, finally emerging with the descendants of their original
contemporaries. Thos.; i)ui>;iria which I'oriii iu .May nnd June may not yield the imago until Sep-
tember; and those which form in volunteer wheat in September may hibernate and emerce in
spring. The division into several broods is consequently not complete, and will probably be
found less and less so as one passes into more northerly latitudes.

I suspect that drought may retard the metamorphosis of the larva, and that the generations
may follow each other more closely and rapidly in wet weather than in dry.
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the flies, wliich these frosts will kill if in the imago stage. If,

however, these winged flies have already bred in volunteer and
early wheat, and if the early frosts find the insect in the hardy
stage of larva or puparium, the flies emerging from these, as they
mature, will often make their appearance hciiccen frosts and deposit
their eggs on the yonngest wheat accessible, before being overtaken
by killing cold. As late wheat is then in a condition more tempt-
ing to the mother than that in earlier sown fields, it is, on the
whole, more likely to suffer serious injury.

It seems to be sometimes the case, however, that a field of

early wheat infested in autumn, in the usual way, will develop the

imago of the regular autumnal brood so early that it may be
again attacked by the second autumnal brood and destroyed before

cold weather arrests the ravage. Whether, consequently, the wheat
be sown early or late, it is very evidently important that particu-

lar attention be paid to the volunteer wheat in regions subject to

injury by the fly. If the land w^ere so handled that the volunteer

wheat,' rye, and barley were not allowed to spring up, or if they
w^ere killed everywhere as fast as they should appear, no midsum-
mer brood could develop, and the fall grain w^ould be much less

liable to attack. The late wheat especially w^ould be protected,

and late sowing would have the desired effect.*

Neither spring wheat nor barley are raised in Southern Illinois,

but it may be proper to add that if they were, they would greatly

complicate the problem of protecting the wheat from the Hessian
fly-

I believe, however, that a more valuable use of the facts in the

case may be made than this. Although our knowledge of the fly

does not lead us to believe that it is perfectly three-brooded, and
does not even justify us in assuming that all the winged flies

coming out before and soon after harvest will deposit their eggs
in volunteer wheat if this is offered tbem, yet it is certain that a

large part of them will do so; and our recent observations indicate

that the residue w^hich will, under these circumstances, delay their

ovii)psitiont until a moderately late sowing time, is so small that

it w^ould be unlikely to do any great harm. Or, in other words,

our present information warrants us in saying that if the fly is

given an opportunity to breed in volunteer w^heat, and if the

progeny resulting are destroyed before the transformation to the

winged insect, damage by the fly w^ould be greatly lessened, if not

practically prevented, in the latitude of Southern Illinois.

The mode of procedure which " here naturally presents itself is

such a management of the land as will, first, encourage the growth

•A dry Beason is usually favorable to Insect development, but the ITessinn fly has been consid-
ered an exception to this very fteneral rule. It seems possible that this soemlnK'y detrimental in-

fluence of dry weathor may be due to the failure of volunteer wheat, and the consequent supprossion
of tiie summer brood.

l it 1h by TnoRt writers believed that the female Imaffo cannot delay oviposition. but that liv-

ing: only a fovv days, she must lay her eggs at once, whether conditions are favorable to their de-

velopment or not.
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of volunteer wheat and, second, destroy this at a time to "catch

the progeny of the earlier breeding flies before they have had
time to mature. Just what the details of this procedure should

be, is a question for the farmer rather than for the entomologist;

but I suppose that the conditions may best be met by plowing
the stubble rather early, to give the volunteer wheat a chance to

start, and then so timing the planting that this wdieat may be
killed by the final preparation of the soil (say with a rotary har-

row) just before the grain is sown for the regular crop. In other

words, what is wanted to give effect to this idea is a definite in-

terval between plowing and sowing, and a final treatment of the

soil such as will kill the volunteer wheat. It is not necessary

that either plowing or sowing should be done at any uniform
time, but only that the proper interval be preserved between them.
For more precise indications we must wait until another year has
given. us an opportunity to verify this season's results and to re-

concile, if possible, some discrepancies between our own observa-

tions and those of our correspondents; but the interesting fact re-

mains that the early breeding of the fly in volunteer wheat is a

weak point in its life history, of which we may reasonably hope
to take advantage for the overthrow of this great enemy of wheat
culture in Illinois.*

•

If it should prove to be true that a much larger percentage of

the fly than I have estimated continues in the stubble in midsummer,
we shall then simply have to revive, as an adjunct to the protective

measure above outlined, a preventive method already often recom-
mended; viz., that of using every opportunity to burn the stubble
after harvest and to destroy the screenings from the thresher, in

which such of the puparia will appear as were carried away with
the straw. By a general practice of these precautions, it is now
very likely that the Hessian fly could be in very great measure
controlled.

I add two calendars summarizing in tabular form the entire

mass of our data respecting the life history of the Hessian fly in

the southern part of the State.f The first of these tables exhibits
the dates and localities of all our collections and observations of
the fly in its various stages, while the second presents an abstract
of the results obtained by breeding only. The numbers in paren-
theses on the second table in the columns devoted to imagos and
eggs, refer back simply to the flgures at the left of the table, and
indicate the original lots from which imagos and eggs were bred.

•Fortunately the measure here recommended against the Hessian fly will be equally effective
against a conipanlon insect, sometimes scarcely less injiirions, viz., the wheat bulb worm, Mero-
myza amerua\n, since the second brood of this species occurs in volunteer wheat at substantially
the same period as the fly.

•f Complete to Dec. 30, 1886. The divisions between the broods are indicated by the heavy
transverse lines in each column.
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This history of the Hessian fly agrees closely with that of the
wheat bulb worm, which insect is now also known to be unques-
tionably three-brooded. The period of the second brood coincides

almost exactly with that of the Hessian fly, the third brood agreeing
also, except that it is somewhat retarded in its later stages, hibernat-
ing only as a naked larva, and not reaching the imago stage until

May,—nearly a month later, on an average, than the corresponding
stage of the fly. The first brood of the Meromyza is correspond-
ingly later than the other in its origin, but passes through its

transformation more rapidly, development from the egg to the

imago occurring, so far as our observations show, within the'limits

«of }a single month.
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Calendar of the Life History of the Hessian Fly.

Ko.l Date. PupARIA. Imagos. Eggs. Remarks.

March 1.5.

April 9.

10.

14.
23.

5.

15.

17.

19.
21.
at.

May

June-

July

Au^.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

27.

883
886
883
884

884

1884

1884

1886

1886

1884

1886
1886
1886

884

883

884

883
884

884

886

884
884

,884

883
883
884
884
883

884
883
884
883
884
883
883
883
883

886

27.

886
883
883

1883
1883

1883

1883
1886

1883

1886

1884

1884
1884
1884
1884
1884

1884
1884

1886

1886
1886

Edgewood.
Marshall,
Centralia.
Centralia.
From iSo. 1.

DuQuoin.
Billett Station.
Odin.
Albion.
Marshall.
Decatur.
Robinson.
Robinson.
Mt. Carmel.
Bred from No. 6.

Bred from No. 7.

Carml.
Eldorado.
Robinson.
Macoupin county.
West Union,
Villa Ridge,
Bred from No. 6,

Anna.
DuQuoin.
DuQuoin.
Bred from No. 7.

DuQuoin,
Hobinson, Young.
Bred from No. 6.

Edgewood.
Bred from No. 7,

Robinson.
Bred from No. 22.

Anna.
Robinson.
Bred from No. 10.

Bred from No. 22.

Bred from No. 24.

Bred from No. 21.

Robinson.
Anna.
Marshall. Contain living larvaa.
Warsaw.
Robinson.
Bred from No. 41.

Bred from No. 21.

Godfrey.
Jersej^ville.
Contain living larvae

.

Marshal],
DuC^uoin.
Bred from No. 31.

Marshall.
Effingham.
Contain living larva3.

Villa Ridge.
Anna.
DuQuoin.
Du(iuoin.
DuQuoin.
Centralia.
Edgewood.
Billett Station.
From No. 63.

Edgewood.
Bred from No. 63.

Robinson.
Bred from No. 63.

Bred from No. 63.

Billett Station.
Edgewood,
Albion.
Anna.
Albion.

—3
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SUMMAEY OF BrEEDING-CaGE EeSULTS.

"No. Date. Larv^. PUPAEIA Imagos. Eggs. Remarks.

Mai
Ap]

May

June

July
Sept.
Oct.

15....
17
17....
17....

1883
1886
1884

1886

1886
1883 1883

(1)*
1883
1886
1884

(6)

(7)

1884

(6)
1884

(")

(6)
1886

(7)

(10)

(^2)

(24)

(20)
1884

(41)

(20)

(31)

1886
(63)

(66)

(63)

63)

1883

(66)

(63)

Centralia.

DuQuoin.

Marshall.

West Union.
Villa Ridge.

Anna.

Edgewood.

Robinson.

West Union.

*The figures m parentheses refer back to the original breeding-cage lot, as numbered in the left-

hand column of the table.
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ON THE LIFE HISTOEY OF THE WHEAT BULB WOEM
{Meromyza ame'hcana, Fitch).

This beautiful and interesting insect develops, as our acquaint-

ance with it improves, from the author of a conspicuous but in-

significant mischief (as it was known three years ago) to a dan-

gerous and occasionally very destructive secret enemy to wheat
culture in the United States. Having published an elaborate ac-

count of it in my Eeport for 1883, I give here only a brief

summary of the facts hitherto ascertained concerning its life his-

tory, with a report and discussion of the observations of the

present season.

Previous to the publication of that article the species was re-

garded as single-brooded. I there gave, however, evidence of the-

existence of a second brood, summarizing the facts as follows:*

From the above we may infer with certainty the existence of

two broods of this insect, the larvae of one appearing in autumn
and of the other in summer. It must be admitted also, that we
have not excluded the bare possibility of a third brood, at least

under favorable circumstances, which may develop in August and'

September in volunteer wheat and rye, or, possibly, in grass, or
some other plant.

"Assuming that there is no such brood, we find the life history
to be about as follows: The eggs from the autumnal brood of
the flies are doubtless laid as soon as the wheat is ready for
them. From these eggs the worms hatch in September and Octo-
ber, doing usually much damage to wheat in fall, but continuing
the work in spring. By the middle of April they commence to
pupate, but do not all complete this transformation before the middle
of May. The pupal state lasts about a fortnight, the flies emerg-
ing from May 1 to June 1, or thereabouts.

"Late in May and early in June the eggs for the next brood
are laid under and about the sheaves of the upper leaves of the
now heading wheat and rye; and these hatching, the larvae of the
second brood' make their way inward to the tender base of the
young pedicel of the head, just above the upper joint. Here they

Pages 21 and 22.
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may 1^ found feeding on the tissues of the stem from the middle
of June to the first of August, by which latter date all have
pupated and most have transformed to winged flies. These have
been seen to emerge from the pupa at intervals from July 4 to

August 5, and, in all probability, then remain in waiting for an
opportunity to lay their eggs on the earliest wheat to appear."

A brief note in the Eeport for the following year (1884) p. 54,

confirms the above account by mention of the occurrence of half-

grown larvae in rye October 31. It is now rendered probable, how-
ever, that these larvae were descendants of an earlier brood by
which the same rye had been infested, the field in which these

occurred having been sown for pasture July 9. At any rate the
observations of the present year in experimental wheat sown for

•the study of the life history of the Hessian fly, show unques-
tionably the existence of an additional brood in volunteer wheat
in August and September, the corresponding stages of this insect

-occurring side by side with those of the Hessian fly, or possibly,

•on an average, somewhat earlier.

The inference of an additional brood was first announced in a

paper read by me August, 1886, before the Entomological Club of

ihe American Association for the Advancement of Science, a brief

abstract of which was printed in the "Canadian Entomologist" for

September, 1886. The same fact was also stated in a paper on
"Entomological Progress in Illinois," printed in the "Prairie

J^armer" for November 13, 1886.

My first notes of the year on this subject were made August 4,

as the result of a visit to an experimental wheat plot sown July
13, at Billett Station, in Lawrence county. This wheat had
sprung up finely and was at that date from one to four inches

high. About a week earlier, the owner had noticed that it had
•ceased growing, or was even dwindling away, and now from one
half to two thirds of it was dead, many of the plants entirely

gone, and others with the central leaf withered and the growth of

the plant arrested. The base of this dead leaf was always gnawed
or eaten within the sheath, and in every case where the author

of this mischief could be found (probably in about ten per cent,

of the damaged plants) it proved to be the larva of Meromyza,
varying from half size to full grown. On a single leaf the eggs

of the species were found still unhatched. Additional larvae, now
full grown, were obtained from this field September 3. By the 5th

September most of these had formed puparia, and the flies

emerged September 28. From other larva3 obtained September 11, no
Meromyza imagos were bred, but several of the commonest parasites

of the species, Coelinius meromyzce^ Forbes, appeared in the breed-

ing cage about two weeks later.

From a i^lot of wheat sown at Edgewood, August 5, the larvae

wwe obtained on the 22d September, .and a single adult Meromyza
resulted October 22. Larvje of this brood (or possibly the next) con-

tinued to appear in small numbers in our collections until the
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12th October. During all this time no imagos could be got by wide-

spread and diligent sweeping. On the 14th of that month, how-
ever, no larvae occurred in the experimental plots, but a single

imago was taken in the one at Edgewood. Again, on the 27th
October, an imago occurred in our collection at Champaign. On the

31st October, 1884, half-grown larvae were found in rye; on the 2d
November a siugle larva occurred in wheat at Billett Station; and on
the 16th November full grown larvae were obtained at Edgewood. The
passage from the second to the third brood of this species occurs,

consequently, in October.

To these data I will only add the following record of times and
places of occurrence of tlie imago of the third brood. This was-

taken in wheat at Danville on the 20th May; at Urbana on the
21st; at West Union, in Clark county, on the 24th; at Mt. Carmel
on the 28th; at Anna on the 6th June; and at Champaign eTune

18, at which latter date the larvae of the following generation were
also already to be detected in the part of the stalk just above-

the upper node.

Besides my own contributions, we have a series of observations
made by Mr. F. M. Webster, an assistant to the Entomologist of
the United States Departmei)t of Agriculture, published partly in

1885* and partly October lO, 1886.t These observations, made in the
same latitude as my own, confirm the interpretation of the facts

here given and extend somewhat the periods of the different

stages of the insect. They are incorporated in the calendar on
another page, but need not be separately discussed.

Prof. A. J. Cook, of Michigan, reported in the "Prairie Farmer"
for August 21, 1886, the frequent occurrence of the w^heat bulb
worjQ in the stems of oats, upon which it produced, of course,
the same effect as upon wheat and rye. He also suggests the
possibility of its working in autumn in volunteer oats.

These data may be generalized in the following summary ac-
count of the life history of the species. The eggs of the first

brood are laid in May and June, the generation of larvae result-
ing continuing into July, but commencing to pupate in June, and
first reaching the imago stage early in July. These imagos
doubtless live until August, during the early part of which month
the eggs are laid for the second brood. The larvae of this brood
may be found in August, September, and October, transformations
probably commencing during the latter part of August. Certainly
imagos occur during September and October; and the eggs for
the third or winter brood are laid in September, so far as observed.
The larvae resulting from these eggs in October and November,
hibernate without transformation and continue until the middle

*Rep. Com. Aj^r. for 1884, p. 389.
tPurdae Univ., School of Agr., Bull. No. 9, p. 5.
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of May, some of them pupating, however, as early as the 5th
April. Finally, the images from these pupae appear in May and
June.

We are, unfortunately, unable to say as yet whether this insect

is dependent on an opportunity to breed in volunteer grain, whether
it may breed in other grass-like plants, or whether it may, on oc-

casion, suppress its midsummer brood and content itself tempora-
rily with two generations a year.

The fact that the bulb worm occurs in volunteer wheat con-

temporaneously with the fly and in the corresponding stages,

makes available for the control of this insect the measures recom-
mended against its better-known companion. To recapitulate these

briefly, if stubble ground be so managed as to promote a growth of

volunteer grain at such an interval before seeding that the final

preparation of the so,il will destroy the young growth while the

bulb worms infesting it are still too young to complete their trans-

formation, this must necessarily check the multiplication of

the pest, if it does not completely arrest it. There is, however,
a possibility that this insect will be found to breed in volunteer

oats as well as in the winter grains, in which case the method
outlined above will probably be of less effect than for the Hessian
fly-

One interesting feature in the natural history of this species

still remains undetermined. At present no mode of hibernation of

the Meromyza is known except that in the larva stage in winter wheat
or rye; but the imago has been decidedly abundant in summer in

regions where winter grain is raised in very small quantity, and
where, nevertheless, it did not suffer noticeably from insect injuries.

We have here, consequently, grounds for the suggestion that

this species may develop in other plants than the various grains

which alone it has hitherto been known to attack.
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Calendak of Meromifza americana, Fitcli.

(The single figures iu the columns indicate the number ol the hrooi.)

No. Date. Eggs. Larvte. Pup?e. Images. Locality. Eemarks.

1 Mar 12 3

2 20 3 "

3 Ayr. 10 3 "
4 12 3 3

5 21 3 "

6 t ( 27 3 3

7 May 4 3 3

8
9

6 3 3 Cuba *
' "

8 3 3 " "
10
11
12

9 3 3
(I 10 3 3 (I (

(

15 3 3

13 (( 16 3
3"

14 1"^ 3
15

i I 20 3
16 21 3

17 23 3
IS (

(

24
19
20

24 3 Swept from wheat and meadows.
28 3

21 30.. 1 3 Decatur From No. 17
22
23

June 1 3 Cuba Bred from No. 12
6 3 Anna Rare

24 6 . 3 Oxford, Ind From wheat fields

25
26

14 1 u Nearly full grown
16 1 ((

27
28

18 1 Champaign Wheat straws above upper node.
18

29
m

24 1

26 1

31 July 1 1 1

32 4 1

33
34

14 1 Anna
18 1 Oxford, Ind

35
36

21 1 Lafavette, Ind
26 1 Oxford, Ind

37 Ana. 4.. 2 2 Billett Station Half to full grown
38 27 2 In volunteer wheat
39 (

(

31 2 2 2 Emerging, Swept from buck-
wheat

From volunteer wheat40 31 2 2
41 Sept.
42 '

'

3 2 Billett Station
3 2 Bred from No. 40

43: '« 5 2
44 ti r, 2 Indiana Swept from volunteer wheat
45 " 6 2 Oxford, Ind
46 7 2 Bred from No. 40
47 7 2 Centralia Swept from wheat stubble
48 10.. 3 From No. 45
49 11 2
50 (

(

11 2 Bred from No. 45
51 13 2
52 16 2
63 20 2 '* " 40
54 22 2 Edgewood
55 28 - 2 Bred from No. 41
56 Oci. 1.. 3 ? Indiana Bred from volunteer wheat
57
58

6 Swept from young wheat
7 3 ? Billett Station

59
60

I i 12 3 ?

14 2 Edgewood Swept from voung wheat
61 22 2 Bred from No. 54
62 27 2 Champaign Swept from voung wheat
€3 31 3

3
Half-grown, in rye

64; Nov.
65; " 2

5 3
66!

" 16 3 Edgewood
I
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ON AN OUTBKEAK OF INJUEIOUS LOCUSTS IN
CENTEAL ILLINOIS.

BY CLAEENCE M. WEED.
H

In an artick> pnblislied as one of the series of "Miscellaneous
Essays on Economic Entomology,"* issued from this office last

year, the writer recorded a few of the more important facts con-
cerning an outbreak of two common locusts—the red-legged lo-

cust {Pezoieitix femiir-rtihrum) , and the olive locust (P. differen-
tialis)—which occurred in Central Illinois during the summer of

1885. I have there reported the approximate boundaries of the
infested area, the extent of injury within that area, and such ob-
servations as I had been able to make upon the situation and
condition of the locust eggs at the beginning of the winter of

I8S5-86. It is proposed in the present paper to bring the record
up to the autumn of 1886, when the observations ceased, and to

present a few general considerations which it is hoped may form
a useful contribution to the subject of entomological prognostica-
tion.

In the paper above cited I have shown that a considerable pro-
portion of the eggs had been destroyed by various insect and
other enemies during the autumn of 1885,—the most useful of

these enemies being the larvae of the ground beetles (Carabidae)^

and those of the blister-beetles (Meloid?e). Late in March, 1886,

the region was again visited, and extended observations were made
upon tlie condition of the eggs. The meloid larv?e were present,

-though in the quiescent coarctate cooidition in which they pass
the winter; but many of the ca rabid larv?e had already begun to

work upon the eggs. The most remarkable feature of the situa-

tion, however, was the extraordinary abundance of the red locust

mite {Tromhidiiim locusi(irum) which was everywhere present on
and beneath the soil surface. At French Grove, March 22, these

mites were just beginning to come out of the ground; and in

many pastures from one to four of them could be seen on every
square foot of surface. By the roadsides they also swarmed. At
Monica, on the iatm of Mr. W. E. Elliot, thirteen of the mites
were counted within a surface area of one square foot.

•Rep. 111. St. B(l. Agr. 1886, appendix, pp. 48-66.
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These mites were repeatedly seen, both in the field and labora-

tory, in the act of sucking locust eggs; and I believe that they
did more to check the outbreak than any other agency.

CONDITION OF THE EGGS.

It may be worth while to give here some of the details from
my notes, showing the condition of the eggs in the French Grove
region, March 22-24. In a pasture belonging to Mr. E. C. Davis,

where the locusts had been exceedingly destructive, forty-nine e^g-

masses were found, thirty-two of which had been destroyed. In
this field carabid larvae and red mites were abundant and the

coarctate larv?e of certain meloids were not uncommon. In a

meadow on the same farm, where also great damage had been
done the previous season, a single egg pod was found, the eggs
having been destroyed. In another pasture, belonging to Mr. J.

C. Slocum, five egg-masses were found, all of which had been in-

jured. Three meloid coarctate larvae were here taken, and several

carabid larvae. Twenty-seven of the pods were found in a pasture
belonging to Mr. Jacob Moore, but twenty-two of them had been
destroyed. Carabid beetles were here abundant, and a few carabid
larvae were seen, as were also two Epicauta or Macrobasis. ^

I next examined a forty-acre meadow belonging to Mr. Geo. M.
Moore, which had been largely destroyed by the locusts the pre-
vious summer. A part of it had been plowed late in autumn, but
I could see no difference in the per cent, of pods injured on the
plowed and unplowed portions. Twenty-one egg masses were
found, nine of which had been destroyed. The injured remains of

three pods, and two others in which the eggs were intact, were
found on the farm of Mr. "VVm. Andrews. Along the roadside
various situations were examined and four masses were found, twa
of them being uninjured.

Thus far, in the eleven situations examined there were found a total

of one hundred and three egg-masses, seventy four (or about sev-

enty-three per cent.) of which had been destroyed. This probably
fairly represented the condition of tlie locust eggs throughout
that locality at that time, as especial pains were taken to make
examinations in fields remote from each other, and in which the
conditions varied.

ABUNDANCE OF LOCUSTS IN 1886.

The region was not visited again until June 4 and 5, 1886, when
the country about Elmwood, French Grove, and Monica was thor-
oughly examined for young locusts, which were then mostly about
a week old. As a result they were found to be everywhere ex-
tremely scarce; and I did not hesitate to express the opinion that
in all probability there would be no appreciable locust injury in
that region during the summer of 1886. The red mites had evi-

dently completed the good work begun by the carabid and meloid
larvae, and destroyed a large proportion of the eggs yet present at
the opening of spring.
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The developments of the summer justified the prediction just

mentioned. No injury was reported, and the locusts were remarkably
scarce throughout the region indicated.

THE CAUSES OF NEEDLESS ALARM.

While in Peoria county late in March I heard occasional rumors
of the appearance of numbers of grasshoppers, but investigation

showed that such rumors were usually founded upon the occur-
rence of one or two specimens, generally about woodlands. A
little later, in Knox county, I heard a similar report, being informed
that a farmer of unquestionable reliabilit}^ had seen grasshoppers
frequently in his meadow, and had specimens in his possession.

On visiting the gentleman I found that the statement was indeed
true, but that the insects were half-grown specimens of the com-
mon green-striped locust, Tracjocephala viridifasciata. In the
meadow where these had been taken, half grown individuals were,
at the time of my visit, not uncommon, hopping about on the
grass, although the ground, in many parts of the field, was cov-

ered with snow.

Specimens of the same locust were received April 9 from Mr.
R. C. Davis of Peoria county, who wrote that they were very
common in the woods about five miles north of French Grove.

The fact that this insect hibernates in the larval state has long
been known to entomologists. Dr. Harris in writing of it nearly
fifty years ago remarked:* "The larvae or young survive the
winter sheltered among the roots of grass and under leaves." And
Dr. Riley has notedf that they are often the cause of unnecessary
alarm concerning the visits of the Rocky Mountain locust, reports

of the early hatching of this notorious species being based upon
the presence of the young green-striped locusts daring the mild
weather of early spring.

This green- striped locust can be easily distinguished from either

the red-legged or olive locust by the peculiar keel-shaped form of

the thorax and by the broad green stripe on the anterior wings.

•"Like so many other species of its family it occurs in two well-

marked varieties, one in which, in addition to the stripes on the

front wings, the whole body and hind thighs above are pea green;

the other in which this color gives way to pale brown. In both
varieties the hind wings are smoky with the basal third greenish."J

At the time of my last visit to the infested region (June 4 and
5) much apprehension prevailed concerning the seeming great

probability of another locust attack. It w^s commonly believed

that the pests were hatching by millions, but investigation soon
showed that this also was a case of mistaken identity, the supposed

•Insocts Injurious to Vegetation. 3rd ed., p. 183.

tFirst Rep. U. S, Eiit. Com., p. 253.

-t Ililey : First Rep. U. S. Ent. Com., p. 250.
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grasshoppers being only the various stages of certain leaf hoppers

—by far the commonest species being the unfriendly leaf hopper
J^assus inimicus.

As has so frequently been the case when our indigenous locusts

have become destructively numerous, many people mistook them
for the Rocky Mountain locust, and were unnecessarily alarmed
concerning future attacks by this frightfully destructive pest. It

seems useless to reiterate what has so frequently been said on this

subject—that the Rocky Mountain locust has never, and in all

human probability can never, become injurious in Illinois.

CONCLUSIONS.

The following general considerations bearing upon the subject of

ihe destructive outbreaks of our indigenous locusts, and of the possi-

bility of forecasting the future in any given locality where these

insects are numerous, are mainly the result of the investigations re-

•corded above. Of course no definite rules can be laid down by which
predictions can be made. We can only indicate some of the fac-

tors to be taken into account in estimating the ratio of probabil-

ity. In all cases the entomologist must carefully survey the field,

and use his own judgment as to the importance due to each fac-

tor of the problem.

Besides the arthropodous animals mentioned belo;^v, various other
agencies—such as the weather, epidemics of contagious diseases,

•etc.—must at times be taken into account.

1. Destructive outbreaks of our common locusts are liable to

occur in restricted localities at varying intervals, whenever the
•climatic and other conditions favor their development.

2. There will generally be a gradual increase in the numbers
of the locusts for a series of years, until the culmination is reached,^
after which there may be expected a great and sudden decrease.

3. The great majority of the eggs are deposited in grass lands,

—especially in pastures and along roadsides,—and these situations
should be examined for the eggs. Here, also, the young locusts
will appear at a time when they are most easily destroyed by
artificial means.

4. As a concomitant of this locust increase, there will usually
be an increase of the Artli^poda which prey upon the locusts or
their eggs; and it is generally owing to the fact that these enemies
get the start of the locusts that the outbreak is checked.

5. Among the more important of these locust enemies which
should be observed, and reckoned upon in prognosticating, are
the following:

a. The red locust mite ( Trombidium locustarum), which, when
voung, attaches itself to the locusts and sucks their juices; and
later attacks their eggs.



h. The common species of blister beetles {Meloidm), the larvae

of which prey upon locust eggs.

c. The larvse and imagos of our common ground beetles ( Ca-
rabidce), which also destroy locust eggs. ^

(/. A dipterous egg-parasite (possibly Anihomyia angusfifroiis,

Meig. ), which had destroyed many of the locust eggs in Knox
county during the autumn of 1885.

Various other insect enemies may occasionally appear in signifi-

cant numbers.*

• For a discussion of enemies of the RocJ^y Mountain locust (the majority of which probably
prey upon our indigenous species), see 1st Rep. U. S. Ent. Com., pp. 284-334.
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ON SOME COMMON INSECTS INJUKIOUSLY AFEECTINa
THE FOLIAGE OF YOUNG APPLE TREES IN

THE NUESERY AND ORCHARD.

The Apple Tischeria.

(Tischeria malifoUella, Clemens.)

Order Lepidoptera. Family Tineid^.

Fig. 1. Tischeria malifoliella, 'Clem. 1, adult moth; la, leaf showing mines; lb, larva; Ic,

ventral view of a portion or the anal segment of the larva, showing tentaculiform appendages; Id,
nenratlon of the fore wing.

[A small, green, footless larva, with a brown or black head, in-

habiting a brown trumpet-shaped mine in the upper portion of

the leaf.]
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LITEEATURE.

This abundant leaf miner was first described in 1860 by Dr.
Brackenridge Clemens (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliila., Vol. XII., p.

208). He states that the larva mines the upper surface of the
apple leaf, and that "the mine is flat, at least until the larva en-
ters the pupa state, and begins as a slender white line, dilating as
it increases, and is ultimately formed into an irregular brownish
colored patch which is somewhat extepded over the beginning.
This is then shown on the separated epidermis as a white line or
streak. The head of the larva is brown; the body uniform pale
green; first segment brownish, with a short vascular greenish
streak. When the pupation begins the leaf is thrown into a fold,

which is carpeted with silk, and the pupa lies within it. This
state begins about the latter part of September, and the imagO)
appears early in May."

This* description was again published by Mr. Stainton in his re-

publication of Dr. Clemens's papers on "Tineina of North America."

The species is next mentioned by Mr. V. T. Chambers, of Cov-
ington, Kentucky, in Vol. III. of the "Canadian Entomologist" (p.

208), where it is noted as having been bred "from leaves of dif-

ferent species of Haw (Crataegus), Sweet-scented Crab {Pyrus cor-

onaria), Blacy6erry {Rubus villosus), and Raspberry {Eubus occi-

denialis)y He adds that it probably mines other species of

Eosaceae. On page 50 of Vol. V. of the same journal Mr. C.

again mentions this insect in connection with several others that

"feed indifferently on the leaves of Crataegus, Prunus, and Malus;"
and in the sixth volume (p. 150) he makes a similar mention of

its food plants.

In the Sietiiner Enhmologische ZeUung (Vol. XXXIV., p. 222),

Messrs. Frey and Boll publish a brief description of this insect

from specimens found by them in Germany mining the leaves of

apple-trees imported from America.

There was next recorded an additional food plant of the species

—the dewberry {Ruhns canadcnisis)—by Mr. Chambers, in the
"Cincinnati Quarterly Journal' of Science" (VoL II., p. 111). He
adds: "Prof. Frey and Mr. Boll mention having bred a species

from the leaves of the blackberry {Eubus villosus), which they con-

sidered distinct from malifoliella, and described under the name
of T. cpM'a. They also state that they have bred an a|lied species

which they describe as T. roseiicola. The species froin the black-

berry I have known for several years. I have not considered it

distinct from malifoliella, Clem. ; and I regard the spejcimens bred
from all the species of Rubus, Crataegus, and Pyrus as belonging
to the same species— 7^. malifoliella, Clem. T. roseiicola, I have
not seen; I incline to doubt its specific difference from mali-

foliella^
In an article on "Tineina and their Food-plants" (Bull. U. S. Geol.

<fe Googr. Survey, Vol. IV.) Mr. Chambers mentions this species in

the list of those feeding upon Crataegus, Pyrus coronaria, and
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P. mahis, but omits it from the lists of those affecting Prunus and
Rnbns, giving under the three species of the latter, Tischeria

CEu^^ from which we may conclude that he had changed his

opinion about the identity of the forms found upon Pyrus and
Rubus, and had decided to consider them as distinct species. T.

roseiicola is also given in this list as feeding on "various species

of rose".

In his "Index to the Described Tineina of the United States and
Canada," published in the same volume as the paper last mentioned,
Mr. Chambers gives these three species under their separate names,
and does not treat them as synonyms.

Finally, in 1883, Mr. A. E. Brunn published, in the Second Re-
port of the Cornell University Experiment Station (pp. 155-157), an
article on the "Tineidae Infesting Apple-trees at Ithaca," in which
he gives an excellent account of the life history and habits of this

insect (under the common name of the Trumpet Mine of the
Apple), together with illustrations of the mine, larva, and imago.
Mr. Brunn states that this species is the "most abundant of the
Tineidae infesting the apple-trees at Ithaca, nevertheless it is not
abundant enough to do them any material injury."

Of the mine and its inhabitant Mr. Brunn writes as follows:

"The mine, (see PI. YL, Fig. la,) commencing in a glistening

spot where tlae egg was laid, continues for a short distance as a
narrow line, gradually growing wider, and then suddenly broadening
out into an irregular expanded portion or 'body of the mine,' the whole
having a trumpet-shaped appearance. The color of the mine on the
upper surface is usually some shade of brown, although I have some-
times observed it to be dirty white. From the under surface of the
leaf the mine would hardly be observed unless held up towards the
light or examined closely, when the mined portion of the leaf

would be seen to be of a lighter shade of green than the rest.

The linear portion of the mine on the upper surface is crossed by
crescent-shaped patches of white, which in many cases are con-
tinued for a short distance into the body of the mine. Often the
miner after commencing the body of the mine will turn and eat
around the linear portion, obliterating that part and causing the
mine to appear like a blotch mine. In such cases the white cres-

cent-shaped patches will be found somewhere in the body of the
mine, indicating the position of the linear portion. These white
markings are, however, wanting in some instances; but as the color
of the linear portion of the mine is a little darker brown than the
rest, we can still tell where the mine commenced. The position of
the mine on the leaf is variable, it may be along the edge of the
leaf causing it to curl over at that point, or along the midrib, or
else between these points. As the leaf dries the mine assumes a
tentiform shape. /

* * * "If any foreign body is brought into contact with the
long hairs covering the larva, it will be observed to support itself

by some of its middle segments and rapidly vibrate the rest of the
body,—this probably being the only way to frighten off parasites.
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"The upper and lower surface of the mine of T. malifoliella is

densely lined with silvery white silk. The excrement is deposited
without the mine, through one or more openings which are situated
at one end and on the lower surface of the mine. Within these clean
and comfortable quarters the larva passes j5,the winter. In the
spring the larva transforms to a pupa, at one end of the mine,
making no cocoon, and in a short time forces its way partly out
through the upper surface of the mine, and there gives forth the
moth. The tearing of either surface of the mine causes the larva

to die, as it seems boand to get out if it can, and once out it can
neither return nor build a new mine."

DESCRIPTION.

''Larva (PL YI., Fig. 15).—Length, 5 mm. (.2 in.). Head small,

pointed, retractile, and bilobed. Form flattened and tapering to

the rear from the second or third thoracic segment. First thoracic

segment twice as wide as head, but not as wide as the second thor-

acic segment. The last three abdominal segments are rounder and
considerably narrower than any of the others. Between the first and
second, and second and third thoracic segments are distinct folds.

General color light green, with a brown, or even black, head. The
large dark markings represented in the figure on the first thoracic

segment are internal. No true legs, but four pairs of not very promi-
nent prolegs, also anal legs. Three hairs on each side of the thoracic

segment and two on each side of the remaining segments. Tentacu-
liform appendages and numerous hairs on anal segment. (PL VI.,

fig. Ic.) On each side of the dorsal surface of the third, fourth,

fifth, and sixth abdominal segments there arise from the same
point two short stiff hairs. A prominent ridge on each side of

the lower, and two deep depressions on each of the thoracic seg-

anents."—Brunn {I. e.).

Pupa — Mr. Brunn remarks that the pupa is unknown, the

tineid having proved with him so difficult to rear, that he "hes-

itated abt)ut opening many mines," and is, "therefore, unable to

describe the pupa." Out of a large number of mines examined, I

have found a single pupa, which may be described as follows

:

Length, 4.5 mm.; width, 1.2 mm. Antennal sheaths extending
nearly to posterior end of third segment from last. General color

light yellowish brown. A quadrangular space on dorsum of all the

segments from the first thoracic to the third from the last ab-

dominal, inclusive, has a darker brown ground color, the general
appearance of which is rendered still darker by the short, stout,

sharp-pointed tubercles with w^liich the surface is studded; color

of dorsum of head and thorax slightly darker than ventrum. Body
sparsely furnished with moderately long, somewhat spinose hairs.

On each side of front of head, which forms a blunt projection,

arises a sharp, curved, horn-like process, projecting forward and
outward, and which when viewed from the side is seen to be bi-

<lontatc. Tip of last abdominal segment flattened, and furnished

at edges with a row of short tubercles curving slightly forward.
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This pupa is easily distinguished from that of Ornix geminatella

by the horn-like projections of the head, the shorter antennal

sheaths, and the row of tubercles on the last abdominal segment.

Imago.—"Head and antennae shining dark brown, face ochreous.

Fore wings uniform, shiniug dark brown with a purplish tinge,

slightly dusted with pale ochreous; cilia of the general hue. Hind
wings dark gray; cilia with a rufous tinge."—Clemens {I. c. ).

The alar expanse is 7.5 mm. (.3 in.).

DISTRIBUTION.

I find that this species is very generally distributed throughout
Illinois, beiug common in nearly all the nurseries and orchards
examined during the past season. The specimens originally de-

scribed by Dr. Clemens were presumably from Pennsylvania, and
those bred by Mr. Chambers were probably found at Covington,
Kentucky. Mr. Brunn reports it common at Ithaca, N. Y. Hence
I believe that the following list includes all the American locali-

ties in which the species has as yet been recognized, though there
is little doubt that it is found over a large portion of the states

between and adjacent to the ones named:

Illinois.—Bond, Champaign, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham,
JacksoD, Jetferson, Marion, McLean, Monroe, Randolph, St. Clair,

and Washington counties. (Weed).

Kentucky.—Kenton, Co. (Chambers).

Michigan.—Ingham Co. (Weed).

New York.—Tompkins Co. (Brunn).

Pennsylvania.—Northampton Co. (Clemens).

LIFE HISTORY.

It will be noticed that a discrepancy as to the stage in which
this insect hibernates occurs between the statements of Mr. Brunn
and Dr. Clemens, the former saying that it passes the winter a?

a larva, and the latter, as a pupa. I have examined a large num-
ber of the mines late in autumn as well as throughout the winter
and early spring, and never have found the pupae earlier than
April 9, up to this date the larvae being invariably present.

Briefly recapitulated, the life history of the species is this: The
small brownish moth deposits an egg on the surface of the leaf,

from which there soon hatches a minute greenish larva which be-
gins mining the leaf, making at first only a narrow mine, but
gradually widening it as it grows older. When full grown it is

about two tenths of an inch long, flat, with a green body and
brown or black head. It pupates within the mine, and in due
season emerges as a moth.

The apple Tischeria is very easily recognized by the peculiar
mine of the larva, so that its presence can be detected at any sea-
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son of the year. As will have been suggested from the statement
of the way in which this insect hibernates, it may be very easily

disseminated by means of young apple-trees from nurseries, either

in the leaves that remain attached to the tree, or those which oc-
casionally get into the packing boxes.

PAEASITES.

Mr. Brunn (I. c.) bred two species of Chalcididse, Sympiezus
IHJiocolleiidis, Howard MSS. and Astidh/tis tischerice, Howard MSS.,
from the apple Tischeria. We have bred the former of these at

Champaign, the species having been kindly determined by Mr.
Howard, who writes that the descriptions of these species have
never been published. Mr. Howard has also described* another
chalcid, Elaswus pullatus, which was supposed to have been bred
from the apple Tischeria.

EEMEDIES.

I doubt whether the injuries of this insect in the orchard are

ever sufficiently serious to repay the labor required for the appli-

cation of the only remedy for the pest now known,—that of gath-

ering and burning the fallen leaves; although I believe that this

operation would pay in the nursery, where the leaves can be easily

gathered, and several other injurious species would be destroyed
at the same time.

* U. S. Dep. Agr., Div. Ent Bull., No. 5, p. Su.
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The Apple Oknix.

(Ornix geminaiella, Packard.)

Order Lepidoptera. Family Tineid^.

Fig, 2. Ornix geminatella, Tack. 2, adult moth* 2«, position of moth when at rest; 26, apple
leaf showing mines and cocoons; 2c, larva; 2/J, lateral view of pupa; 2e, ventral view of pupa.

[A small, slightly liairy, worm inhabiting a tent-shaped mine
on the under side of the apple leaf. When full grown, leaves
the mine, making a silken cocoon in the upturned edge of the leaf. ]
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LITERATURE.

This insect was first briefly described as Liihocolletis gemina-
iella by Dr. A. S. Packard (''Guide to the Study of Insects," pp.

353, 354; pi. 8, figs. 15—15c). The larva is said to have been
abundant on the leaves of apple and pear in the vicinity of Salem
during the summer of 1869. Dr. Packard writes: "The moth is

of a dark slate-gray, without any prominent markings, with ochreous
hairs on the top of t]ie head. There is a black round spot on the
middle of the inner edge of the wing. On the outer edge is an
eye-like spot, pupilled with black like the 'eye' in a peacock's tail.

The antenn?e are dark, ringed with a pale slate color. It expands
.30 of an inch. The larva is a pale livid reddish with a black
head and cervical shield, and .14 of an inch in length. It was
first discovered about the middle of August, hanging from a branch
suspended by a thread. From this time it became abundant, until

the leaves began to fall in the first week of October; nearly
every leaf on some of the pear- and apple-trees having a mine.

* * Usually the larva draws two leaves together or folds
'

one up, and as it eats its way along the surface of the leaf^ leaves

its excrement filling up the space behind, thus making blotches

and otherwise disfiguring the leaves. In this mine it transforms >

into a long slender pupa, which may be found surrounded with T

the castings of the larva. The moths first appeared August 19,

and flew in- doors at night attracted by the light."

This account does not exactly agree with the usual habits of '^^

the species, as observed by later writers, though in exceptional in- .|

stances the larvae may behave as here recorded. In the great ma- ^
jority of cases, as noted elsewhere in this paper, the larvae do not

pupate in their old mines, but make new ones by turning down
the edges of the leaves.

The species is next mentioned by Mr. V. T. Chambers, in the

"Canadian Entomologist" for November, 1871 (Vol. III., p. 183),
where, in writing of the described species of the genus Litho-
colletis, he says: "Z/. geminatella, Packard, is said to be dark
slate-gray, without prominent markings, but with a round black
spot on the middle of the dorsal margin, (like a Bucculatrix ? )

j_

and an apical ocellus. The larva is pale livid reddish, (unlike
any known Lithocolletis larva, but not unlike some Gracillariae).

It feeds on leaves of apple and pear trees, hetween two leaves, or
in a fold of a leaf (This is very unlike a Lithocolletis.")

In the "Canadian Entomologist" for March 1873 (Vol. V., p. 50),.

the insect is re-described as new by Mr. Chambers, (under the
name of Ornix prunivorella), who gives Kentucky as its habitat ^/
Of its life history he writes: "The larva mines the leaves of }A
apple-trees (Mains), and wild cherry-trees {Prunus seroiina)^
making a large tentiform mine on the under surface, which can only
be distinguished from that of Lithocolletis crataigella, Clem., in the
same leaves, by its larger size. It is at first a short, crooked mine,
which ends in the large tentiform mine. It leaves the mine to
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pupate under the edge of the leaf turned down. * * * I have
never found it feeding on haw leaves. * * * It may be found
in all stages through the summer and fall."

In the "Cincinnati Quarterly Journal of Science" (Vol. II., p.

301), Mr. Chambers, writing of the lineidae found in the far

West, mentions having collected the mines of Ornix prunivorella

in the leaves of wild cherry on the mountains, "both on Clear

Creek, at Spanish Bar, and on Fontaine qui Bouille, near Manitou;
altitude, 8,000 feet."

In the Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey, (Vol. III., p.

133), the same writer, in an article on the "Tineina of Colorado,"

remarks that this species is "found mining the leaves of the wild

cherry in the mountains up at least to 8,000 feet altitude." Later
in the same article, (p. 141), in enumerating the localities from
which the species treated have been previously reported, he in-

cludes O. prunivorella in a list of seven species which have only
been found in Colorado and in latitude 35° to 40° in the Missis-

sippi Valley.

In an article on the "Food-plants of Tineina," published in the
same connection, Mr. Chambers mentions (p. Ill) this species as

feeding upon wild cherry {Cerasiis seroHna), but, strangely enough,
omits it from the list of those feeding upon apple, although, in

connection with the original description, he remarks that "the
larva mines the leaves of apple-trees." In this list Lithocollciis

geminatella is not mentioned.

In 1882, Lord Walsingham, the eminent English authority on
microlepidoptera, published in the Transactions of the American
Entomological Society (Vol. X., p. 194), some "Notes on Tineidae

of North America." This paper was the result of a study of sev-

eral American collections of these moths that had been sent him,
many of the specimens being types of American species. On page
194, in speaking of certain of these specimens, he says:

"I think these may be Ornix prunivorella, Cham., although that

author does not record that the larva of that species feeds on
apple or pear. These specimens are not in good condition, and it

is impossible, in so difficult a genus as Ornix, to be quite certain

to what species they belong.

"They are the types of LithocolleUs geminatella, Packard, ac-

cording to the label attached to the second specimen^ but they
undoubtedly belong to the genus Ornix."

From the statement just quoted, to the effect that Chambers
does not record that the larva of O. prunivorella feeds on apple,
it is evident that Lord Walsingham had been misled bj the omis-
sion in the list of food plants noted above.

And finally the life history of the species is elaborately dis-

cussed, under the name Ornix prunivorella, by Mr. A. E. Brunn
in the Second Eeport of the Cornell University Experiment

I

Station (pp. 151-154; PI. V.). This author applies to the

!

1
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species the popular name of "The Unspotted Tentiform Mine
of the Apple," and states that it is common about Ithaca, but not
sufl&ciently abundant to be seriously injurious. He remarks that

when the larvae are nearly mature, they leave the old mines and
make new ones. The latter operation is described as follows:

"Quite a dense but still very transparent covering is spun on the

under side of the leaf. * * * While weaving these threads
from side to side over the space to include the so-called mine, the

larva rests on the threads already spun. In this way the larva

may by its weight aid in causing the mine to assume its tentiform

shape. When this covering is completed, the larva crawls in be-

tween it and the leaf, and completes the mine from the inside, by
spinning more threads from side to side, and drawing the edges
of the mine very close together. The under surface of the mine
thus becomes more opaque from more silk being spun there and
also as the silk itself, which is at first white, becomes brown."

Concerning the later history of the larva, Mr. Brunn continues:

"Soon the larva commences to feed, beginning at one end of the
mine, and eating everything clean as it goes, excepting the small
veins and upper epidermis. AVhen through eating, or when all

the parenchyma in the mine is eaten, the larva leaves the mine
by an opening which it makes in the under surface, and either

pupates in another portion of the same or a different leaf; or, if

not through feeding, it makes a new tentiform mine on the disk

of the leaf, or turLs over the edge of the leaf, and feeds on the
infolded portion. * * * The larvae deposit the small, rounded
pellets of frass in an irregular heap at one end of the mine.

"When about to pupate the larva leaves the mine through a

small circular hole which it makes at one end and on the under
surface of the mine, goes to some portion of the edge of the leaf,

either on the upper or lower surface (very seldom on the lower),

folds the edge over itself, bringing it close down to the surface

of th^ leaf by silk, and then spins around itself, in this roll, a

delicate silken cocoon. Within this cocoon it casts its larval skin

and tranforms to a pupa, remaining in that condition throughout
the winter. It takes less than twenty-four hours for the larva to

make the roll within which it pupates. In exceptional cases the
larva will spin its cocoon in the fold of the leaf caused by its

mine, and at some distance from the edge of the leaf. Often the
larva goes to the very tip of the leaf, and brings the two edges
together, making its cocoon within this fold. The pupae I have
collected as early as October 3 and the larvae as late as October 26. A
young white larva which I collected November (), turned gray upon
Ijlacing it in alcohol. In the spring the pupae transform to dark
steel-gray moths, which, when at rest, assume the position shown
in PI. I., Fig. 2a."
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NOMENCLATIEE.

Lord Walsingham, in the paragraph cited above, states that

Packard's species geminaiella undoubtedly belongs to the genus
Ornix, and that the type specimens then before him were proba-

bly the same as O. prunivorella,—a probability which would have
doubtless been greatly strengthened in his mind had he not been
under the erroneous impression that the latter species had never
been bred from apple. Dr. Packard's figures agree very well with
Chambers's description and with the excellent descriptions and
figures of Mr. Brunn, as well as with specimens collected and bred
by the writer.

In order to be as certain as possible of the identity of the two
species I sent specimens of larvae which, without doubt, belonged
to the species described by Chambers as prunivorella to Dr.
Packard with the request that he examine them to see if they
were similar to the ones from which he bred L. geminaiella. In
response he writes as follows, under date of December 15, 1886:
"I have examined the Ornix prunivorella—two larvae—white, ex-

actly of the size and shape of my geminaiella, which I have not
:seen for nearly twenty years. Mine was a uniformly brown cater-

pillar, but the spots on prothoracic segment were not as distinct

as appears in your specimen, yet in my figure I see they are
represented I suppose the alcohol brings out the tubercles more
distinctly than in life. It may be safe to regard the two species

as the same, since Chambers bred it from the apple. On turning
to Emerton's original drawing I see the spots on the thorax are
represented just 'as in your specimen. My description on the
sketch says: 'Color pale livid reddish, suspended by a thread to

the tree.' On the whole, then, I conclude that the larvae you send
Are those I described as L. geminaiella.''

The difference in the colors of these different larvae may easily

be accounted for on the supposition that Dr. Packard's specimen
was not full grown, for, as has been remarked by Mr. Brunn,
these larvae are flesh-colored wlien young.

In the light of these various observations, the writer believes
that he is justified in treating these supposed species as the
same; and, as Dr. Packard's name has priority, in calling the in-

sect Ornix geminaiella^ Packard.

DESCRIPTION.

Mr. Brunn has so carefully described the two earlier stages of
ihis insect that I cannot do better than to quote his description in
full.

"Larva.—When full grown 6. 8 mm. (.27 in.) in length. Color
grayish; when young flesh colored. Head light brown and about
•one half as broad as the first thoi-acic segment, which is light yel-
low. Form cylindrical with the last three or four segments of
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the abdomen tapering slightly. Witli the exception of the head
and first thoracic segment there are on the dorsal surface four longi-

tudinal rows of white elevations, each segment having at or near
its middle one of these elevations in each row. There are also two
rows of similar elevations on each side of the larva. Towards
the caudal end of the larva the two middle dorsal rows run to-

gether. Other rows of tubercles disappear in the last abdominal seg-

ments, leaving fewer white elevations on these segments than on the
others. From each of these elevations arises a hair of consider-

able length. On or near some of the tubercles of the middle dorsal

rows arises a second but quite short hair. Also numerous small
hairs on the head, first thoracic segment, and anal segment. Upon
the dorsal surface of the head are four very black conspicuous
spots and on each lateral surface an indistinct one. Also on the
dorsal surface of the first thoracic segment are four similar but
larger black spots. Thoracic, abdominal, and anal legs well de-

veloped. The thoracic legs have the outer surface almost entirely

black and smooth, while the inner surface is gray and furnished
with hairs. Abdominal and anal legs of same color as the larva.

''Pupa.—Length from head to the end of the antennal sheaths
5 mm. Breadth at widest part 1 mm. Antennal sheaths ex-

tending beyond the anal segment. Head furnished with quite a
prominent pointed beak. Two rows of hairs on the dorsal surface

and two on each side, the lower row on the sides being made up
of two hairs placed close together on each segment. No hairs

on the head. Color: brownish yellow, with the exception of the
beak, which is black, and the dorsal surface, which is brown or
dark brown. The color of the dorsal surface is due to a rout^hened
rectangular brown patch on all of the abdominal segments but the

last, each patch taking up the greater part of the dorsal surface

of the segment upon which it is placed, and extending nearly to the
sides and almost to the following segment. These dark patches
can be readily seen even in the cast off pupa skin."—Brunn,
Second Rep. Cornell Univ. Exp. Station, p. 153.

Imago.—Dark steel-gray, almost brown. Labial palpi white,

each joint tipped externally with dark steel-gray. Antennjie of the

general hue, faintly annulate with whitish. Thorax and primaries
dark steel-gray, the primaries with about nine faint whitish costal

streaks, the first near the base, and the last at the apex,

becoming gradually longer from the base to the apex, all faintly

dark margined internally, the last three or four nearly perpendic-

ular to the costal margin, crossing the wing and nnifing near the

dorsal margin, where they are very narrow and indistinct. A small
black apical spot, behind which are three dark hinder marginal
lines in the cilijie, the first of which is at their base, and becomes
furcate in the dorsal cili;t); the second is at the middle; and the

third at the apex of the cilise. The one at the base of the cilice

becomes furcate at the dorsal ciliae. Al. ex. \ in. Chambers, Can.

Ent. vol. v., p. 50.
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DISTRIBUTION.

Accepting the synonymy given above, the localities in whicli'-

this species lias been recognized may be summarized as follows:

Colorado. ( Chambers.

)

Illinois. Bond, Champaign, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham,

Jackson, Jefferson, Madison, Marion, McLean, Montgomery, Monroe,.

Eandolph, St. Clair, Wabash, and Washington counties. (Weed.)

Kentucky. Kenton Co. (Chambers.)

Massachusetts. Essex Co. (Packard.)

Michigan. Ingham Co. (Weed.)

New York. Tompkins Co. (Brunn.)

This insect, like most leaf miners, may very readily be dissemi--

nated by the leaves that occasionally remain attached to young
fruit trees during winter.

LIFE HISTORY.

The life history of this insect may be briefly characterized as

follows: The grayish brown moth lays its eggs on the leaf, and
the young larvae as soon as hatched begin eating the parenchyma
of the upper side of the leaf. When full grown they leave their

old mines and make new ones by turning over the edges of the

leaves. Here they pupate, and in a short time emerge as moths.
They usually pass the winter in the pupa state, though, from the
fact that I have found untransformed larvae as late as November
24, I suspect that they may occasionally hibernate as larvse.

PARASITES.

Mr. Brunn bred two species of parasites from the apple Ornix

—

Sympiezus litJwcolletidid, Howard, MSS=, and Eulophus minuius,
Howard, MSS. We have bred from it a single undetermined chalcid,

and a great number of a new species of Apanteles which I have
described under the name of Ap}mteles, ornigis.^ These parasites'

spin peculiar, banded, white cocoons which are swung like ham-
mocks within the leafy cocoons of the host.

REMEDIES.

The remarks concerning remedies for the apple Tischeria apply
with equal force to the present species.

"Notes on Some Illinois Microgaaters, with Descriptions of New Species." Bull. 111. St. Lab.
Nat. Hist., Vol. III., Art. I.
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The Apple Leaf Skeletonizer.

{Pempelia hammondi, Riley.)

Order Lepidoptera. Family Pyralid^.

c 3 a

Fig. 3. Pempcha hammondi, Riley, a, larva, natural size; 6, one of middle segments of larva,
•magnified; o, head and first three segments, dorsal view; c?, adult moth.

[A brownish or greenish larva one half inch long, with scat-

tered hairs, which spins a web on the upper surface of the leaf and
eats the parenchyma, giving the foliage a scorched appearance.]

This insect is one of the most destructive species with which
the nurseryman has to contend, nearly rivaling in the extent and
seriousness of its injuries that species which I think must h^ad
the list of leaf-eating nursery pests— the lesser apple leaf roller

(Teras minuta). It seems very generally distributed throughout
Illinois, having been observed durmg the past season doing seri-

ous injury to apph^-trees, both in the orchard and nursery, in

McLean, Champaign, and Marion counties. It was first reported
from this State a quarter of a century ago, and does not as yet

seem to have become destructively numerous either in the Eastern
•or far Western States.
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LITERATURE.

The first mention of this insect which I am able to find occurs

•on page 32 of Volume II. of the "American Entomologist," in a

brief note concerning "Apple-tree Worms," being a reply to a

query of Mr. H. K. Yickroy, of Champaign, Illinois, who had found
the larva "doing considerable damage to the apple-tree" at that

place. The editors there say: "These larvae were first communi-
cated to us by A. C. Hammond, of Warsaw, Illinois, early in

September, 1868; and subsequently, at the Illinois State Fair,

.specimens were shown to us by W. T. Nelson, of' Wilmington,
Illinois. At the latter end of May, 1869, we bred the moth from
them, and a full account of the species, illustrated by figures, will

appear in the Second Annual Report of the senior editor. The
mode in which this larva operates on the apple-tree is by tying
together the leaves with silken cords, forming a mass of consid-

erable size inside which it lives gregariously, skeletonizing the

leaves that it has thus appropriated, and filling them with its gun-
powder-like excrement. It was so abundant in 1868, near Warsaw
and Quincy, as nearly to strip many trees, especially in young
orchards that were in an unthrifty condition * * * *

. To
distinguish gur species from the Rascal Leaf-crumpler, we may
call it, in English, 'Hammond's Leaf-tyer' {Ac7')^asis liammondi,
L. Sp)."

But on account of the untimely death of the senior editor, Mr.
Walsh, November 12, 1869, the Second Report alluded to in the
above paragraph was never published, and the next mention of the
species occurs in Dr. Riley's Fourth Report as State Entomologist
of Missouri (p*. 44), where its life history and habits are treated
of, tlie descriptions being accompanied with illustrations of the
moth and larva. Concerning its habits and the effect of its in-

juries, Dr. Riley writes as follows:

"In the fall of the year the foliage of trees in young orchards,
and especially in the nursery, often wears a blighted, corroded,
rusty look, and upon carefully examining it such appearance will be
found to result from the gnawings of this little Skeletonizer. A
badly infested orchard or nursery presents such a decidedly seared
aspect that it attracts attention at a great distance; and while
traveling by rail I have often pointed out the work of this insect
and felt as sure of its presence in certain orchards, as though I
had closely examined the trees.

"The rusty appearance is produced by the worm's feeding solely
on the green pulpy parts of the upper surface of the leaf, and
thus leaving untouched the more fibrous frame-work. In some
cases the pulpy portions are eaten off very thoroughly, so that
nothing remains but the semi-transparent epidermis below, and
the net-work of veins; but more usually a certain amount of the
parenchyma is left, and this it is which acquires a bright rust-
red appearance. The worm always covers the leaf with loose ten-
der silken threads, with which it mixes numerous little black,
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gunpowder-like excrementitions grains; and it is under this cover-
ing that it feeds. It is semi-gregarious, either living alone on
the leaf, or in company within a bunch of leaves tied together.
* * * * So far as we now know there is but one annual
brood of the Apple-leaf Skeletonizer; but the moths issue very ir-

regularly, and the worms may be found all through' the summer,
but particularly in the fall, as long as the leaves remain on the
tree. I have found but partially grown worms as late as Novem-
ber—unfortunates that seemed doomed to a wintry death. The
moths commence to make their appearance in the vicinity of St.

Louis by the first of May, but I have had them issue as late as

the last of July."

In a letter from Mr. A. C. Hammond, published in the same connec-
tion, there is described a peculiar effect of the attack of these skeletoni-

zers which is not mentioned in any of the later articles concerning^

the species, and which I have never seen in the field—that of

causing the fruit to fall when about one fourth grown. In the
orchard in question the larvae were at work in great numbers in

June, 1869, and it was "found that the worms generally inclosed

two or three apples within the mass of leaves, and that they were
feeding upon these as well as upon the leaves, of coijrse causing
them to drop." Mr. Hammond adds: "Their ravages were prin-

cipally confined to a few varieties. The yellow Bellflower, Wine-
sap, and Ben Davis appeared to be their favorites. They had
caused fully one haK of the fruit to fall from several hundred
trees in my orchard."

Mr. Eiley also records having bred from the larvae of this species

"two small Ichneumon flies, one of which is a Microgaster" which,
he says, were accidentally destroyed before being described; and
mention is made of the fact that "the larva of -some lace-wing fly

(Chrysopa) also preys upon it."

In a treatise on the Economic Entomology of Illinois, published
in the Seventh Eeport of the State Entomologist (1877), Prof. G.
H. French quotes (p. 252) portions of the two articles above re-

ferred to, but gives no original observations and adds notliing to

the existing knowledge concerning the subject; although the recom-
mendation is here first made that the arsenit^ be used as a remedy.

In an article concerning "Orchards and Insects" published in

the Transactions of the Iowa State Horticultural Society for 1882,

Hon. J. N. Dixon, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, discusses the skeletooizer

and several related species, including the lesser apple leaf roller

(Teras minida), stating that both these species are siiigle-brpoded

in his latitude. But as—while dissenting in part from the results-

of previous writers and claiming to have originally and independently
worked out the life histories of these species—he falls into the
only error they have made,—that of considering Teras Cinderella^

Eiley, and Teras mcdivoranci, LeB. (recently proven, as stated

elsewhere in this paper to be dimorphic forms of one species—the
Teras inhiuta of Eobinson) as distinct species; and as he states
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that both these species always pupate "under the surface of the

ground and never in the leaves," while generally at least the

reverse of this is the case, his assertion may reasonably be
doubted. Mr. Dixon recommends for the whole list of leaf-eating

orchard insects what he calls the "tramping remedy," which con-

sists simply in pasturing various kinds of stock in the orchard.

He also advocates spraying the foliage with white a^^nic in water
solution.

In 1883 Mr. Wm. Saunders published a short article concerning
this insect in his excellent treatise on "Insects Injiirious to Fruits,"

but records no original observations, and adds nothing to our
knowledge of its life history.

No further records of observations upon this insect were pub-
lished, so far as I am aware, until 1884, when Prof. S. A. Forbes
noted the damage done by it in nurseries in McLean county. 111.,

mentioning the suggestive fact that varieties having thick or wonLly-
leaves are least liable to injury (Trans. 111. St. Hort. Soc. 1884,

p. 124; 14th'Tlep. St. Ent. 111. pp. 97, 98).

In Bulletin No. 11 of the Division of Entomology of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture (p. 20), submitted in January, 1886, Mr. F.

M. Webster reports the results of some experiments on this insect

made with soluble pinoleum and Hammond's slug shot. A solution

of fifteen parts of the former substance with eighty-five parts
water was sprayed over the leaves September 15, the result being
that "probably seventy-five per cent, of the larvae were destroyed;
but full grown larvse were observed on the leaves October 1."

Leaves seriously affected by larvae were dusted with slug shot Sep-
tember 15, when no dew was on them, the result being that the
next day fifty per cent, of the larvae were dead. Other applica-

tions followed with similar beneficial results.

DESCEIPTION.

The following are the descriptions of the three stages of the
insect, as given by Eiley (4th Mo. Ent. Kep., p. 46):

"Larva.—Length, 0.45-0.50 inch. General color olive, or pale
green, or brown, with a broad dark stripe along each side of back.
Tapers slightly both ways, joints 4-12, inclusive, divided into two
transverse folds. Freckled with numerous pale specks and with
piliferous spots, the specks often taking the form of two pale
broken lines along the upper edge of dark stripe. The piliferous

spots are pale with a central black dot, and are best seen in the
dark specimens. On joints 4-12, inclusive, they are placed four in

a square on the middle of the back, and four more each side, the
two upper lateral ones being on the anterior fold, the stigmata
appearing as minute rufous specks between them. Both these
spots are often double. The third lateral spot is on the posterior
folds, and the fourth is subventral and anterior. The hairs pro-
ceeding from these spots are long and setaceous. Head horizontal,
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freckled, pale behind, tinged with green in. front and with a few-

long hairs. Joint 1 also freckled and with a large black pilifer-

ous tubercle with a pale basal annulation and in range with mid-
dle of dark stripe. Joint 2 with similar black tubercles with a

white center and replacing the uppermost lateral pale spot. There-
are but two of the small pale dorsal piliferous spots on this joint,

(between the tubercles), as well as on joint 3. Beneath immacu-
late, except that the thoracic legs have sometimes a few dusky-

dots.

''In the very dark specimens the head, cervical shield, and anal
plate remain pale. The cervical shield is then well defined with
four small piliferous specks at anterior edge, and the large shiny
tubercle forms the extreme anterior angle.

''In many specimens the subdorsal dark stripe is obsolete or sub-
obsolete, but even then the four black tubercles on joints 1 and 2
characterize the larva sufficiently.

"Described from numerous specimens.

"Pitpa.—0.24 inch long; rather stout and short, with two minute
diverging spines and a few stiff bristles at tip.

"Imago.—Average expanse 0.48 inch. Front wings glossy pur-
plish brown with two silvery gray transverse bands dividing the-

wing on costa in about three equal parts, the basal band sharply
defined outwardly and always extending to inner margin, the pos-

terior band never extending more than half way across the wing,
and generally not more than one third, ill defined. In some
specimens the basal transverse band is quite narrow, with the
basal space a shade paler than the median: in others the band
forms a double line. In some specimens, also, a narrow pale

transverse line outside the second band, and a pale terminal shade^
are visible. Hind wings uniformly paler gray. Under surface

glossy gray, with no marks, the front wings a shade darker than
the hind. The male differs from the female in the basal portion
of the antennae being curved, and the curve filled with a tuft of

scales.

"Described from numerous bred specimens."

DISTRIBUTION.

It is probable that when left to its own resources this insect

would spread very slowly; but there is great danger of its being
carried from place to place through the agency of man. Especially

is it liable to be introduced with trees from the nursery, unless

they are thoroughly stripped before being sent out, and no dead
leaves allowed to cling about the roots or get into the packing
boxes. A case in point is that of a fruit grower in Sangamon
county, Illinois, who purchased trees from nurseries infested by
the species and was afterwards greatly troubled by their presence.

So far as can be learned the insect had not before been observed
in the locality in questiun.
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I am informed by Prof. C. H. Fernald, the well known authority

on microlepidoptera, that this species does not occur in Maine,
and that he does not remember having seen it in any collection

made in the East. It is quite generally distributed throughout
Illinois, however, and is reported from some of the adjacent states.

LIFE HISTOKY

Most of the facts concerning the life history of the apple leaf

skeletonizer are given in the above extracts; but the note slips of

the State Entomologist's office prove one new point of importance
which should here be given; viz., that this species, contrary to

the opinion heretofore prevailing, is double-brooded, at least in the
latitude of Central Illinois, and probably farther north.

A lot of larvse obtained at Normal July 7, 1886, were transferred

to breeding cages at Champaign and fed upon apple leaves. On
the 12th July many had changed to pupse and on the 25th of

the same month the moths began to emerge. The breeding notes
of the office for the years 1883 and 1884 show that moths of the
second brood were similarly bred during each of those seasons
from larvae obtained in early summer; and on August 6, 1884,

the adult moths were collected at Normal on the leaves of apple-

trees in the nursery.

Briejfly recapitulated, then, the life history of the species is as

follows: The small purplish gray moths, expanding scarcely half
an inch, lay their eggs, probably, on the leaves or tender twigs of

the apple late in spring or early in summer, the larvae soon hatching
and beginning to eat the parenchyma of the leaves, and, as they grow
older, spinning a slight protective silken web on the upper surface of
the leaf, beneath which they continue their destructive work. When
full grown they vary from an olive or pale green color to brown;
are about half an inch long; and have four black shining tubercles
on the back just behind the head. About midsummer these larvae

pupate in slight cocoons formed usually on the leaf, and about
two week later the moths emerge. Eggs are laid by these for the
second brood of larvae, which form cocoons before winter sets in

and hibernate as pupae, the moths from them emerging the follow-

ing spring. But this species is very irregular in its development,
it being easy to find larvae of nearly all ages almost any time
during the season. The second brood is usually much more nu-
merous than the first, and consequently the injury is most notice-

able in September and October. I think it not impossible that in

certain instances even three broods may be developed.

It is probable that the larvae of this insect sometimes occur upon
other trees than the apple, as specimens were received September
22, 1884, from Sangamon county, Illinois, with the statement that
they were injuring the leaves of plums and quinces.
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PARASITES.

"Dr. Eiley mentions having bred a Microgaster from the apple
leaf skeleton izer. We have also frequently obtained specimens of

an undescribed species belonging to the genus Bracon from the
larvae of this insect.

REMEDIES.

Concerning remedies, Prof. Riley {I. c. ) says: "A little hand
picking at the proper time would do much to prevent its inju-

ries, and I incline to believe that it may be extirpated by dusting
the trees with air-slaked lime." Prof. French has added the rec-

ommendation that the arsenites be used, and Prof. Forbes has
advised, in addition to this, that the fallen leaves in the nursery
be burned to destroy the pupae.

Early in July, 1886, I made some experiments with Paris green
on skeletonizer larvae infesting nursery trees. The results showed
that spraying with Paris green in the proportion of one ounce to

eight gallons of water, effectually destroys the larvae without in-

jury to the tree; and from some partial experiments made at the

same time, which were interrupted by a heavy rain storm, I in-

cline to believe that half this strength of solution would be suffi-

ciently effective.

The operation of spraying nursery stock with the arsenites or

other insecticides is much simpler than is generally supposed.
For stock of one year's growth all that is necessary is to go
through the field, lengthwise of the rows, with a wagon contain-

ing a barrel of the solution, having a hand-force pump and spray
nozzle attached, straddling about every tenth row, and spraying
the five rows on each side. In this way a field can be gone over

easily and rapidly and sprayed for the leaf roller, skeletonizer, and
crumpler at comparatively little expense. I presume that for trees

two or three years old it would be difficult to straddle the rows
with an ordinary wagon without injuring them; but this difficulty

may be easily avoided by omitting every eleventh row so that the

wagon can pass through at any time.

Special pumps on wheels, with spraying apparatus attached, are

now manufactured for the purpose of spraying various 'crops with

insecticides, and these would serve the present purpose admirably.
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The Leaf Crumpler.

(Phycis indiginella, Zeller.

)

Order Lepidoptera. Family Pyralid.e.

Fig. 4. Phycis indiginella, Zell. a, larva in its twisted case; >, crumpled mass of leaves con-
taining a number of larvie; c, anterior part of larva; cl, adult moth.

[A brownisli larva about three fifths of an inch long, living

within a horn-like case surrounded by dead leaves. Hibernates
as a larva within this case, which is attached to the twig. Eats
young foliage in early spring.]

This is one of the commonest leaf-eating orchard insects. It is

very generally distributed throughout Illinois and adjacent states,

and often does serious damage to young fruit trees both in the
orchard and nursery.

literature.

Zeller, in 1848, published the original description of this spe-

cies under the name Myelois indiginella, in "Isis," a rare old Ger-
man periodical issued at Jena, by Oken, between the years 1805
and 1848. The habitat of the insect is there 'given as "N. Amer-
ica."
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The hrst recognizable notice of the species in American litera-

ture which I am able to find, occurs in the issue of the "Prairie
Farmer" for August, 1851, where, in an editorial article entitled

"A String of Bugs" (in which are discussed the principal insect

pests of that time), the following paragraph appears:

"The Leaf Kollee.—One of the insects of this tribe is now
very common in all this region and needs nior6 attention than he
has yet received. In the spring the insect is easily discernible by
the little tuft of dry leaves which he has rolled up and cemented
together for his winter quarters. In each tuft will be found a very
small worm, and sometimes a half dozen of them, and the tree will

be covered with their habitations. Later, and when the leaves

appear— some of which are always nea-r the house of the worm

—

one is laid hold of, drawn to the cell, and gradually devoured.
The worm at this time, July 1st, is perhaps three fourths of an
inch long; encased in a sort of tube made of leaves, web, and
cement. Out of this he will stretch himself far enough to get
hold of his food, and remain during the remainder of the time at

leisure at home. In the spring, before the new leaves appear, the
insects are easily found; and that is the proper time to attend to

their case by picking off their nests and burning them. They
fasten themselves on almost all fruit trees indiscriminately, but
seem to prefer the apple, quince, and plum."

The next authoritative notice of the injuries of this insect ap-

pears in the "Prairie Farmer" for September, 1853 (p. 330), in an
article by Dr. Wm. LeBaron of Geneva, III., entitled "Observa-
tions upon two Species of Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees."

apple leaf hopper {Empoa alhopi/Aa, Forbes), the writer continues:

"The other injurious insect above mentioned is a leaf-rolling

caterpillar, which I have seen briefly referred to in several num-
bers of the "Prairie Farmer", and which, therefore, I suppose to be
somewhat extensively distributed throughout the West.

"This insect passes the winter in a half-grown larval state, and
is rendered very conspicuous at this season, by the* little clusters

of dried leaves attached to the twigs of the apple- and plum-trees
in which the larvj^e lie concealed,—sometimes singly, but often

two or three in comijauy. Besides the covering of dead leaves

each larva is enclosed in an elongated, conical, and somewhat
twisted case, rough externally, but of fine texture and polishetl

surface within.

"As soon as the foliage expands in the sprinj?, the caterpillar

begins to devour the leaves in its immediate vicinity, drawing
them in around itself and confining them there by threads of

web. It is thus enabled to fee<l at ease by protruding its body
partially from the larger and open extremity of its case.

"The larva arrives at maturity about the end of June. It

then about two thirds of an inch long, sixteen-footed, pale dull

gi'een, with a brown head. It now slightly closes the mouth of its

After treating at some habits of the
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case, and changes into the chrysalis state. Before the middle of

July the perfect insects begin to make their appearance in the

character of small gray moths belonging to the family of Tineid?e.

The antennae setaceous and simple; labial palpi long and recurved;

maxillary palpi short and distinct; wings narrow and applied to

the sides of the body when at rest. Length four and a half lines,

or less than half an inch. Color light gray, slightly varied above
with brown. Across the end of the Avings are three oblique black-

ish lines, the terminal one consisting of a series of black points.

"The larvae of this species, if permitted to multiply without
check, would become a source of serious damage. Indeed, several

years ago some of my plum trees became almost entirely covered
with them. But by assiduously picking them off and burning them,\
my garden is now almost entirely free from them. In this opera-
tion I have been assisted by some of our winter birds, especially

the tree sparrow {Fringilla canadensis), which I have seen busily

tearing open the clusters of matted leaves in search, no doubt, of

the larvae concealed in them.

"I sent specimens of this insect, and also a description of the
leaf hopper mentioned above to my friend Dr. Harris, of Massa-
chusetts, and have been informed that he has not met with either

of them in the Eastern States."

In the issue of the same journal for May 17, 1860, Mr. Walsh
publishes an extended account of the life history of this insect,

for which he proposes the scientific name Phycifa nehulo, and
suggests that if may be popularly known as the rascal leaf-

crumpler. He had found the larvae feeding on the leaves of apple^
crab, and plum-trees.

The more important scientific portions of this article were re-

published in the Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural
History for 1863 (Vol. IX., pp. 312, 313).

There next appears in the "Prairie Farmer" for April 27, 1867 (p.

279), a note from a correspondent residing at Illiopolis, 111., concern-
ing a * Worm on apple-trees, which is becoming very troublesome, and
in many instances destroys the entire crop, and nearly always strips

the trees of all early leaves." From the description given, Mr.
Kiley identified the insect as the leaf crumpler, and in reply gives
a brief summary of its life history, with the following recom-
mendations for its destruction: "There is no better method of
destroying the worms than by picking and killing in winter,
though you may do much quicker service by building fires in the
orchard the latter part of June and July, into which the moths,
unconscious of their fate, will plunge by hundreds, and thus a
stitch in time will not only save nine, but fully ninety-nine."

Amm in the issue of the same journal for August 3, 1867, ap-
jjears the query of a correspondent from Franklin county, Iowa,
concerning an insect "that is injurious to trees, fastening itself

upon the limbs and killing them." Mr. Eiley identified the insect
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as the present species and writes: ''It is very troublesome and
numerous indeed tins year throughout the State .[Illinois]. As
the worms remain in their silken cases through the winter the best
manner of destroying them is to pluck them from the twigs at

that season of the year, when they may be readily discovered, and
to burn them. The moth which produces them should also be de-

stroyed whenever seen."

About this time Mr. Walsh also received specimens of this insect

from Iowa, and recommended the hand picking of the larval cases
'

(Practical Entomologist, Vol. II., p. 18). The species was also

briefly mentioned by Townend Glover in the Beport of the Com-
missioner of Agriculture for the same year (1867, p. 73).

Ai^ain, in the "Prairie Farmer" for July 10, 1869, Mr. B. T. Taylor
(residence not given, but presumably Illinois) publishes a note con-
cerning an insect attacking apple-trees, which, from specimens sent,

is identified by Dr. Riley as the leaf crumpler. The larvae evidently

were destructively numerous, for Mr. Taylor writes that after pick-

ing the leafy cases, one tree was left to see what effect the worms
would have upon it. But when the injury that was being done
was discovered, Mr. T. killed all the worms he could find, and
expresses the opinion that had this not been done, the trees

w^ould have been defoliated.

In the "Canadian Entomologist" for July, 1870 (Vol. II., pp.
126-128), Mr. Wm. Saunders records the occurrence of the leaf

crumpler on apple trees at London, Ont., and gives an excellent

account of the life history of the species. There is here noted, for

the first time, I believe, a habit of the larva, the effect of which
may be seen on almost any infested tree—that of gnawing the
green bark of the tender twigs. He suggests that this habit of

"gnawing away all the young bark from and about.,,ilie^pot to

which the case is attached, would in all probabilffy lead some-
times to the girdling of the yoang branches and their consequent
death." The breeding of an Ichneumon parapte from this species

is also here recorded

Mr. D. B. Wier published in the "Pra|rie Farmer" for February
17, 1872, a lengthy article concerning this species, mentioning it

Id the introduction as an insect that "sometimes l)ecomes very

noxious, both in orchard and nursery." Concerning its winter and
early spring history, he writes as follows:

"Like the black bear, winter finds it rolling in fat and securely

housed, but spring finds it a most pitiable object indeed; its fat

rounded abd(jmen of the fall before is shriveled to a mere point,

the worm of ha'f an inch scarcely measures an eighth; ai:dit seems
to be all head and no body. Yet it is lively and anxiously moves
its house about in the warm part of the day, awaiting the pusli-

ing of the buds. As soon as the buds have swollen enough to ex-

pose the tender i)arts, it attacks the first it reaches and eats all

its tender parts. By this our Phycita does us the greatest dam-
age. If there are a great many on the tree they destroy nearly
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all the leaf, as well as fruit buds, in this way not only spoiling

the symmetry of our trees, but preventing a crop of fruit. It

feeds most voraciously in early spring and soon finds its house of

the year before too small for it, but, strange to say, instead of

enlarging it, it begins to build a new one beside the old, which
it securely fastens to the side of the old one, and carries both
wherever it goes until it reaches maturity (?). * * * The
rascal leaf-crumpler feeds upon the leaves of nearly the whole
order Rosaceae, but is most injurious to the apple among our
domestic fruit."

This writer also records the discovery of a hymenopterous para-

site, said by Dr. LeBaron to be a new species of Ichneumon. In
some parts of the nursery nearly all of the Phycis larvae were
destroyed by these parasites, while in other parts it was said that

none of them could be found.

As to remedies, Mr. Wier expresses the opinion that "There
is perhaps no noxious insect that can be kept in check by labor
alone easier than this." He recommends picking the cases and plac-

ing them in such a position that the larvge will starve and the para-
sites escape; and adds the following paragraph concerning the
application of lime: "Dr. Hull recommended a few weeks ago in

this paper, air-slaked lime strewn over the leaves of trees as a
preventive of this insect. The application would, I fear, be of

little use, for the young larvse are so snugly protected by their little

houses that the lime would hardly reach them, and by their

activity they would soon find some point uncontaminated by lime."

In the Fourth Annual Report of the State Entomologist of Missouri

(pp. 38-42) Dr. Riley publishes a lengthy account of the species,

which, he states, "sometimes become so prodigiously multiplied in

young orchards, or in the nursery, as to seriously affect the health
of the trees; for it does not confine itself to the leaves, but often
in early spring commences on the swelling buds, attacks the young
fruit, or gnaws the tender bark." He mentions it as "an insect
which is quite comrron in the Western States, and which also
occurs in Ontario, but does not seem to be known in the Eastern
or extreme Southern States." He adds, "Though I have not met
with this leaf crumpler in Southern Illinois, it nevertheless occurs
throughout our own State, and is quite injurious in the south-
western counties." Concerning the food plants of the species he
writes: "I have bred this insect from apple, cherry, wild and cul-

tivated; plum, wild and cultivated; quince and crab-apple; and hav<e

noticed the cases on peach. Near St. Louis it has been, if any-^
thing, more injurious to quince than to apple-trees. Yet it does
not seem to be able to live on the pear."

This author remarks upon the ease by which the pest may be
subdued by hand picking, advising that the plucked cases "be
thrown into some small vessel and deposited in the center of a
meadow, or field, away from any fruit trees," where "the worms.
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will wander about a few yards and soon die from exhaustion and
want of food, while such parasites as are well developed or in the
pupa state will mature and eventually fly off."

Two parasites are here recorded as preying upon the species;

Tachina [Exorisia^ phyGitce, LeBaron, and Limneria {^Banclius^

fugifiva, Say, the first having been bred by Dr. LeBaron, and
the last by Mr. Wier. Excellent descriptions of the three stages
of the insect are also published and a variety {nehulella) of the
moth is characterized.

In a foot-note Dr. Eiley states: ^'PliycUa nehido, Walsh, is

Myelois indigineUa, Zeller, as I am informed by the latter author,

who has had occasion to examine specimens which I forwarded to

him." But though Zeller's description of the insect was published
twelve years before that of Walsh, and the identity of the two
species is not questioned by Biley, he, together with many subse-
quent writers, has retained Walsh's name.

A short account of the life history of the leaf -clumpier was pub-
lished by Prof. G. H. French in the seventh of the series of

reports . upon the insects of Illinois (pp. 249-250), in which, how-
ever, nothing new was added to the existing knowledge concerning
the species.

During the year 1878 this insect attracted some attention be-

cause of its injuries in the vicinity of Coldwater, Mich., where it

was popularly called the leaf roller. Prof. A. J. Cook, by whom
the facts were recorded (Trans. Mich. Pom. Soc. 1878, p. 22),

recommended the hand picking of the larval cases and the ap-

plication of Paris green as the most practicable remedies.

About this time the insect seems to have made its way into

Georgia, if indeed it had not been there long before. In the
"American Naturalist" for May, 1881, Dr. Eiley notes the receipt of

specimens of these larvse (which he calls AcroTyrisis nebulo) from
Bryan county, where they were reported to be doing serious dam-
age.

In Mr. Grote's "New Check List of North American Moths," pub-
lished in '1882, Phycis ind'ujinella, Zeller, is given as the preferred

name of the species, nebulo, Walsh, being mentioned as a rejected

synonym. The only variety given is jnglandis, LeBaron, a form
affecting walnut, which, as Eiley has shown (4tli Eep. St. Ent.

Mo., p. 42), should rank as a distinct species.

An excellent general account of the life history of the leaf

crumpler appeared in 1883 in Mr. Wm. Saunders's treatise oh "In-

sects Injurious to Fruits" (pp. 93-95); though in discussing rem-
edies it is recommended that the gathered larval cases be crushed
or burned, no mention being made of the seemingly better method
noted above by which the parasites are allowed to escape.

Mr. F. M. Webster, in a paper read before the Indiana State Horti-

cultural Society and published in the transactions of that society

for 1885, briefly outlines the life history of the species, but records
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no origiual observations, and does not definitely state whether the

insect is found in Indiana or not; though from the fact that it is

inchided under the general head of insects of the year, we may
infer that it is a common pest.

In the issue of the "Fruit Growers' Journal" (Cobden, 111.) for

March 11, 1886, Prof. G. H. French, in writing of the condition

of the orchards about Centralia, notes that in a two year old or-

chard visited "the leaf-crumpler (FJujcHa nehulo) seemed to be
present."

DESCKIPTION.

Larvft.—"Brown or greenish in color, cylindrical, tapering grad-

ually from first to last joint. Head and cervical shield darker
than the rest of the body, slightly shagreened, sparsely covered
with long hairs, the shield quite large, convex, and occupying the
whole surface between stigmata, there being in front of the latter

a sub-cervical dark horny plate. Joints 2 and 3 wrinkled as

at Figure 18, c, the former with two rather conspicuous dark
dorsal piliferous spots. The other joints with a few fine hairs,

the stigmata plainly visible, and the anal covering but slightly

horny. Legs and prolegs of moderate size and of same color as

body.

"Described from numerous specimens."

Pupa.—"Mahogany-brown with no striking character. Abdomen,
especially above, with very minute punctures."*

Imago.—Mr. Walsh's description is as follows: "Expansion of

wings, 7-10; length of body, 3-10. General color light cinereous,

varied with dusky. A row of about seven subsemilunar or linear

dark spots on outer margin of fore wing. Then one fourth of the
distance to the body a waving light cinereous band parallel to the
exterior margin, marked on each side with dusky black. Nearly
at the center a much abbreviated black band. Beyond the center
on the costal margin a subtriangular dusky black spot, the apex
of which connects with the apex of a much larger subobsolete
triangular brick red spot which extends to the interior margin,
and is bounded on the outside by a wavy light cinereous band,
which is again bounded by a wavy dusky black band proceeding
from the apex of the costal triangle. Base of wing dusky black,

enclosing a small round light cinereous spot. Hind wings and all

beneath light cinereous shaded with dusky; the fore wings darker.
Tarsi dusky with a narrow light cinereous fascia at the apex of

each joint. Hind tibia fasciate with dusky at the apex, sometimes
obscurely bifasciate. Intermediate tibia fasciate with dusky at the
center, the fascia generally extending to the base, but becoming
lighter. Anterior tibia dusky, with a narrow apical light cinereous
fascia. Palpi, both labial and maxillary, dusky."

i

•liiley, 4th Mo. Rep., p. 41.
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To this Dr. Eiley adds:

"When compared with other closely allied and resembling species,

this little moth may be characterized in the following manner:
The ground color of the front wing is decidedly bright and pale;

the discal spots are almost always confluent, thus forming an ab-
breviated transverse bar; the dark markings are well defined, and
the triangular dark costal spot starting from the inner third of

the wing is distinctly relieved, while the 'brick-red' (nearer a cin-

namon-brown) triangular spot which opposes it is large, so that

the space it occupies on the inner margin is nearly as wide (gen-
erally within one third) as that between it and the transverse
posterior line. The lower half of the basal space is often of a
distinct cinnamon-brown, and an oblique dusky band, which Mr.
Walsh has not mentioned, is often quite distinct, running from
near the apex to the brown triangle, where it connects with the
inner margin."*

DISTRIBUTION.

This insect seems to be very generally distributed throughout
Illinois and adjacent states. During the past season I have found
it more or less abundant in the following counties of this State:

Champaign, Crawford, Edwards, Effingham, Jackson, Marion, Mad-
ison, McHenry, McLean, Monroe, Montgomery, Perry, Eandolph,
Shelby, Stephenson, St. Clair, Union, and Wabash. In 1885 Pro-
fessor Garman found it common in orchards at Mt. Pulaski, in

Logan county, and the year previous the larvae were collected at

Du Quoin, in Perry county.

In the states adjacent to Illinois this pest seems to have a wide
distribution. In the article from the Fourth Keport of the State

Entomologist of Missouri, quoted above. Dr. Eiley writes that it

"occurs throughout our own State and is quite injurious in the
southwestern counties." In Tennessee, as I am informed by
Mr. E. W. Doran, Entomologist to the Board of Agriculture of

that State, it is "plentiful in most orchards" that he has examined;
and Prof. F. H. Snow, of Lawrence, Kansas, writes that it is

quite a common nuisance in his state. In Iowa it has long been
known, though Prof. Herbert Osborn, of Ames, informs me in a
recent letter that it "seems much less abundant than in the past."

He adds: "While a common pest, it has never, to my knowledge,
caused any widespread destruction in this State."

In the writings of Walsh and others, noted above under the head
of Literature, it is stated that the species did not at that time
occur either in Southern Illinois or New England. It seems,

however, to have spread rapidly since, for it is now common in

the first-named region, and, as I am informed by Prof. C. H»
Fernald, occurs throughout New England. Is it not possible that

it was merely overlooked twenty years ago?

* \ih \To Hop., p. n.
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LIFE HISTORY.

Recapitulating the facts brought out in the various articles cited

above, the life history of the leaf crumpler may be briefly given
as follows: The small, grayish moths appear in June or July,

and deposit eggs on the various trees which serve as food plants

for the larvae. From these eggs there soon hatch small brownish
worms, which construct tubular silken cases, within which they
remain concealed when not eating. As they grow larger they
draw about the openings of their abodes many partially eaten
leaves, so that by autumn there is quite a bunch about each case.

At the approach of cold weather the cases are attached to the
twigs by means of silken threads, the larvae frequently gnawing
away the tender bark to insure a firm hold; and thus the winter
is passed. As soon in spring as the leaves begin to appear the
larvae attack them, frequently eating out the flower buds as well.

They continue feeding and growing until some time in June, when
they become pupae. Professor Garman found both larvae and pupae
at Champaign June 13, 1885. About a fortnight later the moths
emerge, and thus the life cycle is completed. In the breeding-

cages of the laboratory the moths have emerged as early as June
22 and as late as July 24.

From the references ^iven above, and the note-slips of the office,

it appears that the leaf crumpler feeds habitually upon the apple,

quince, and possibly the peach, and on both the wild and culti-

vated varieties of the cherry, plum, and crab-apple.

INTRODUCTION INTO NEW LOCALITIES.

I know of no other orchard insect that is so liable to be generally
introduced into new localities through the dissemination of young
fruit trees as this, the peculiar winter habit of the species being
such that, unless the trees are examined with special reference to it

before they are sent out, a few of the larvae are almost certain to
adhere to them. Hence, both the yjerson sending and the one re-

ceivii]g young fruit trees should be careful to pick off and destroy
all suspicious looking leaf-masses. It may be argued that this pest
is so generally distributed that it would make no difference were
a few more to be introduced into each locality every year; but it

does make a difference, for the balance which nature has adjusted
between these insects and their various enemies is thus disturbed,
and a new energy is infused ^nto the work of destruction.

PARASITES.

Besides the parasites mentioned above by Dr. LeBaron and
others, we have bred from this species an undescribed chalcid
belonging to the genus Eupelmus.
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REMEDIES.

There is no excuse, save that of gross negligence, for allowing
these pests to injure young fruit trees. The larval cases are so
easily picked off at a season when the orchardist has abundant
leisure, that it is easy to find time to attend to them. - I have been
in several orchards the past season in which these larvae were
sufiiciently numerous to seriously check the healthy development
of the trees; and I doubt not that a similar condition prevails in

hundreds of young orchards throughout the State. In some in-

stances I have found trees so infested that there was a larva lying-

in wait for almost every bud; and it is needless to state that al-

ready the effect of past injuries could easily be traced in the di-

minished vitality of the trees. Doubtless the method, so frequent-

ly mentioned above, of placing the picked cases in an open field,

away from trees, where the larvae will starve and their parasites

escape, is preferable to that of burning. Or, if the young trees

are infested with any other of the several leaf-eating species, they
may be killed by spraying with the arsenites, as recommended
elsewhere in this paper.

In the nursery it is of the first importance that these pests

should be destroyed; and the nurseryman owes it both to his

patrons and to himself to see that the work is thoroughly done.

It is often difficult to convince those most interested of the easy-

practicability of picking these cases off of nursery stock. I have
in mind an instance in which a nurseryman of unusual intelli-

gence, whose apple stock was infested by the leaf crumpler, being
advised by one of the leading entomologists of the State to put ^
boys in the field to pick them off, regarded the idea as non-
sensical and impracticable; and he was only convinced of the ease

with which the work could be performed when shown the results

of a practical experiment made to test the matter, in which a boy
was placed in one of the infested fields with instructions to gather

all the cases on the young trees. In two hours thirty rows three

hundred yards long were gone over, and a half peck of the larval

cases gathered. When shown this accumulated mass of destroyers,

our friend was convinced, and at once hired boys to go over his

fields. He afterwards expressed himself as surprised and hie:hly

pleased with the result. The larval cases were picked off of ten

acres of one year apple stock, by two boys, in one and a half

days.
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The Lessee Apple Leaf Eoller.

(
Teras minuta, Bobinson.

)

Order Lepidoptera. Family ToRTEiciDyE.

[A greenish yellow, slightly hairy worm, about half an inch
long, affecting the young leaves of the terminal twigs. Pupates in

the rolled leaves, and emerges as an orange moth in summer,
or a gray one in autumn. 1

The lesser leaf roller has been seriously injurious in Illinois for

more than twenty years, and must, I believe, rank first in the list

of - leaf-eating nursery insects. Beginning its attack as soon as the
leaves have partially unfolded, and affecting largely the terminal
twigs, it is capable of doing great damage by checking that

straight upward growth so necessary for a successful nursery tree,

^ and causing the throwing out of side branches, which give to the
tree a stunted, scraggy appearance.

literature and nomenclature.

The literature relating to this insect is in a peculiarly chaotic
condition, owing tl^,^ t^p fact that it has been described by
five different enton|ologists under as many different specific

names. These vaTOus names have been held good by most
writers until within a few years, and the insect has been
frequently treated of as one or another of the five species.

The reasons for this peculiar multiplicity of names are to be
found in the wide distribution of the species, the varying food
habits of the larva, and the remarkable dimorphism of the imago.

The species was first described as Tortrix minuta, by Mr. C. T.

Eobinson in February, 1869 (Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. Vol. I., p.

276; pi. vi, fig. 49). The specimen from which the description
was written had been collected in Texas, by Belfrage.

The following year the insect was redescribed twice,—once by
Dr. LeBaron as Tortrix malivorana (2d Rep. St. Ent. 111., pp.
20-23); and again by Dr. Packard as Tortrix vacciniivoraiin
(Mass. Agr. Rep., 1870, p. 24). Dr. LeBaron had bred the moth
from larvfjB feeding upon apple, and published an extended ac-
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count of its life history and injuries. Substantially the same
article appeared in the "American Naturalist" for June, 1871 (Vol.

v., p. 209). Dr. Packard had obtained his specimens from cran-
berry-feeding larvae collected in New Jersey.

In the report above cited, Dr. LeBaron states that the larvae

had been very destructive on the grounds of D. B. Wier, Lacon,
111. At the time of his visit the injury was so apparent that be-

fore reaching the place his "attention was arrested by the blasted
appearance of the apple nursery, the foliage looking at a distance

as if it had been scorched by fire. At this date most of the insects

were either pupse or imagos, the latter being so abundant that a

flock of them could be put to flight almost anywhere by brushing
against the plants." Dr. LeBaron states that "there are at least

two broods of this insect in a season, the first brood of moths
appearing early enough to deposit their eggs in the folds of the
young leaves just as they begin to open. * * * Another brood ^

was just emerging, as I have above stated, in the third week of

July. * * * In what form they pass the winter I believe has
not yet been determined."

Of the larval habits Dr. LeBaron writes: "Usually one cater-

pillar, sometimes two or three, eats off the upper cuticle of the
leaf, curling the two sides upwards till the edges nearly or quite

meet, and tying them together with web. In this enclosure the

little caterpillar goes through its transformations. It lines the op-
posite sides of the leaf, where the pupa lies, with white silk."

According to Mr. Wier's observations, "Ihe young of the last

brood, hatching as they do on the surface of the mature and rigid

leaf, -do not draw its edges together, but simply protect themselves
by constructing a web over the surface of the leaf."*

Concerning the rapidity of increase and possible remedies, Dr.

LeBaron writes: "This little insect furnishes a very remarkable
example of the sudden appearance and rapid multiplication of

noxious species. The moth is so rare that I cannot learn that it

has -ever before been seen, even by entomologists. If this insect

should spread so as to infest other nurseries as it has that of Mr.
Wier, it would prove itself a pest of the most serious character;

and, so far as we can judge from present appearances, it will be
a difficult matter to reach them (the larvfB) with remedial
agencies, both on account of the closure of the leaf in which they
dwell and their webby covering. * * * Mr. Wier thinks it

would have paid him well to have gone through his nurser}^ early

in the season and picked off the folded leaves. It is evident that

whatever applications we make use of here must be made before

the young insects have time to close the leaf above them, in the
case of the first brood, or before they have covered themselves
with web, in the second. * * * These little worms are so

tender and so unprotected by any hairy covering that I should

• It ^(^(fiiiH prf)biiblf' (liiit Mr. Wier mistook rho larvic of Ponpelia ha iriinondi. for tliosc' of lhf>

leaf rolh'r, !Vk llit^ hiffcr ;irp, not known to havi' Mils Iwibit.
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expect them to be easily destroyed by any of the ordinary appli-

cations, such as lime, ashes, or soap, provided we can find a time
when the substance applied will really reach them."

The next notice of the species appears in the "Prairie Farmer"
for September 16, 1871, where Dr. LeBaron states that "the ob-

servations of the present year give us good reason to believe that

this little pest is not going to prove of as serious a character as

we at first apprehended. Whether it be that they have been de-

stroyed by natural enemies, or, what seems more probable, in the

absence of any known enemies of this kind, that they are very
susceptible to the vicissitudes of the weather, it is an evident

fact that the hosts of last year have entailed a very scanty progeny
upon the present. I visited Mr. Wier's place this season at about
the time of my last year's observations, and though there were
marks of damage by the early spring brood, the second seemed,
for some reason, to have proved abortive. I could find but few
specimens, and the nursery trees had made a good growth."

In the "Prairie Farmer" for February 10, 187'2, Mr. Wier publishes
an abstract of Dr. LeBaron's article and gives the following addi-

tional particulars concerning the attacks of the insect: "My
attention was first called to it the fall of '63, by a neighboring-
nurseryman. * * * His acre or more of seedlings could have
looked no worse if they had been sprinkled over with dry straw
and burned over; yet, as was the case in our nursery, there was
scarcely a Tortrix to be seen the succeeding summer, and his

seedlings made a very strong growth. I next saw it in my nursery
in June, '64, when it swept over a large lot of two year old apple
trees but did no serious damage, as there appeared to be but one
brood. It was next seen, as stated above, about the 12th of June,
1870, involving the entire apple nursery here, and more or less the
orchard. At that time the caterpillars were about half grown, but
were not numerous enough to do any serious damage. They com-
menced to change to chrysalides about the 20th of June, and in

three to four days the little bright orange moths were flitting

around depositing the eggs for another brood of worms. The eggs
soon hatched, and as the brood of worms was at least one hundred
times more numerous than the first, the trees soon showed signs
of damage. I did not determine positively, but I am quite certain
that this biood changed to moths in about thirty days, or the 20th
of July, and they at once laid their eggs, increasing perhaps fifty-

fold (enemies had begun to prey upon them). They matured
about August 20, and laid eggs for another brood about equaling
the second; these, so far as I could see, were all killed by frost,

that were not destroyed by their natural enemies, when about two
thirds grown."

The species is next treated of in the Fourth Report of the State
Entomologist of Missouri (pp. 46-48, fig. 22), where the gray
winter form is described as "The Green Apple Leaf Tyer—Tortrix
Cinderella, n. sp;" and a short notice of Dr. LeBaron's article
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upon T. malivorana is given, together with an account of the
life history of the latter by Mr. Wier, reprinted from the "Prairie
Farmer" for February 10, 18/2. Dr. Riley writes: "These worms bear
so close a resemblance to each other that it is almost impossible
to characterize them." He says concerning the larva of T. Cin-

derella: "This worm changes to a chrysalis within the fold of

the leaf, lined with silk, and when about to give forth the moth
works its way partially out at one end The chrysalis is peculiar
from having a rounded projection in front of the head. The moth
is a most unassuming little body, with the front wings of a dark
ash-gray, without a shade of any other color, the hind wings
paler." And of the other supposed species, T. malivorana, he
remarks: "In habit, and in size, form, and color, it is the exact
counterpart of the leaf-tyer just described. The chrysalis is also

similar; but the moth, instead of being uniformly ash-gray, is of

a bright orange, but of exactly the same size and equally uniform
in coloration, so that by imagining a bright, golden orange instead
of deep ash-gray, Figure 22, c would answer for this species."

In 1875 Zeller. again described the orange form of the moth
{Beitr. p. 6), the species this time receiving the name Teras
variolana.

In the Report of the U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey
for 1876 (pp. 522,523), Dr. Packard publishes the following de-

tails of the form on cranberry, which he then called the "Yellow
Cranberry Worm {Tortrix vaccinlivorana):'' "The larva draws
the leaves together with silken threads, transforming into a pupa
within the mass. A single larva seems to select one twig or

bunch, and eats the parenchyma from the upper surface of the
leaves until every leaf or twig is injured and the plant nearly as

much destroyed as if the leaves were eaten up entirely. In this

way each larva seems to eat the best part of about twelve leaves,

which usually remain on the stalk, affording a shelter to the pupa,
which is naked, partly sticking out of the leaves."

Probably Dr. Packard meant that the pupa was thus exposed
after the emergence of the moth, rather than before. At least

this is the case with the apple-feeding specimens.

Mr. Trouvelot, by whom the drawings for Dr. Packard's illustra-

tions were made, noticed that, like the larvae of the Hesperid?e,

as Eudamus and Tityrus, this cranberry worm sends off the ex-

crement to some distance, when it defecates. When it had built

an imperfect cocoon it was very careful to remove the pellets of

excrement in it by taking them with the mandibles and carrying

them out.

In the "Prairie Farmer" for July 15, 1870, Dr. Cyrus Thomas
notes the receipt, from Mr. T. Hallett, Galena, 111., of a letter

stating that a green worm had been doing much injury to the

young api)lo trees, causing them to change color as if singed by
fire. In the absence of any specimens the Doctor presumes this

to be the present species. Mr. Wier's article, published in the

"Prairie Farmer',' in 1872 (I. c. ), is here republished.
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In the Eeport of the Seventh Annual Convention of the New
Jersey Cranberry Association (1879, p. 7), Mr. John H. Brakeley
gives an account of the injuries of this insect to cranberries, and
adds that it is commonly found on the high-bush whortleberry.

There next appears in the Index to the Missouri Entomological
Keports (U. S. Ent. Com., Bull. No. 6, pp. 82, 83) a note,

followiug the republished description of Tortrix Cinderella, in

which Dr. Eiley says: "From specimens reared from cranberry-

feediug larvse received from Mr. John H. Brakeley, of Bordentown,
N. J., I am satisfied that this is the same species briefly character-

ized by Packard in the first edition of his Guide as Toririx
oxijcoccana, and that T. mcdivorana LeBaron is but a dimor-
phic orange form subsequently described by Packard as T.

vacciniivorana. The orange and ash-gray specimens are thus bred
both from Apple and Cranberry. I have reared both forms from Cran-
berry and from Apple, and they are indistinguishable in the larva

and pupa states. The gray form is more or less suffused with
orange scales and the orange form less frequently with gray scales.

This is the most remarkable case of dimorphism with which I
am familiar in the family, and points strongly to the important
bearing of biological facts on a true classification. The dimorphic
coloring is not sexual, but occurs in both sexes. * * * The
species belongs to the genus Teras, and, as Packard's specific

name oxycoccana has priority, the insect should be known as Teras
oxycoccana, Pack. * * * The gray form of the moth is most
frequent in autumn."

Prof. C. H. Fernald, in his "Synonymical Catalogue of the de-

scribed Tortricidae of North America," published in 1882 (Trans.
Am. Ent. Soc, Yol. X., p. 9), retains the four species

—

Teras
oxycoccana, Cinderella, malivorana, and vacciniivorana,—remarking
in a foot note that "Prof. Kiley thinks these four species are all

one, but surely oxycoccana. Pack., must be distinct." Teras
mhiiiia is also here given as a distinct species, and T. variolana,
Zell. is mentioned as a synonym of it.

Both forms of the species are treated of by Mr. Wm. Saunders
in his treaties on "Insects Injurious to Eruit" under the names
given by LeBaron and Riley, but the statement is made that "it

is probable that both insects are slightly modified forms of the
same species."

In "Papilio" for April, 1884 (p. 71), Prof. Riley, in an article entitled

"On the Dimorphism of Teras oxycoccana, Pack.," republishes
the paragraph above quoted from the Index to the Missouri Re-
ports, and adds that as a consequence of the doubt implied in

Prof. Fernald's Catalogue concerning the correctness of these
views, he "put the question to so full a test as to leave no reason
for doubt. The experience of Mr. J. B. Smith in the field is con-
firmatory; but from material which he sent to Washington,
we not only actually bred the orange form from the first brood
of larv«3, received in May and produced from the hibernating slate-
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colored form, but also the slate-colored form from larvae hatched
from eggs laid by the orange form. Over two hundred specimens
reared from larvae received in August and produced by the second
brood of orange moths were all referable to the slate-colored form.
In fact all the moths which issued after September 23 were of

this form, though there was but a difference of five days between
the issuing of the last yellow and the first gray specimens, the
latter continuing to issue through October. Many of the gray
specimens, especially those which first appear, are so suffused
with orange or reddish scales as to appear somewhat intermediate
between the two extremes, but there are none which are not at

once referable to the gray form. It is, in fact, an interesting

case of seasonal dimorphism."

In Bulletin No. 4 of the Division of Entomology of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture (pp. 22-26) Mr. J. B. Smith records a series

of observations upon this species as a cranberry insect, describing it

as "rather interesting and anomalous in that it has two distinct

forms—a gray winter form and a summer yellow form." He states

that the moths of the gray form, a few days after emerging," largely

lose their red scales, which rub off very easily, and they appear then
of a uniform gray slate-color." According to his- observations
these moths emerge in October, hibernate as adults in "crevices,

outhouses, and rubbish heaps," and in the spring (April 15 to

May 1 )
deposit their eggs. About a fortnight later the larvae hatch

and eat the foliage. By May 24 the larvae had begun to pupate,

and the first moths emerged June 4. "These moths were smaller

in size than the gray specimens, and entirely different in color,

being yellow, with ochreous mottlings. * * * On fresh specimens
the ochreous or reddish scales are dense and give the insect a deeper
color; worn specimens lack these scales and appear uniformly
yellow. The sexes do not differ in size, and none expand more,
and many less, than 0.5 inches." The second brood of larvae ap-

peared late in June or early in July, and the moths produced by
them, which are also uniformly yellow, emerge in August, to lay

eggs for the third brood, the moths of which, as before stated,

emerge in October and are of the gray form. Mr. Smith states

that he is perfectly positive that this gray brood is the "result of

the eggs laid by the yellow form, for not only were there no gray
moths on the bog to produce them, but I watched the yellow forms
oviposit, obtained some eggs from females in confinement and sent

them to Washington to be reared, and Prof. Eiley informs me
that gray individuals were obtained from them." He adds that

Dr. Brakeley, of New Jersey, had several years before come to the

conclusion that the species is dimorphic.

In the issue of the "Canadian Entomologist" for the same month .

of the same year (April, 1884, p. 64) Prof. Fernald states that he
had examined a long series of the specimens bred by Dr. Riley, and
was surprised to find that "the orange forms were Teras minida
Robs., which was redescribed by Zeller as Teras variolana.'' He
adds: "I have for several years past taken a Teras here in con-

\
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siderable numbers, late in September, which I have sent to several

correspondents in Europe who have written me that they were quite

unlike anything there. These proved to be like the slate-colored

and red mixed form mentioned above, except considerably
larger; I can see no difference except in size. There is no cran-

berry growing where these are found, but other related plants, as

blueberry, upon which they might have fed. My impression is

that they hibernate in the imasjo state, but of this I am not sure.

A few years ago I received several specimens from Mr. G. M.
Dodge of Glencoe, Neb., 'bred on wild rose,' which are so like

those taken here that I could separate them only by their greater
depth of coloring and their much larger size, for they are as much
larger than those taken here, as these are larger than those from
Prof. Eiley and others from Texas. I received T. minuta from Mr.
Dodge, and also from Mr. Morrison, taken in Nevada, and they
also were unusally large. I am, therefore, inclined to believe
them all the same species, but I am not yet ready to concede that
oxycoccana is the same thing. It will be better to allow it to

remain separate till it can be proved to be the same, rather than
to unite them now, and separate them later, should they prove
distinct.

"The synonymy is as follows:

Teras mimda.

Tortrix minuta, Robs., 1869.

Tortrix malivorana, Le Baron, 1870.

Tortrix vacciniivorana. Pack., 1870.

Teras variolana, Zell., 1875.

"The above are the orange forms.

Tortrix Cinderella, Riley, 1872.

"Riley's name may be used to indicate the slate-colored form.

Robinson's T. minuta was published in February, 1869, and
Packard's T. oxycoccana not until April, 1869."

The species next attracted attention during 1883 and '84 by its

extraordinary abundance in nurseries in McLean county, Illinois.

Prof. S. A. Forbes called attention to the outbreak in a paper
read before the State Horticultural Society in 1884, (Transactions,

p. 124), stating that thick-leaved trees were relatively little

affected, but that all the others were so seriously checked in their
growth as to excite 'the serious apprehension of the owner. As
to remedies. Prof. Forbes stated that "methods of precaution must
be the main reliance," and also recommended that the foliage be
sprayed with arsenk^fCt mixtures early in the season, when the
injury is just beginning.

Similar observations concerning the same attack were published
in the Fourteenth Report of the State Entomologist of Illinois.

—6
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I recently sent Prof. Fernaid a number of both forms of the
moth, which had been bred from apple during the last two
years, in the hope of determining whether Packard's oxycoccana
(of which Prof. Fernald possesses the type) is a synonym of
minuia. But Prof. F. replies (Dec. 27, 1886) that the Cinderella
specimens "do not approach the type of . oxycoccana any nearer
than many others which I have seen, so I am still in doubt about
oxycoccana.'"

DESCRIPTION.

Egg.—I have not seen the egg. Dr. Riley in the Index to the
Missouri Reports says: "The eggs of this species are very flat,

circular, and translucent, with a diameter of 0.7 mm., and are laid

singly on the under side of the leaf near the midrib." To this

Mr. Smith adds that the egg is "precisely like that of Anchylopera
vacciniana in form and color, but is very slightly larger." (U. S.

Dept. Agr., Div. of Ent., Bull. No. 4, p. 24.)

Larva.—Length 12 mm. Body thickest just in front of the
middle, tapering very slightly both ways. Color pale honey-
yellow with a slight greenish tinge. Head and prothoracic shield

gamboge-yellow; former nearly as wide as latter. Mouth parts
darker. Ocelli on a nearly crescent-shaped black spot on either side

of head. Another dark spot at base of head laterally, and
sometimes a slight trace of a brown line connecting the two, so
that the whole resembles somewhat the letter S. Body sparsely
furnished with fine pale hairs arising from prominent polished
tubercles, the hairs varying in length, the longest being ab6ut
half as long as the body is wide. The four dorsal tubercles are

arranged in a trapezoid, with a deep crease between the anterior

and posterior pairs, the tubercles of the posterior pair being
farthest apart. Stigmata pale, on middle segments situated slightly

posterior to a line connecting the two lateral tubercles and nearest

the upper tubercle. Thoracic feet usually tipped with black. Just
below tip of dorsal portion of the anal segment and above the
anal opening is a nearly vertical plate bearing a series of rows of

peculiar blunt bristles, curving slightly upward, those above being
shorter than the lower ones, so that the whole forms a stiff brush.

(Possibly it is by means of this that the larva is enabled to "send
off its excrement to some distance when it defecates," as noted by
Mr. Trouvelot in Dr. Packard's article cited above.)

Described from many specimens feeding on apple.

Riley's description of the pupa is as follows:

Pupa.—"Length 0.25-0.30 inch. Brown; characterized by a pe-

culiar rounded projection from front of head; by a little pointed
j)rominence at base of each antenna and each side of penultimate
abdominal joint; and by terminating in a broad suppressed piece

which produces two decurved hooks. Posterior rim of abdominal
joints rasi^ed dorsally, and a slight rasped dorsal ridge near the
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anterior edge of larger joints. Legs reaching only to end of wing-
sheaths. The head-prominence varies in size and slightly in form.''

(Fourth Mo. Kep., p. 47.)

Imago.—Prof. C. H. Fernald has kindly furnished me with the
following descriptions, drawn up from the large series of specimens
from various localities which he has studied:

Orange form.—Expanse of wings, from 14 to 20 mm.
Head, palpi, thorax, and fore wings above, orange-yellow. The

fore wings are sprinkled with lead-colored scales which are

arranged somewhat in numerous cross lines. The fringes are
somewhat lighter in color. The upper side of the hind wings
and abdomen are pale fuscous and silky. The fringes and anal
tuft are lighter. The under side of the wings and body, as well as

the middle and hind legs, are pale yellowish white. The fore legs
are orange-yellow in front and pale yellowish-white behind.

Gray form.—Expanse of wings, the same as the orange form.

Head, palpi, thorax, and fore wings above, ashy gray with more
or less chestnut-red scales mingled. In some specimens the red
predominates; in others, the gray; but they intergrade perfectly, so
that no separation can be made. Occasionally a specimen will be
found with darker scales arranged in cross lines like those of
the orange form. A thoracic tuft with a chestnut-colored tip is

occasionally found. The fringes of the fore wings are ashy gray,
sometimes stained with reddish. The upper side of the hind wings
and abdomen are pale fuscous and silky. The fringes and anal
tuft are lighter. The under side of the wings is pale yellowish
fuscous, the hinder ones being a little lighter, and with a few
brownish sprinkles along the costa and outer margin in some ex-
amples. The legs and under side of the body are somewhat
darker than the wings.

DISTRIBUTION.

It is evident that this species is widely distributed, as it has
been recorded from Maine, New Jersey, Illinois, Missouri, Nevada,
and Texas. It also occurs, no doubt, in many other states between
and adjacent to those named.

LIFE HISTORY.

^
The breeding notes of this office confirm the surmise that the life

history of the species when affecting apple is similar to that of the
cranberry-feeding specimens. Some larvae collected upon apple stock
in McLean county May 15, 1886, commenced pupating about May
22, and t

by the 27th two thirds of them had pupated. The first

moths emerged June 2, and others continued to come forth until
June 7. Another lot of larvae from the same nursery, collected
May 21, had mostly pupated, and emerged as moths from the
5th to the nth of June. In every instance these moths were of
the normal summer orange form. Larvae collected August 0, 1883,
on young apple trees in a Marion county nursery, emerged as
orange moths on the 20th of the same month.
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From larvse collected on apple in McLean county September
17, 1884, there emerged during October of the same year a lot of

slate-colored moths belonging to the form cindercila as described
by Riley; and March 20 of the present year (1886) I found the
same kind of moths (difPering from the freshly emerged specimens
only in having the reddish scale rubbed off) flying abundantly in

the same nursery. Again, from larvae collected in the Marion county
nursery mentioned above September 23 of the present year, the same
glistening gray moths have emerged, and are to-day (December 14)
alive in the breeding cage. Nor have we ever obtained the gray
form in summer or the orange form in autumn.

Although these observations are somewhat isolated and fragmen-
tary I believe that that they are sufiicient to establish the fact of the
dimorphism and three-broodedness of Teras minuta upon apple

;
and,

combined with the observations of other writers, I think they may
be said to prove the identit}^ and unity of habit of the three supposed
species upon whose life histories observations have been made,

—

Teras malivorana (LeB.), T. vacciniivorcma (Pack.), and T.

Cinderella (Riley).

Briefly summarizing these various observations, the life history of

the species may be outlined as follows: The eggs are laid in

spring on the unfolding lea;Ves of apple, cranberry^'wEortleberry,
and possibly other plants, the larvae soon hatching to devour the
tender foliage, of which they form a protective case. Here they
continue to feed for about a month, when they pupate within the

folded leaves, and about a week later emerge as orange moths.
These moths lay " eggs for another brood of larvae, the imagos
from which appear in August, being also of the same orange color.

These, in turn, lay eggs for a third brood of worms, which develop
during September, and emerge during October as glistening red-

dish gray moths which pass the winter in rubbish heaps, fence

corners, and similar places of concealment, and deposit eggs on
the unfolding leaves of the various food plants of the larvae ihe

following spring. Thus is completed this remarkable cycle of in-

sect life—one of the most curious recorded in the literature of

entomology.

NATURAL ENEMIES.

In Dr. LeBaron's' original article it is stated that Mr. Wier
had found a bug preying upon the larvae, which, from the descrip-

tion given, the Doctor doubtfully identified as Milyas [Harpador^
cinctus.

We have also bred five species of hymenopterous parasites from
the lesser leaf roller, all of which are apparently undescribed.* Dr.

Riley, who was kind enough to undertake the generic reference of

th(^ si>ecimens, writes that they belong to the genera Limneria

•TIk-ho i)arnflitos havt; since be;-ii described by the writer in an article entitled: "On the Para-
sites of tl)e Fienser Apple-leaf Roller, Teras miiiu'a Robs.," bci g Art. 111. of Vol. III. of tlio Bulle-

tin of the Illinois State Laborator^^ Natural History.



Pimpla, Cremastys, and Aleiedes, or a closely allied genus. ' No
doubt it is to these friendly insects that the sudden decrease in

the numbers of the leaf-roller larvae so often noticed' is to be at-

tributed.

REMEDIES.

It is difficult to prevent the depredations of this insect upon
young apple-trees on account of the concealed position of the
larva, and its hajDit of attacking the young terminal leaves. The
application of the arsen\p€Cr poisons is probably as promising as

any general remedy; but I believe that the most effective pre-

ventive of nursery injury is that of hiring boys to crush the
larvge. This is not such an endless task as would at first appear;
and if the first brood of larvae are thus destroyed, the outlay will

be tenfold repaid. That it is eminently practicable on a large

scale has been demonstrated the past season by a leading Illinois

nurseryman who found that the expense of once going over a badly
infested field did not exceed one dollar per acre; and that the out-
lay was abundantly repaid by the continued vigorous growth of
the trees. In a recent letter the gentleman informs me that he
intends continuing the practice "more vigorously in the future
than in the past."

Mr. Smith has recommended light traps for attracting the moths
in cranberry fields; and probably the same means could be em-
ployed to lessen the number of the moths in nurseries, especially
in early ^ring, when the hibernating moths are abroad for the
purpose of depositing their eggs.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION AND PROSPECTS OF THE
CHINCH BUG IN ILLINOIS *

BY S. A. FORBES.

For three successive years the chinch bug has been extraordi-

narily destructive in Southern Illinois, gradually extending the
area of its investment, until now it occupies there the larger part
of thirty counties.

Reports of its occurrence in Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin
led us in July to a careful search for it in Northern Illinois; and
there also, especially in the counties of Lake, Winnebago, Stephen-
son, and Lee, it was found locally numerous, and occasionally de-

cidedly injurious to corn and oats adjoining wheat and barley. It

has freely bred there this season, in both imnier and spring wheat
and in barley; and, as these ripened, has made its way on foot

into corn and oats adjoining. From some of the western counties
of the State, noticeably from Rock Island county, it is also reported
present in great numbers, and injurious to both wheat and corn;
while many correspondents throughout Central and Western Illinois-

have notified me of its appearance in numbers to attract attention

and to threaten serious injury in the near future.

The weather conditions in Northern, Southern, and Western Illi-

nois last year, and throughout the State this season, have been
eminently favorable to the multiplication of the chinch bug; and
if these continue unchanged there is great danger that the larger
part of the State may be overrun by it another season. In other
words, the agricultural interest of this State is threatened with a
loss of possibly fifty million dollars in a single yearf—a condition
of affairs which clearly constitutes an emergency calling for the
use of every resource of knowledge, enterprise, and industry which
can be brought to bear; but especially demanding intelligent jom/
action on a common plan of defense. While individual farmers

*Thl8 article, published In 1887 as a bulletin of the office, is here reprinted for a wider
circulation than the original edition of one thojisand copies made possible.

tThe damage done by this insect to the corn crop alone in Illinois exceeded twenty-two million
dollars In 1874, according to the careful calculations made by Dr. Cyrus Thomas. (See 7th Rep. St.
Ent. 111., p. 17.)
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may separately protect their crops to a considerable extent, they
may by timely, concerfed action almost completely defend whole
neighborhoods at a relatively small expense. Many measures which
are useless after an outbreak has r(*ached unmanageable propor-
tions may be quite sufficient to arrest mischief in its beginnings.

NOTES FROM CORRESPONDENTS.

In addition to our personal observations in the field, I have ob-
tained much valuable information from the crop correspondents of
the State Department of Agriculture, sent in response to a circular

of inquiry issued July 19 to all the counties except those in

Southern Illinois well known to me to have been destructively
visited this year and last. To these counties no .inquiries were
addressed.

I find, in brief, collating our information from all sources, that

the chinch bug is A^ery destructive in thirty counties; occurs in

large numbers in sixteen others; in moderate Lumbers in seven-
teen; and in numbers not especially injurious in themselves but
sufficient to threaten harm another year in twenty-five; while from
thirteen counties it is reported as practically absent.

The following is an abstract of replies received:

Adams—A few chinch bugs, but not an alarming number. No damage to growing crops.

Boone.—A very few, but not enough to do any injury. Will be unsafe to raise either wheat ot
barley next year.

A few seen when wheat and barley were harvested, but not enough to do any damage.

Carroll—Nearly destroyed some fields of spring wheat. First brood on the wing a week ago
(July 18). Great amount of Hungarian sown here.

No bugs except in the northern part of the county.
Occasional fields have been ruined by them.

Champaigx—Reported injurious to corn in some fields near Philo.

Christian— .\. few chinch bugs now scattered in corn field*. Not enough to do serious damage,
i)ut enough for seed next year.

Not very numerous here. Not hurting anything as yet.

Coles—Chinch bugs have made their appearance in considerable numbers in this locality this
season. The first seen here for six years. Have done no material damage and will disappear with
plenty of rain.

Oats are being injured by the chinch bug since wheat harvest.

Cook—Some corn damaged by them adjoining rye and barley. A few oats, by the side of rye,

killed by them.
At work on barley, rye, nnd oats, and are commencing on corn. Some corn totally destroyed

in patches of one or two acres, and all more or less damaged.

CnMBERLAND—Have been here throughout the year.
All over the county to some extent. Some fields of corn already ruined.

DeKalu—Farmers in northern end of county report noticing them when cutting barley. No
damage done to growing corn.

Douglas—Sf)me chinch bugs in corn, but not enough to hurt the growing crop this year.

Edgar—Very few of them in this locality.

FoRD-Noticed in a few localities, but not many in a place.

Fulton—Very few of them. Catrie recently. No damage done by them here.
Have found a very little; sign of them in one or two oat fields only.
Have found a few. Not enough to make any show.
In small numbers in the wheat and oats, and also now among the corn, but not in sufficient

numbers to damage the crop.

Gallatin—Noticed since about the first of June. Thickest where land was poor. One farm
was overrun by them.

Greene -But few In this part of the county. Not enough to do any damage.

H ANCOCK—Some bugs here. The weather Is very favorable for their Increase.
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Hardin—Increasirg here very fast. Probably ten tiires as many as ever before. I think the
effect will be felt here this year.

Henry—The chinch bug has made its appearance, but has not damaged crops to any extent
as far as heard from.

Exists in several localities, but has done no serious damage this year. If the winter should be
mild, there may be serious results next season.

A few chinch bugs, but have done only a little damage so far. Think the only way to prevent
their doing injury is to stop growing wheat and barley.

Chinch bugs here, but doing no damage so far. Cannot tell what the future has in store for us.

Jasper—The drouth and chinch bug have materially injured the growing corn.

Jersey—The southern part of the county is infested with the chinch bug. They did not come
early enough to damage wheat and oats much, but have increased rapidly and are now moving
into the corn, where considerable damage is being done.

Jo Daviess—Spring wheat and barley injured to a small extent by chinch bug. To be found
also in oat fields, but not in numbers to do much damage.

Found iu small patches in spring wheat and oat fields, doing some damage, but not enough to
attract much attention. Also now, in very small numbers, along margins of corn fields adjoining
harvested grain.

There are chinch bugs in the corn in numerous fields all about here. A few on the corn stalk
under the leaf.

Have been destructive in spring wheat, a little farther south, in both Stephenson and
Jo Daviess counties.

,

Kane—No perceptible damage, although limited numbers have been noticed for three weeks.
LaBt three days have noticed considerable increase in the corn fields.

Kankakee—Have heard of only one place in the town where they are in the corn, and there
only a little.

Kendall— Have some bugs iu this county, but not enough to do much mischief

Knox —Damaged winter wheat in some places. Killed some small pieces of spring wheat; hurt
oats in some fields; and are now at work on the corn

Lake -Have done some damage here in barley.

La Salle—A great many are found in places where the corn seems to have fired badly.
Doing erreat damage to the corn. Made its ai)pearance iu winter rye just when it began to

ripen, but has done no great amount of damage.
Reported iu some localities, but no serious damage done by them. Several of my neighbors

found them quit** numerous in spring wheat and oats, but now say they can find no perceptible
damage. But the bugs are here, ready for another year.

The chinch bug is found in nearly all the corn fields in this part of the county (Seneca). Their
presence and the drouth have materially lessened the corn crop.

Lee—A very few have shown in spring wheat, now cut, and iu corn adjacent.

Logan—None with the exception of a few in oats.

McDoNOUGH—A few chinch bugs on the corn adjoining stubble fields, especially spring wheat.
May be laying the foundation for a vast number next year.

Macoupin—Pretty well distributed over this county; probably in every corn field. Did not
hurt wheat and oats much, but are hurting corn badly.

Madison— Quite numerous in many fields of corn, which are being severely damaged by them.
Grown ones now flying over the country.

Damage has been greater in this county than ever before. Little injury to wheat; considerable
to oats. Corn taken clean from the land in many places.

C hin< h bugs and dry weather have destroyed over one half oar corn crop and part of the oats
and wheat. Bugs very numerous; never more so.

Have hardly ever been so numerous before. Damage to wheat at least fifty per cent, in some
fields. Took the corn nearly clean as they went. Now nearly all in winged state and making
ready for second brood.

Marshall—Scarcely any spring wheat raised except in the timber, and Ihere you will find the
chinch bug in his glory. After eating up The wheat he goes into the corn. Farmers must stop
raising spring wheat; then there will be no bugs.

Massac—Been at work here for several years; but little worse now than common.
Are plenty here and have damaged wheat and corn at least one sixth. Ears of corn very short,

either on account of bugs or drouth, or both.
Chinch bugs are numerous in this county and in this locality (Metropolis^. Have done con-

siderable damage to corn. Many fanners are alarmed for the next year. There is no doubt that
they injured the wheat to some extent.

Menard—Find some, but not enough to do any harm.

Mkrcer—Damaged some pieces or grain, and have now gone into the corn, but I think not In
umbers sufficient to do much harm this year. Prospect of a big lot of them next year.

Doing considerable damage to the corn crop. If the spring wheat had been two weeks later
I think it would have been destroyed.

Monroe—Chinch bugs here in force. Damaged the wheat about twenty per cent. Now at
work on the corn. Many fields adjoining wheat nearly destroyed.

MoNTOOMEiiY- Have not done much damage yet. Have taken some of the corn adjoining
small grain, but are novv scattijred all over the corn fields.

Southern part of the county has been seriously injured as far north as Hillsboro. Now, at
a distance ten rniles north of that place, numbers of bugs are found in every corn stalk. We
greatly fear that If the present drouth continues the next hatching will be fatal to our corn.
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Chinch bugs as numerous as I ever saw them. Materially reduced the yield ol wheat in many
fields. Oats and corn injured where they grew by the side of wheat, many fields ot corn being en-
tirely destroyed.

Morgan—Made their appearance in this county just before wheat harvest—about the tenth of
June. Injured late wheat and barley to some extent, and then went Into the corn, but have not
damaged it to any great degree.

Moultrie— Scattered pretty generally over the country; but not very numerous except in a
few places where they went out of wheat and oat fields and injured the corn considerably. If con-
ditions are favorable next year we may expect a full crop of them.

Pkoria—Find but very few.

Piatt—Some bugs in southern part of county, but not in the northern. No damage as yet to
corn crop.

Pike—A few chinch bugs are now at work in corn on sides of fields adjoining oats; to be found
by stripping down blades.

Pope—The pest is general over the whole county, but not in quantities sufficient to injure the
corn crop except for the drouth.

Bugs very numerous in thia locality. Doing considerable damage to corn, some of which is

black with bugs.

Pulaski—Has been some complaint of the chinch bug in the neighborhood, but it certainly has
not done much harm.

In northern and ea.stern portions of the county, corn fields adjoining wheat begin to show seri-

ous damage, and late corn will certainly be badly hurt. Many farmers burned stubble immedi-
ately after harvest and virtually destroyed the bugs

Small strip of county three miles east of Villa Ridge Infested, but no great damage is as yet
discovered.

Rock Island—Some bugs in almost every corn field, but not in (juantity to do any serious
damage.

Spring whea^ not materially damaged; but few pieces were taken by the bugs.
Chinch bugs here in multitudes and have done a great deal of damage to wheat and corn.
The ravages of the chinch bug are not general in this part of the county , but wherever wheat

and rye were raised it made its appearance early, and as soon as these were harvested it attacked
the adjoining corn fields, daniaszing many acres.

Has made its appearance in some localities, but not in numbers to do small grain very much
damage. Corn has suffered very slightly from it.

Saline—Quite a lot of bugs all over the county.
The chinch bug has injured our corn more than the drouth, and it is multiplying rapidly. Has

also killed the crab grass and fox-tall in the wheat stubble of many of our fields.

Sangamon—Chinch bugs are here, but not in suflScient numbers to excite alarm or even attract
attention.

Schuyler—A very few chinch bugs in some localities. No damage from them as yet.
Have noticed but very few. Soon after cutting wheat noticed some young ones in the corn.

In some localities they damaged oats slightly.

Scott—Have heard but one complaint, and this is where the corn field was entirely surrounded
by small grain.

Shelby—Have been damaged but very little in this locality by chinch bugs, though in the
southern part of the county they have done considerable harm.

Quite numerous in the wheat fields, and have destroyed corn and oats adjoining wheat and
rye The second generation is hatching.

Went from wheat into corn, and in central and northern townships have done considerable
damage.

Stark —In Goshen township the chinch bugs have made their appearance, but little Is^ said as
to the amount of damage done

Stephenson—In considerable numbers in spring wheat. Plenty to make a full crop by an-
other year.

Were but few chinch bugs in winter wheat, as they came too late for that. They were in

spring wheat and barley; mostly confined to timbered districts, there being very few on prairie

farms.
Winter wheat is slightly damaged by chinch bugs in this part of the State and spring wheat

and barley suffered much.
The chinch bug is so generally present that should next season be favorable for its develop-

ment, serions harm from them may be expected. They hurt winter wheat nearly or quite as badly
as spring wheat. Are now injuring corn, but not to any very great extent. (Hiram Snyder,
Lena.)

Tazkwell—Some in wheat stnbble. Not more abundant than usual in corn No damage so
far.

Vekmilion—Chinch bugs numerous in many fields, eating fox-tail and millet, but have done
no damage to grain. Some farmers report stubble fields swarming with them.

Whitkside—About in isolated patches of wheat in small numbers, just to show what they
can do

Chinch bugs have made their appearance in quite large numbers in some parts of this county
whfrt- considerable wheat and barley have been raised, but are not so numerous or general as to
cause alarm.

Will Chinch bngs arc numerous, but yet doing no i)erce|)til)le damage. Many ofthem are
on the wing. Are said to he nuiTicrous in slough grass niul wet-land meadows (souiethiag unus-
ual ), imd when tlie t::rasH is cnt they take wina. Have not heard of any damage to corn.
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Williamson—Chinch bugs are all over the county ; more numerous than ever before. Killed a
good deal of corn when they first went into it, at harvest, and the second brood is now hatching
on corn.

Winnebago—We have the chinch bug in great numbers; first in barley, now in corn and oats.

Woodford— Find a good many in edges of corn fields, and the weather being so very dry, they
will probably injure the crop considerably.

A few here in rye, from which they went to the corn, but not in sufficient numbers to do dam-
age worthy of notice.

Other correspondents from the counties above mentioned re-

ported no chinch bugs apparent in their vicinities, as follows:

From Adams county, 1; Cook, 1; Douglas, 2; Edgar, 1; Ford, 1; Kankakee, 1; Kendall, 1;

Knox, 2: Lee, 1; Peoria. 1; Rock Island, 1; Sangamon, 1; Stark, 1; Will, 1.

Those from the following additional counties report no damage
in their vicinities:

Bureau, Calhoun, Cass, DeWitt, Iroquois, Livingston, Macon, McHenry, McLean, Mason, Ogle,
Putnam, and Warren.

One from Bureau county says: "There has been very little wheat sown here for many years
past, and farmers think that this accounts for the absence of the chinch bugs."

Mr. Dougherty, of Otterville, Jersey county, writes that the bugs in his neighborhood are not
numerous enough to do serious injury; and that he practices burning stubble to destroy them as
much as possible.

Mr. Seeley writes from Oswego, Kendall county, that he has been told by some of the neigh-
bors that a very few chinch bugs havf been seen. Has been but little wheat or barley raised there
for some time until the last two or three years. Is afraid that if this is continued the chinch bugs
will return.

Mr. Samuel Frost, of Macomb, McDonough county, says: "We have no chinch bugs in our
county. There is very little spring wheat raised here, which may account for their absence."

Mr. Wm. M. Duffee, San Jose, Mason county, says: "There are no chinch bugs in our fields

in this county. We have had none here since we quit raising spring wheat."

Mr. J. H, Anthony writes from West Jersey, Stark county: "Little or no damage done in
southwestern Stark. Very little spring wheat or rye raised in this county for several years, conse-
quently the chinch bugs are somewhat held in check."

LIFE HISTORY.

The life history of this insect has been often rehearsed, but will

still bear brief repetition.

The chinch bug passes the winter in the adult, winged state (a
few black wingless individuals occasionally occurring), under rub-
bish or around the fields, in corn shocks and straw piles, under
boards and among dead leaves in the woods, most abundant, usually,

around the edges of fields and in thickets and the borders of

woods. From these lurking places, such as survive the winter
emerge in April and May (possibly sooner, if the season opens
early), and, after pairing, lay their eggs in May and June in fields

of spring and winter wheat, barley, r^^e, oats, and corn—chiefly in

wheat and barley,—most of the eggs being deposited in or near
the ground on the lower parts of the plants. Many of those
hibernating around fields sown to wheat and barley make their

way in on foot, thus attacking the outer edges first; but others
take wing and scatter freely wherever suitable food invites them.
Rarely these winged, hibernating individuals will concentrate in a
field of grain in numbers sufficient to damage the young plants at

once, even before the eggs are laid; but commonly no marked in-

jury appears until the young of the succeediag generation begin
to feed.
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By July most of the old, hibernating brood are dead, and the
new generation is nearly full grown; far enough advanced by har-
vest to abandon the fields of wheat and barley for the nearest
available food—oats or corn, if these are adjacent, otherwise, and
more rarely, grass. Making their way in on foot they will at first

attack only the borders ot these fields; but later—by the first of
August at the farthest—the bugs not already located will begin to

fly, and so will become generally disseminated through fields of

corn. Not infrequently, especially to the southward, many of the
old bugs fly as soon as they get the use of their wings; but as
only a small part of them have passed their final moult before
small grain ripens, most of the generation must still search for

food on foot. In the corn the eggs are laid behind the sheaths of

the lower leaves, and under the protection of this retreat the
young hatch and mature, only coming out upon the exposed sur-

faces of the leaves when they become superabundant or when they
get their growth. The full grown bugs fly freely, singly, but not
in swarms, whenever their food fails them where they are. Earely
we find in the southern part of the State some trace of a third

generation in a season, the young of these appearing in Septem-
ber in the corn—but these are in too small numbers to have any
practical importance. The generations are thus mainly two; one
breeding chiefly in wheat and baj^ey, and the other almost wholly
in corn—the adults of this latter brood passing the winter as

above described.

Each female is believed to be capable of laying about five hun-
dred eggs.

FOOD PLANTS.

The chinch bug is practically confined for food to the great family
of grasses (Graminese), which contains all the cereals and grasses,

tame and wild. Some of these, however, it feeds upon with re-

luctance, if at all; and among the ordinary objects of its food it

has its very decided preferences. Among the ci^op plants, wheat,

barley and rye, sorghum, broom corn and Indian corn, millet and
Hungarian grass are its favorite foods, with oats and timothy
clearly second to these; while among the wild grasses, its prefer-

ence is for fox-tail grass and "tickle grass" (Setaria and Eragrostis).

It seems to prefer timothy to blue grass, not really relishing

either as a general thing*—and takes to the crab grasses (Panicum)
not at all, or only as a last resort. It is reported by old settlers

to feed on the wild prairie grasses, and to have bred upon them
freely when the country was new; but it is not known what species

of these grasses it alfects. Nothing seems more precisely to its

liking than the Setarias (fox-tail, Hungarian, and millet), unless

it be sorghum and broom corn.

'

It, Hhonld be noted, liowever, that tho chinch buf? may breed abuudiintly, with doatructive
conHeiiucmrcs, in tiiuolliy meadows and pastiiroH, although in the Wof4t this seems not to have
been a coimion occurrence. A limited but severe attack in New Yorlv in 1HH2, was almost
wholly confined to tlioso situations.
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On the other hand, flax, clover, buckwheat, and all plants in

general which do not belong to the family of grasses, remain
absolutely uninjured by it, even under the pressure of actual

starvation.

PKEVENTION AND REMEDY.

There is a general, but mischievous impression among the far-

mers of this State, especially to the southward, that it is useless

to contend against the chinch bug, and that its visitations must
be received like those of the drouth and the tornado, as evils he-,

yond our power to prevent or remedy. A careful study of the
literature of the subject, several years' observation in the field,

and some experiment, have convinced me that this belief often
doubles, at least, the calamity of an outbreak, by discouraging at

the outset any except sporadic and individual measures of defense.

This discouragement is of course not without its reasons. Com-
monest, I think, are the following:

1. In this, as in many other cases of insect injury, the number
of unreasonable and even preposterous recommendations that have
been made have tended to discredit the whole subject of remedial
measures.

2. Few are aware of the very considerable number of valuable
remedies which have been carefully tried, here and there, with
decisive or highly encouraging results.

3. Failures of measures not intelligently or thorougly applied,
or applied under exceptional circumstances, have often led to the
conclusion that there was no value in them under any circum-
stances whatever.

4. Partial or complete failure of the isolated efforts of individuals
has sometimes illegitimately discouraged combined action by the
farmers of a neighborhood.

5. The use of proper measures in the beginning of an outbreak
has been prevented by a failure, elsewhere or previously, of the
same measures where the chinch bug had already overw^helmed the
country. The best of remedies will fail when the patient is al-

ready in the article of death.

6. Failure to accomplish everyiJiing has sometimes caused
abandonment of measures w^hich nevertheless do accomplish much.

7. Many reasonable and promising remedies lack the endorse-
ment of accurate experiment, and so fail to command the confl-
dence of the practical farmer.

8. The disposition to speculate on the weather is very common.
A hope that heavy rains may intervene to destroy the bugs often
prevents action which it is thought may be rendered unnecessary
by the turn of events.

I think, however, that all thoughtful men must agree that in
the face of so great a danger as now threatens the agriculture of
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the State, it is the part of wisdom to take no chances needlessly,
but to use every measure of precaution which an intelligent study
of the situation can suggest.

In the following summary discussion of remedies I have not
usually attempted to discriminate between those which have been
tested by general usage or by accurate experiment and those
which rest upon theoretical grounds chiefly. I greatly hope that

another year may put us in position to try in the field the more
important measures of this latter class in a way to bring out
clearly their actual value.

The remedial and preventive measures applicable to the chinch
bug may be conveniently divided into agricultural methods, bar-

riers against migration, and direct destruction.

A. AGRICULTURAL METHODS.

1. Clean farming. The chinch bug seeks in autumn the pro-
tection of dead leaves, grass, fallen fence boards, rails, etc., and
does not usually fly far in spring if it can find food near by.

The farmer, therefore, who harbors the greatest number on his

premises will, in the long run and as a general rule, suffer first

and worst the following year. Further, some of the commonest
grass-like weeds are among the favorite food plants of this insect,

and the bugs will be most numerous on farms where these are

allowed to grow.

2. Judiciously diversified farming. That repeated and general
cropping to the cereals alone, especially to only two or three
kinds of them, favors the multiplication of the chinch bug, is a

fact now so well known as to need no discussion.

3. Temporary ahandonment, in corn districts, of small grain,

especially tvheat and barley. This measure of defense, in use
for more than a century, is the one most generally relied upon.
Its at least partial efficacy is now clearly demonstrated through-
out a large part of this State, where the chinch bug is making its

advent almost wholly by way of fields of wheat and barley.

It is to be noted, however, that where the number of this in-

sect has risen to great excess, it cannot be reduced again by sim-
ply refraining from the culture of wheat and barley. It has been
repeatedly shown in Southern Illinois, during the last two years,

that under such circumstances the bugs will breed as freely and
successfully in oats as in other grains; while recent occurrences
in New York prove that the meadow grasses afford them almost
•equal opportunity. This is consequently a preventive rather than
a remedial measure.

^

A serious error is prevalent in some parts of the State with

resi)ect to the relation of the chinch bug to winter wheat, many
believing that this insect cannot flourish on winter grains. The
fact is, however, that the tremendous attacks under which South-
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ern Illinois has suffered for the last three years, have been de-

livered first, each year, upon the fields of winter wheat, no spring

grain but oats being raised in that entire region; and our recent

observations in Northern Illinois, where winter wheat has lately

been introduced again to some extent, show that there likewise

this lias suffered scarcely less, in several instances, than spring

wheat beside it. It is probable, however, that where both varie-

ties are raised, the spring wheat will usually be worst attacked;

but certainly if only winter wheat is grown, this will afford every
necessary opportunity for the multiplication of the chinch bug.

4. The iemporary abandonment of corn in regions where small
grains are the principal crop. This expedient was suggested by
observations made in the wheat regions of Washington county,

where nature made for us, in 1886, an experiment on a large scale,

showing the result of a lack of food for the midsummer brood of

the chinch bug. The few corn fields in that region being early

destroyed by insects and drouth, the breeding of the bugs was cut

short in the corn, and the adults were forced to desert the fields

in midsummer. Most of them consequently flew to the woods and
lived principally, during the remainder of the season, upon certain

woodland grasses. The number of the hibernating generation was
thus cut down, and those surviving passed the winter almost
wholly in the woodlands, with the consequence that fields at some
distance from woods were nearly or quite free from attack the
following sirring. A general burning of the woods and thickets at

the proper season, as recommended under another head, would
probably have almost wholly protected this entire region.

5. Culture of crops not affected by the chinch bug. The most
important of these are clover, buckwheat, potatoes, turnips, and
the root crops generally

;
flax, hemp, beans, castor beans, melons,

strawberries, and all the fruits. Oats and the common meadow
grasses are usually less damaged than wheat, rye, barley, Hun-
garian, and millet.

6. Heavy fertilization, both of the ground before planting, and
of the surface where the crop is attacked. This method takes
effect both by supporting the plant under the drain of insect in-

jury, and by causing a more luxuriant and thicker growth of
vegetation, which shades the ground and renders it moist, thus
supplying conditions unfavorable to the multiplication of the chinch
bug. It is, by many, supposed that the bugs prefer an unthrifty
vegetation to one in vigorous growth, but this is certainly not in-

variably the case. Fields of corn, side by side, one fertilized and
the other not, are often equally infested by this insect, the con-
spicuous difference in condition being due wholly to the greater
resisting power of the stimulated plants. This practice has like-

wise the advantage of forcing the development of the crop, thus
pushing it out of the way of early injury. . X
An experiment recently conducted for me by Mr. Samuel Bart-

ley, of Edgewood, bears on the utility of this method. A plot of

- 7
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wheat heavily fertilized before sowing, with barn-yard manure—al-

most the only wheat in that neighborhood— was very vigorously at-

tacked in spring by the chinch bug, much of it being badly dam-
aged by the adults of the hibernating generation before tlriey had
even laid their eggs. Nothwithstanding this injury, and that by
the much more abundant generation following, this plot yielded,

according to a report made to me August 4, at the rate of 20.8

bushels per acre, ^4 pounds to the bushel ; while the portion of

it treated in spring with special fertilizers* yielded at the rate of

24 bushels per acre, 62 pounds to the bushel. The ususal aver-

age yield of this region does not exceed 18 bushels. It is scarcely

possible that this field could have yielded more than ten bushels
per acre if left unfertilized. The effect of the first " application of

manure was, therefore, to about double the crop; and that of the
second, to further increase this yield by some twenty-eight per
cent.

7. Fall ploiomg, and heavy rolling after fhe seed is sown. This
measure is based upon the fact that the female chinch bug seeks

the roots of grain in spring upon which to lay her eggs, and
can penetrate compact soil less readily than that recently plowed.
As the eggs are very frequently and freely laid, however, upon
the lower part of the plant above the earth, this measure j)robably

cannot have any very important effect.

8. The use of surplus seed. This serves a double purpose; that

of shading the ground, as mentioned above, and that of supplying
an excess of vegetation, some of which may be sacrificed to the

bugs without serious diminution of the yield.

9. Early pkmting of crops exposed to chinch-hug attack (ex-

cepting corn). As the principal damage is done by the young of

the spring generation, and as these do not ordinarily begin to

hatch until the middle of May and are most destructive late in

June, early planting may often so advance the crop as to get it

practically out of their way. This applies as well, of course, to

winter grain as to the spring varieties.

10. Late planting of corn. Corn should be planted late enough
to make it certain that the hibernating adults have all left their

winter quarters and established themselves in grain fields for re-

production; otherwise the crop may be infested by this first gen-
eration as well as by the second.

11. Mixture of seed, to repel or destroy the insect. The sow-
ing of clover in spring on winter wheat is largely practiced in

Southern Illinois, and with unquestionably good effect, provided that

the clover grows freely enough to shade the ground by the time
the young chinch bug gets fairly under way. Frequently, how-
ever, in that latitude, clover makes too slow and slight a start to

effect this purpose.

•One hundred poniids each, per acre, ofnllrate of8oda, superphosphates, and sulphate of pot-
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Timothy may often be sowed in fall, to the best advantage, witb
winter wheat or rye, as repoited to me by Mr. John A. Kelly,*

of Cumberland county, in a letter dated June '25, 1887; and also-

more at length by Mr. E. E. Chester, of Champaign county. Mi*.

Chester's experience demonstrates so precisely the very great

value of this method as a protection to the wheat crop under the
most unfavorable circumstances possible, that I will report it in

full.

A field of twenty-eight acres was sown to wheat in the fall of

1874, when the chinch hu^s were innumerable throughout all

this region— twenty acres with timothy and the remaining
eight without, timothy being sown on the latter in the spring.

This eight-acre plot, like the rest in every respect except that

mentioned, was overwhelmingly infested by the chinch bug, the
grain at harvest yielding only seven bushels per acre, while the
twenty acres, bearing a thrifty growth of fall timothy, remained
wholly unaffected except for a short distance adjoining the other
plot, and yielded an average of twenty bushels to the acre. The
latter wheat sold as ''No. 1," at one dollar per bushel, and the
former as "rejected," at sixty-five cents.

Winter rye is sometimes sowed with spring wheat, for similar
reasons.

Flax has also been sowed, with good result, on both spring and
winter wheat, being itself exempt from attack and serving to shade
the ground to a considerable extent. According to some observers,

it even repels the bugs.

The sowing of buckwheat and flax in the outer row s of fields of

corn is likewise reported to have protected them from invasion.

12. Strips of favorite food plants sowed as lures: millet or
Hungarian around wheat or corn; spring wheat around winter
wheat or oats; sorghum or Hungarian around corn or between
the outer rows. TJie object of this procedure is to induce the
adults escaping from wheat fields or emerging from their winter
quarters, to lay their eggs in these special strips, which are then
plow^ed up and planted to other crojjs, thus destroying the un->

hatched eggs and the young.

13. Sowing strips of favorite food plants near tJie tvrnter quar-
ters of ttie hugs. When woodlands and thickets contain numbers
of hibernating insects, these may be thus tempted to deposit their
eggs, which may then be destroyed early with the vegetation used
as a lure, the ground being afterwards replanted to some crop not
affected by the chinch bug.

14. Soicing strips of plants not injured by chinch hugs, as
barriers to the migrcdion of the spring generation. These should
be interposed especially between fields of barley or wheat and

•"I have accidentally discovered that by sowing timothy with the wheat in thefall, if I geta good
catch the bugs cannot breed, as the wheat starts first in spring and then the grass forms a dense
Bhade by the tenth of May. When the bugs deposit their eggs they cannot hatch on account of
too much shade."
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oats or com. Their effect will be only to delay and distribute
the migration of the brood, possibly resulting also in the starva-

tion of the younger individuals.

15. Encouraging S'pring groivth of volunteer grain on ground
to be used for corn, or other late-planted crop. Late spring plow-
ing of this ground preparatory to planting will destroy the eggs
and young w^ith which it will probably be stocked.

16. Irrigaiion of the wfested fields, where it is possible, is, of

coinse, a complete remedy.

B. BARRIEKS AGAINST MIGRATION.

1. Planting strips icith crops not subject to injury by the chinch
hug, as described above under No. 14. This, to prevent the
speedy migration of insects of the spring generation from fields

of wheat and oats at harvest.

2. Plowing and harrowing at harvest time around infested

fields, for a similar purpose.

3. Ploving one or two deep furrows around the field. "The
earth should be thrown away from the protected field, and the
furrow not allowed to settle or harden, but be kept friable or
dusty by dragging a log or stone or a bundle of brush along it each
morning. The philosophy of the plan is that the bugs cannot
climb up the loose surface, especially on the perpendicular side.

The dragging each morning will kill many, but they should be
either trapped or destroyed in pits, or burned by strewing straw
each morning on the invading side of the furrow, and burning
the same each evening, when a chinch-bug holocaust will result."

—Eiley.

4. Pouring coal tar along the ground just outside the borders
of infested fields, as recommended by Dr. LeBaron in his second
report. "This method," he says, "has been extensively resorted to

the past season (1871) in the central part of the State. I had an
opportunity of seeing it put in practice, on a large scale, on the
farm of Mr. Joshua Sells, of Bloomington. At the time of my
visit, Mr. Sells had adopted the plan of running a stream of tar

from the spout of an old tea-kettle directly upon the ground, along
the exposed sides of his corn fields. He found that a gallon of

tar would extend about ten rods, so that a two-gallon kettle, twice

filled, would furnish a strip of tarred ground the whole length of

a forty-rod corn field. The tar had to be renewed every other

day, and oftener in case of rain. The insects would crowd up to

the line in such numbers that in many places they would pile up
from half an inch to an inch deep, and could be scraped up by
the double handful. But so long as the tar w^as kept fresh, not a

l)ug would cross it. They were not prevented from crossing by
the adhesive nature of the tar, but by its repulsiveness. The bugs
would not touch it. They were destroyed by conducting them into

X)erpendicular holes, or by shoveling them in and burying them."
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C. DIRECT DESTRUCTION.

1. Dcsiroying i/ie hu(/s by fire in their winter quarters in fall
and sprincj. After the first frost in autumn, and before the warm
invigorating weather of a well-established spring, the bugs are all

concealed under rubbish—most abundant usually around head-
lands, under corn stalks, etc., and often, also, among the dead
leaves in the borders of woods. Here vast numbers of the bugs
may be destroyed by burning (especially where wire fences make
this process comparatively easy), and every one of these winter
residents killed may mean a hundred thousaLd less in the fields

the following summer. While this measure will often pay the
individual farmer as a protection of his own crops alone (since

these are usually first and worst damaged by the bugs harbored
on his own grounds), yet the full measure of possible benefit can
only be obtained by general action by the farmers of a neighbor-
hood. Burning will be more effective in fall than in spring,

because the bugs not destroyed by fire will be exposed to the
winter weather by the destruction of their shelter. It is necessary <

that the burning should be done when the grass and rubbish ara
thoroughly dry, otherwise the fire may run lightly over it without
destroying the insects.

2. Distributing straw, corn stalks, etc., as lures to hiberuation,

and tlien burning. By offering inviting winter quarters in and
around infested fields, the adults may be readily collected where
they can be conveniently and completely destroyed.

3. Spreading straw and rubbish around ripening grain fields
and burning at night. Chinch bugs leaving a field are disposed
to shelter themselves at night, and are thus exposed to destruction

by this method.

4. Similar protection may be afforded to corn fields subject to

invasion.

5. Plowing up killed grain and planting to oiher crops. Nearly
all the younger bugs will find it impossible to escape from a plowed
field, and will perish by starvation.

6. Flowing under deep, or killing by burning over the ground
where grain has been destroyed.. Sometimes a light covering of
straw will be necessary for this latter purpose.

7. Plowing under the outer rows of corn, where these have
been invaded from adjacent fields of grain.

8. The appliccdion of insecticides: gas lime to wheat and corn;
the kerosene emulsion to corn, possibly, also, to wheat in early
spring; hot water and soap suds to infested stalks of corn.

As farm help is relatively abundant after harvest, applications
of inexpensive insecticides may sometimes be made with profit,

especially if their use upon a few of the outer rows of corn shall have
the effect to protect the entire field. A simple mechanical mixture
of water and three per cenj^of kerosene is deadly to chinch bugs
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of all ages, and does not Idjure half-grown 'corn if the fluid is

thoroughly aud repeatedly shaken up. Or, as a safer application,

an emulsion of kerosene may be made with a soap suds contain-

ing one pound of soap to twenty gallons of water. Two gallons

of kerosene oil should be boiled with a gallon of suds, and then,

while hot, thoroughly churned or mixed with a syringe or hand-force
pump until a permanent cream or butter is produced. This emulsion >

may be diluted with the soap suds at the rate of a gallon of the
former to fifteen or twenty gallons of the latter.

9. TJie cqyplicaiion of rcpcllcni substances, to prevent the chinch
bugs from laying their eggs upon the crops; a measure suggested
only as worthy of experiment. A light coating of partly stale gas
lime, not too freely applied to wheat in spring, or placed by the
handful at the roots of corn at harvest, might possibly protect

these crops.

10. Finally, the artificial cultivation of the germs of the con-

tacjious diseases of the chinch bug, with a view to spreading these

diseases at will by means of such artificial cultures. This is a
theoretical remedy only, and much additional study and experi-

ment will be required to put it on a practical basis.

SPECIAL PROCEDUKE EECOMMENDED.

For those parts of the State not already practically mastered by
the chinch bug, especially for Northern and Western Illinois, I

would earnestly recommend the following procedure for the com-
ing fall and spring:

1. Give up w^heat, rye, barley, Hungarian, and millet, for the
coming year; or,

2. If the just mentioned grains are grown, sow with them
timothy this fall, or clover next spring.

3. Pick up boards, rails, and sticks along roadsides and around
headlands this fall, and thoroughly burn over the borders of the

fields and similar places, thickets, woodlands, etc., late this fall if

practicable, selecting for this dry days w4ien rubbish will burn
close to the ground. Such places as cannot be burned in fall

should be fired early in spring.

4. Fertilize ground to be used next year for small grain or

corn, and apply to the surface next spring quickly acting fertilizers,

where crops become infested.

5. Plant all the crops, except corn, at the earliest time per-

missible.

6. Search carefully for the bugs next spring in their usual

quarters, as a means of determining the possibility of serious injury;

and, if this seems threatening,

7. Kaise extensively, another year, crops not affected by the

chinch bug.
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8. Do these things, not singly and imperfectly, but thoroughly
and by neighborhoods; by mutual consultation and organized co-

operation; and there is excellent reason to believe that the chinch-
bug outbreak now impending may be suppressed, or at least kept
down, until a favorable change in the weather for a season or two
shall make artificial measures unnecessary.

It is important to repeat, as related to the possibility of local

profedion, that our observations of recent years show that the
chinch bug does not ordinarily tj*avel far, but that the damage in

any region is done almost wholly by the bugs bred on that ground.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS PROPOSED.

I am painfully aware that many of the recommendations made
^ in this paper rest upon no basis of accurate experiment, leading
to precise, demonstrated results. I ardently hope that, if the chinch
bug prevails another year, we may be in position to make such
experiments in the field in different parts of the State; but to that

end I have to ask the co-operation of the farmers interested. I
consequently especially request correspondence with those who are

disposed to afford us an opportuniiy for trial, upon their grounds,
of the most important and promising measures against the chinch
bug. Such experiments will be conducted personally by myself
or my assistants; but for the privilege of making them we must
look to others.

It will be necessary, in most c^ses, that small selected plots of

uniform character be placed at our disposal; that some of these
be treated experimentally and others beside them left without such
treatment, as a check upon the results; that the product of all be
kept perfectly distinct, both at harvest and threshing; and that it

be accurately measured and weighed. The subjects of special in-

terest from this point of view are the following: (1) general and
special fertilization; (2) the use of surplus seed; (3) the sowing
of mixed seed—clover, flax, timothy, etc., with the small grains;

(4) the sowing of strips as lures to oviposition; (5) the planting
of strips as barriers; (6) the. use of coal tar as a barrier against
migration; (7)the effect of burning over the winter quarters of
the bugs; (8) the use of straw, corn stalks, etc., as lures to hi-

bernation; (9) the effect of plowing under the outer rows of in-

fested corn; (10) the application of insecticides or repellents

—

especially gas lime.

With positive and precise knowledge of the value of these
measures under varying circumstances, an important advance will

certainly have been made in our practical acquaintance with this

arch-enemy of western agriculture.
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Bulletin of the Division of Entomology, U. S. Department of Agriculture, cited 50,61,80,82

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History, cited 1,57,84
Office of the State Entomologist of Illinois, cited 8,9
School of Agriculture of^Purdue University, cited 37
U. S. Entomological Commission, cited 79
U. S. Geological and Geographical Survey, cited 46,53

C

Cabbage Worm, European, 1. See European Cabbage Worm.
Callimorpha lecontei 2
canadensis, Fringilla, preying upon larvte of Leaf Grumpier 67

Rubus, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
Canadian Entomologist, cited 36,46,52,56,68,80
Carabid;e, imagos, destroying eggs of locusts 44

larvae of 41

destroying eggs of locusts ^ 40,44
Cardiophorus, injury to Corn by 4

Carpenter, W, F., on Clover Seed Midge , 3

Carpocapsa pomonella, 2,7-20. See Codling Moth.
Caterpillar, Solitary 2
Cecidomyia destructor, 3,21. See Hessian Fly.

legiuninicola, 3. See Clover Seed Midge.
Cerasus serotina, as food plant of Apple Ofnix 53
Chalcidida?, parasitic 50,57,73
Chambers, V. T., Food Plants of Tineina, cited 53

Index to the Described Tineina of the United States and Canada, cited 47
on Apple Ornix 52,56
on Apple Tischeria 46
Tineina and their Food-plants, cited 46
Tinein^ of Colorado, cited 53
Tineina of North America, cited , 46

Cherry, injury to by Leaf Grumpier 69,73
wild, injury to by Apple Ornix 52,53

by Leaf Grumpier 73
Chester, E. E., on sowing timothy with wheat in fall 99
Chinch Bug 1

in Illinois, article on the present condition and prospects of the 89-103

barriers against migration 100
direct destruction 101

field experiments proposed 103

food plants • 94
life history 93
notes from correspondents .. 90

l)revention and remedy 95

agricultural method s 96
special procedure recommen ded 102

Chrysopa larva preying upon larva of Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 60
Cincinnati (Quarterly Journal of Science, cited '*6\53

ciuctus, Ilarijactor 84
Milyas 84
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Cinderella, Teras 60, 79, 82, 84
Tortrix '17,78,79,81

cinerea, Epicauta 4
Clemens, Ur. Brackenridge, on the Apple Tischena • 46,49

Tineiua of North America, cited 46
Clover 5,95
Clover Seed Midge 3

injuries in Illinois in 1886 3
insect enemies 4

Coal tar as barrier to migration of Chinch Bug 100
Coccinellid larva preving upon eggs of Soft Maple Bark Louse H

Codling Moth 2
arsenical poitsons for 7-20

danger of application 14

conclut=ion, concerning 15
tables of results Crr. 16-20

comparison of injuries, 1885 and 1886 9
comparison of Paris' green and other poisons for. . . .>>s^. 14
Paris green experiments, 1885 ?S^^. 9
Paris green experiments, 1886 10
relative abundance of in 1885 and 1886 2

Cceiinius meromvzge parasite of Wheat Bulb Worm 36
Common Black Blister Beetle 4

Brown Ant, collection of Corn Plant Louse eggs by 6
Compositae 4
Cook, A. J., on Leaf Crumpler 70

on Wheat Bulb Worm 37
Corn, injuries to by Cardiophorus 4

by Common Black Blister Beetle 4
by Corn Plant Louse 5

by Corn Root Worm 5
Plant Louse 5

eggs of, collected by Lasins aliemis .. 6
injuries to corn 5
rotation of crops as measure against 6
winged generation of 6
winter history of 6

Root Worm 4
distribution in Illinois 4
precautionary measure against 5

Root Worm Beetle, polJen as food of S
Cornell University Experiment Station, Report of, cited 47,53,56
coronaria Pyrus, ks food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
Cotter, W. H., on Hessian Fly 23
Crab-apple, injury to by Leaf Crumpler 67, 69, '.3

sweet-scented, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
Cranberry, injury to by Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 76,79

Worm, Yellow ' 78
•crutfegella, Lithocolletis 52
(.'rattegus as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
Cremastus, parasite of Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 85
Curculioe, effect of Paris green upon 7,15

D
Davie, R. C 5,41
destructor, Cecidomyia 3,21. See Hessian Fly.
Dewberry, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
Diahroti' a lonsicornis, 4. See Corn Root Worm.
difFerentialis Pezotettix 40. See Locust, Olive.
Dipterous egg-parasite 44

larvae and pupie in wheat 25
Diseases, white plague of European Cabbage W:)rui :.. 1

spread of by artificial cultures 102
Dixon, J. W., Orchards and Insects, article on, cited 60
Dodge, G. M 81
Doran, E. W., on Leaf Crumpler 72

on white plague of European Cabbage Worm 2

E

Kggs of Grasshoppers 4
Kr!i-<mu« pullatus 50
Klliott, W. E 40
Krnpoa albopicta 66
Kinulsion, kerosene, for apple leaf insects 3
r-hitomological Commission, Reports of U. S., cited. See under Report.
Epicauta 41

cinerea 4
jiennsylvanica 4
vittata 4

E -agrostis, as food for Chinch Bug 94
error, Playtygaster, paraeile of Clover Seed Midge 4
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Eudamns 78
Eulophus minutus, parasite of Apple Ornix 57
EnpeJmiis, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 73-

European Cabbage Worm 1

white plague of 1

Eurytoma fuiiebris, parasite of Clover Seed Midge 4
Exorista phycita?, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 70

femur- rubrum, Pezotettix, 40. See Eed-legged Locust.
Fernald, C. H., on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 63.

on Leaf Crumpler 72
on Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 83
on Teras minuta . 80
Synonymical Catalogue of the described Tortricidae of North America, cited 79

Fertilization, heavy, as measure against Chinch Bug 9?, 102, 103
Fertilizers .' 97
Flax 95
Fly, Hessian, 3,21-32. See under Hessian Fly.

Lace-wing, larva of 60
Forbes, S. A., Entomological Progress in Illinois, paper, cited 36

on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 61,t-4

on Lesser Apple Leaf Holler , 81
Report as State Entoraologistof Illinois. See under Report.

French, G H , Economic Entomology of Illinois, article, cit^d 60
on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 64
on Leaf Crumpler 70,71

Freyand Boll on Apple Tischeria 46
Fringilla canadensis, preying upon larvae of Leaf Crumpler 67
Fruit Growers' Journal, cited 28,71
fugitiva,Banchue, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 70

Limneria, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 70
funebris, Eurytoma, parasite of Clover Seed Midge 4

Gr

Garman, H 25,73
Gas lime for Chinch Bug 101,102
geminatella, Lithocolletis 54, 53, 55

Ornix, 49, 51-57. See under Apple Ornix.
Geological and Geographifal Siirvey, U. S. Bulletin cited. See under Bulletin.
Glover, Townend 68
Goding, F. W., on European Cabbage Worm 1

Goflf, E. S., on white plague of European Cabbage Worm 2 .

Golden Rod, as food plant of Common Black Blister Beetle 4
Gore, David, on Hessian Fly 23
Gracillariae 52
Gramineie, as food of Chinch Bug 94
Grass, blue 94

crab 94
Hungarian 94
prairie 94
tickle 94
timothy 94

young Corn Plant Lice on roots of 6-

Grasshoppers, 1,4,5. See under Locusts.
eggs of, as food for larvae of Blister Beetle, 4,40. See Locusts, eggs of.

Green Apple Leaf Tyer 77

—striped Locust 42
Grote, A. R ,

New CbiM'k List of North AiiK^ican Moths, cited 70
Ground Beetles, Jinagos, j)reying ni)0)i eggs of locusts 44

larvae of, preying upon eggs of locusts. 40,44
Cherry, as food plant of Margined Blister Beetle 4

H
Hallett,T 78
Hammond, A. C 5J>

on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 60
hammondi, Acrobasis 59

Pempelia, 58-64, 76. See Apple Leaf Skeletonizer.
IIaminond''s Leaf Tyer

sliitr shot 61

Hand i)icking and destroying
Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 64
Leaf Crumpler 67,68,69,70,74
Solitary (Jalerpillar 2

Harpactor cinctus 84

Harris, Dr. '1'. W., on the Green-stript^d Locust 42
lii8ectB Injurious to Vegetation, cited 42

Haw, as food plant of Ai)i)le Tischeria 46
Ueliophila unipuncta 2
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Helms, F., on Hessian Fly 23

Hesperidsp, larvae of 78
Hessian Fly 3

asrreement of life history of, with that of Wheat Bulb Worm 32, as

calendar of the life history of 33
in experimental sowings 24

in volunteer wheat 22
mode of procedure against 30
parasites 21

second contribution to a knowledge of the life history of 21-34

summary and discussion 29
summary of hreeding-cage results 34

Heteropterous parasite 4
Honey Locust, as food i)lant of Common Black Blister Beetle 4
Hot water for Chinch Bug 101

Howard, L. O., on parasites of Apple Tischeria 50
Hymenoptera, parasitic 60,68,69,84
Hyperaspis, larva of, preying upon eggs of Soft Maple Bark Louse 6

I

Ichneumon, parasite of Leaf Grumpier 69
Ichneumonidae, parasitic 60,68
Illinois State Department of Agriculture, Report, cited 7,40

State Entomologist of. Report, cited 21,35,36,60,61,70,75,81,89,100
State Horticultural Society, Transactions, cited 7,61,81'

State Laboratory of Natural History, Bulletin, cited 1,57,84
Indiana State Horticultural Society, Tnuisactions, cited 70
indiginella juglandis, Phycis , 70

Slyelois 65,70
Phycis, 65-74. See under Leaf Grumpier.

inimicus, Jassus 43
Innumerabilis, Pulvinaria, eggs of, devoured by larva of Hyperaspis 6
Insecticides, arsenical poieoub as 2,7,64,74,81,85

ar.senic 7
ashes 77
fas lime 101, 103
Hammond's slug shot 61
kerosene emulsion 3
lime 3,77

air-slaked 64,69
London purple 14,20
Paris green 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17 , 18, 19, 20, 64, 70
soap 1 77
soluble pinoleum ^ 61

Insects, common, injuriously affecting the foliage of young apple-trees in the nursery and orchard,45-85
Apple Leaf Skeletonizer ' 58-64
Ai>ple Ornix 51-57
Apple Tischeria 45-50
Leaf Grum])ler , 65-74
Lesser A])pie Leaf Roller 75-85

insidiosus, T'riphleps, as enemy of Glover Seed Midge 4
Iowa State Horticultural Society, Transactions, cited 60
Irrigation of fields infested by Chinch Bug 100
"Isie,"' cited 65
Ilhycerus noveboracensis, injury to leaf buds of Apple by 5

J

Jassus inimicus 43

K
Kelly, John A., on sowing timothy with wheat in fall 99
Kerosene emulsion for Apple leaf insects 3

for Chinch Bug 101
Krinard, F. C, on Hessian Fly

L

Lasius alienns, collection of Corn Plant Louse eggs by 6
Leaf Grumpier 65-74

description 71
distribution 72
introduction into new localities 73
life history , ....70,73

> literature 65
parasites 68,69,70,73
remedies 74
Rascal, 59,67,69. See Leaf Grumpier.

Hoppers, mistaken for grasshoppers 43
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Roller 66.

Lesser Apple 58,75-85
description 82r

distiibmion 83-

life history 7T,83
literature and nomenclature 75
natural enemies 84
remedies 85

Skelelonizer, Apple, 58-64. See Apple Leaf Skeletonizer.
Tyer, Green Apple 77

Hammond's 59
LeBaron, Dr. Wm 70

Observations upon two Species of Insects Injurious to Fruit Trees, article cited 66

on coal-tar to prevent migration of Chinch Bug * lOO
on Lesser Ai)p]e Leaf Koller 75,76,77

lecontei, Callimorpha 2
leguminic ola, C,ecidom\ia, 3. See Clover ^eed Midge.
Let^eer Apple Leaf Roller, 58, 75-85. See Leaf Roller, Lesser Apple.
leucojjterus, Bli^^eus. See Chinch Bug.
Lime tor apple leaf insects 3,77

air-sl'iked, for Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 64
for Leaf Crumpler 69

Limnerla, parasite of Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 84
fugitiva, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 70

Limner, J, A 3
on white plague of European Cabbage Worm 2

litbocolletidis, Sympiezus, parasite of Apple Ornix 57
of A])iile Tit^cheria 50

Lithocolleiis crataegella 52
geir.inatelia 52, 53, 5.5

Locust, Green striped 42
(.>live, outbreak of, in Central Illinois in 1885 40
Red-iegiied, outbreak of, in Central Illinois in 1885 40

para-itized by Red Locust Mite 43
Rocky Mountain 43

enemies of 44
Locust, Honey, as food plant of Common Black Blister Beetle 4
locustaTinn, Trombidium, destroying eggs of locusts 40,41,43

parasite of Red-legged Locust 43-

Locusts, abundance of in 1886 41

agencies and enemies which check outbreaks of 43
causes of needless alarm concerning 42'

condition of the eL'gs 41
destructive oatbreaK of, conclusions bearing upon 43
eggs of, 40, 41, 43. See under Grasshoppers.

destruction of 40,43
by dipterous esfg-parasite 44
by larvae of blister beetles 40
by larvae of ground beetles 40
by Red Locust Mite 40,41,43

injurious, on an outbreak of, in Central Illinois 40-44
parasitized by Red Locust Mite 43-

London purple for Codling Moth 14
longicornis. Diabrotica, 4. See Corn Root Worm.
Lunderg, J 24-

M
Macrobasis 41

maidis. Aphis, 5. See Corn Plant Louse,
malifoliella, Tischeria, 45-50. See Apple Tischeria.
nialivoraua, Teras 60,79,84

Tortrix 75,78,79,81
Mains, as food plant of Apple Ornix 52

as food plant of Apple Tischeria 4-0^
Maple Bark Louse, Soft, eggs of, devoured by larva of Hyperaspis lo
Margined Blister Beetle. 4

Marten, John, on Hessian Ply 23,28
Massachusetts Agricultural Report, cited 75-

Meloidas 4
larvjB of 41

destroying esrgs of locusts 4,40,44i

Meromyza americana, 4, 24, 25, 35, 39. See Wheat Bulb Worm.
])arasito of 39,

merom.' za;, Coellnius, parasite of Wheat Bulb Worm ^oi

Michigan I'omological Society, Transactions, cited 70
Microgaster, parasite of Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 60,64
Midge, (Mover Seed 3
Miiyascinctus 84
niinuta, Teras, 58, 60, 75-^5. See JiOaf Roller, Lesser Apnle. '

i'ortrix 75,81
mfnutiiH, Eulophus, parasite of Apple Ornix 67
MiscellaneouH P^ssayson Economic Entomology, cited 40
MisHOuri State Entomologist, Reports. See under Report.
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Mite, Red Locast, destruction of eggs of locusts by 40.41,43

parasite of Red-legged Locust." 43
Mixture of seed as measure against Chinch iJug 98,99,102,103 -

Moore, (reo. M 41

Moore, Jacob 41

Morrison, H. K HI

Myelois indiginella 65,70

N
nebuio, Acrobasis 70

nebulella, Phvcita 70
Phrcita 67,70,71

Nelson, W.T 59
New Jersey Cranberry Association, Report Seventh Annual Convention of, cited 79
noveboracensis, Ithycerus, injury to leaf buds of Apple by 5-

0

Oats, infested by Wheat Bulb Worm 37
volunteer, possibly infested by Wheat Bulb Worm 38

occidentalis, Kubus, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 4&
Olive Locust, outbreak of, in Central Illinois in 1885, 40. See Locust, Olive.
ornigis, Apanteles, parasite of Apple Ornix 57
Ornix, Apple, 51-57. See under Apple Ornix.
Ornix geniinatella, 49,51-57. See under Apple Ornix.

prunivorella 52,53
Osborn, Herbert, on Leaf Grumpier • 72
oxycoccana, Teras 79,81,82

Tortrix ; 79,81

P

Packard, A. S 75,76
Guide to the Study of Insects, cited 52
on Apple Ornix 52,54
on Lesser Apple Leaf Roller ..j. .. 78

Panicuin, as food for Chinch Bug 94
"Papilio," cited 79
Parasites or predaceous insects affecting

Apple Leaf Skeletonii-.er 60, 64
Apple Ornix 57
Apple Tijjcheria 50
Clover Seed Midge 4
Hessian Fly 21
Leaf Crumpler 68,69,70,78
Leaser Apple Leaf Roller 84,85
locusts 43,44

eergs of 40,41,43
Soft Maple Bark Louse 6
Wheat BnlbWorm 36

Paris green for Codling Moth 7,9,10,12,16,17,18,19,20
danger of application 14
summary of experiments 12
time of application 13

Curculios 7,15
?aryulus, Sphenophorns, damage to meadows by larva of 5
each 69

Pear, injury to, by Apple Ornix 52,53
Pempelia hammondi, 58-64, 76. See Apple Leaf Skeletonizer.
pennsylvanica, Epicauta 4
Pezotettix differentialis, 40. See Locust, Olive.

femur-rnbrum, 40. See Red-legged Locust.
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, Proceedings, cited, 45. See under Proceedings.
Phycis indiginella, 65-74. See under Leaf Crumpler.

indiginella juglandis , , 70
Phycita nebuio 67,70,71

nebuio nebulella 70
phycitae, Exorista, parasite of Leaf Crumpler 70

Tachina, paraei:e of Leaf Crumpler 70
Physalis viecosa, as food plant of Marn;ined Blister Beetle 4
Pieris rapte, 1. See European Cabbage Worm.
Pigeon Grass, young Corn Plant Lice on roots of 6
Pimpla, as parasite of Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 85
Pinoleum, soluble, for Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 61
Plant Louse, Corn, 5. See Corn Plant Louse.
Platy^aster error, parasite of Clover Seed Midge 4
rlum, injury to by Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 63

by Leaf Crumi)ler 66, 67,69,73
Poisons. See under Insecticides.

arsenical, for Codling Moth ..7-20
Pollen, as food of Corn Root Worm Beetle 5
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Polygonum, young Corn Plant Lice on roots of 6
pomonella, Carpocapsa, 2,7-20. See Codling Moth.
Potato, food plant ot Margined Blister Beetle 4

leaves stripped off by Striped Blister Beetle 4
Practical Entomologist, cited 68
Prairie Farmer, cited 36,37,66,67,68,77,78
Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, cited 67

of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, cited . ... 46
prunivorella, Ornix 52,53
Prunus, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46

serotina 52
pullatus, tvlasmus 50
Palvinaria innumerabilis, eggs of, devoured by larva of Hyperaspis 6

Purdue University, School of Agriculture of. Bulletin, cited 37
Pyrus coronaria, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46

<iuince, injurv to, by Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 63
by Leaf Cfnmpler ; 66,69,73

R
rap3e, Pieris, 1. See European Cabbage Worm.
Raspberry, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46

injury to, by Solitary Caterpillar 2
Red-legged Locust, outbreak of, in Central Illinois in 1885, 40. See Locust, Red-legged.
Red Locust Mite, destruction of eggs of locusts by 40,41,43
Remedies and preventives for insect depredations

:

abandonment of culture of certain crops 96, 97, 102
air-slaked lime 64,69
arsenic 7,14
arsenical poisons 2, 7,64, 74, 81,85
ashes 77

• building fires in orchards 67
burning 101,102,103

fallen leaves 50,64
in winter quarters 101
lures to hibernation 101
stubble 31

clean fanning 96
coal tar as barrier to migration 100
contagious diseases, spread of, by artificial ciiltures 102
culture of crops not affected by the chinch bug 97
destruction of screenings from thresher 31

early planting 98, 102
early plowing 5
encouragement of growth of volunteer wheat and its timely destruction 31 ,38, 100
fall plowing 98
gas lime 101,102
Hammond's slug shot 61
hand picking 2,64,67,68,69,70,74
heavy fertilization 97, 102, 103
heavy rolling ; 98
hot water 101
irrigation of infested fields 100
kerosene emulsion 3,101
late planting 98
light trai)s. 85
lime 3,77
London purple 14
mixture of seed 98,99,102,103
Paris green 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17. 18, 19,20,64, 70
plowing and harrowing around infested fields 100
plowing under deep 101

under outer rows of corn 101
up killed grain and planting to other crops 101

repellent substances, application of, to crops 102
rotation of crops 4,5,6, 96
soap 77
Boap suds 101
soluble pinoleum 61

sowing strips of favorite food plants as lures 99
near winter quarters of chinch bug 99

strips with crops not subject to injury by Chinch Bug 99, 100
tramping T 61
use of surplus seed 98

Report Cornell University Experiment Station, cited 47,53,56
illiuois State Di'i)artinent of Agriculture, cited 7,40
MasHacliiiHetts Slate Department of Agriculture, cited 7tf

Seventh Annual Convention of the New Jersey Cranberry Association, cited 79
Stale Entomologist of Illinois, cited 21,35,36,60,61,70,75,81,89,100
Siatf FCntomologistof Missouri, ci.ed 59,61,69,70,71,72,77,83
r. S. CoinmiHsionor of Agriculture, cited 37,68
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U. S. Entomoloirical Commission, cited 21,42,44"
U. S. Geologicarand Geographical Survey, cited 78

Riley, Dr. C. V., Index to Missouri Entomological Reports, cited 79,82
on the Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 69,60,61,64
on the Dimorphism of Teras oxycoccana, Pack, article, cited 79
on the Green-striped Locust 42
on Leaf Grumpier 67,69,70,71,72'
on Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 78,79,82
on parasites of Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 84
Reports as State Entomologist of Missouri. See under Report.

Robinson, C. T 75
Rocky Mountain Locust 43

enemies of 44
Rolling, heavy, after seed is sown, as measure against Chinch Bug 98
Root VK'orm, Corn, 4. See Corn Root Worm.
RosacesB, as food plants of Apple Tischeria , 46

of Leaf Grumpier 69
Rose, as food plant of Tischeria roseticola 47
roeeticola, Tischeria 46
Rotation of crops as measure against Chinch Bug 96

against Corn Plant Louse 6
against Corn Root Worm 4,5

Rubus occidentalis, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46
villosus, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46

of Tischeria Jenea 46

S

Saunders, Wm., Insects Injurious to Fruits, cited 61,70,79
on the Leaf Grumpier 68,70
(m Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 79
on white plague of European Cabbage Worm , 2

Sells, Joshua 100
Serotina, Cerasus, as food plant of Apple Ornix 58

Prunus, as food plant of Apple Ornix '. 52
Setaria, as food for Chinch Bug 94

voung Corn Plant Lice on roots of 6

Slocum, J- C 41
Smartweed, young Corn Plant Lice on roots of 6
Smith, J. B 79

on the Lesser Apple Leaf Roller as a cranberry insect 80
Snow, F. H., on Leaf Grumpier 72

on white plague of European Cabbage Worm 2
Soap for Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 77
Soap suds for Chinch Bug 101

Soft Maple Bark Louse, eggs devoured by larva of Hyperaspis 6

Solitary Caterpillar, arsenic ineffective against -. 2
injury to raspberry plants by 2

Soluble pinoleum for Apple Leaf Skeletonizer • 61

Sphenophorus parvulus, damage to meadows by larva of 5
Stainton, 11. T 46
Sympiezus lithocolletidis, parasite of Apple Ornix 57

of Apple Tischeria 50
Stettiner Entoraologische Zeitung, cited 46
Stookey, Geo. H., on Hessian Fly 22
Striped Blister Beetle 4 .

T

Tachina phycitie, parasite of Leaf Grumpier 70'

Taylor, B. T., on Leaf Grumpier 68
Teras Cinderella 60,79,82,84

malivorana 60,79, 84
minuta, 58,60,75-85. See Leaf Roller, Lesser Apple.
oxycoccana 79,81,82
vacciniivorana 79,84
variolana 78,79,80,81

Tetrastichus, parasite of Clover Seed Midge ^4
Thomas, Dr. Cyrus

on Chinch Bug 89
Tischeria, Apple, 45-50. See Apple Tischeria
Tischeria ifnea 46

malifolier.a, 45-50. See Apple Tischeria.
roseticola 46

tischeriae, Astichus, parasite of Apple Tischeria . 50
Tityrus 78
Tomato, as food plant of Margined Blister Beetle 4

leaves stripped off by Striped Blister Beetle 4
ToriJKx Cinderella 77,78,79,81

malivorana ; 75,78, 79,81

minuta 75,81

—8
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oxycoccana 79,81
vacciniivorana 75, 78,79, 81

Tragocephala viridifasciata 42
Transactions of the American Entomological Society, cited 53,75,79

Illinois State Horticultural Society, cited 7,61,81
Indiana State Horticultural Society, cited 70
Iowa State Horticultural Society, cited 60
Michigan Pomological Society, cited 70

Triphlepfe insidiosus, as enemy of Clover Seed Midge 4
Trombidium locustarum, destroying eggs of locusts 40,41,43

parasite of Eed-legged Locust 43
Trouvelot, L,, on Lesser Apple Leaf Koller 78
Trumpet Mine of the Apple 47

U

unipuncta, Heliophila 2
U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, Report of, cited 37,68

Department of Agriculture, Division of Entomology, Bulletin, cited 50,61
Entomological Commission, Bulletin, cited 79
Entomological Commission, Report, cited 21,42,44
Geological and Geographical Survey, Bulletin, cited. See under Bulletin.

Report, cited. See under Report.

V

vacciniana, Anchylopera 82
vacciniivorana, Teras 79, 84

Tortrix 75,78,79,81
variolana, Teras 78,79,80,81
Vickroy, H. K 59
villosus, Rubus, as food plant of Apple Tischeria 46

as food plant of Tischeria aenea 46

viridifasciata, Tragocephala 42
viscosa, PhysaJis, as food plant of Margined Blister Beetle 4
vittata, Epicauta 4

W
Walnut 70
Walsh. B. D 59

on Leaf Crumpler 67,68,71
Walsh and Riley on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 59
Walsingham, Lord, Notes on Tineidae of North America, cited 53,55
Webster, F. M., on Apple Leaf Skeletonizer 61

on Leaf Crumpler ^ 70
on Wheat Bulb Worm 37

Weed, C. M 6
on an Outbreak of Injurious Locusts in Central Illinois 40-44

on Some Common Insects injuriously affecting the Foliage of Young Apple-trees in the
Nursery and Orchard '. 45-85

on the Parasites of the Lesser Apple Leaf Roller, Teras minuta, Robe., article, cited 84

Notes on some Illinois Microgasters, with Descriptions of New Species, cited 57

Wheat, dipterous larvaj and pupae in 25
experimental sowings, Hessian Fly in 24

in-iury to, by Hessian Flv 3
by Wheat Bulb Worm 24,25,36

volunteer, Hee^sian Fly in -. 22,25
Wheat Bulb Worm in 4,24,31,36,38

Wheat Bulb Worn, agreement of life history of, with that of Hessian Fly 32,38
calendar of 39
hibernation of 38
infesting rye 36

infesting volunteer wheat 4,24,31,36,38
injury to oats ^37

to volunteer oats 37,38
to wheat 24,25,36

measures against 38
on the life history of 35-39

parasite of 36
third brood of 4,24,25,31

Wheeler. N. J 4

Whortleberry, High-bush, injury to by Lesser Apple Leaf Roller 79
Wier, 1). B 70

on Leaf Crumpler ^_
68

on l/osser Anple Leaf Roller 76,77
Wild Cherry, injury to by Apple Ornix 52
Wiiv.vormp" 4
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Yellow Cranberry Worm ' 78
Yonng, Aaron ; .

.- 24,25

Zeller, P. C 65
Beitrage, cited 78
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